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Editor's Introduction
The November 1998 elections included more than 100 ballot initiatives throughout the United
States that were intended to preserve farms and open space, and in some way alter current
patterns of development. A large majority of the initiatives passed including a $1 billion bond
issue in New Jersey to preserve half ofthe remaining farmland in that state. At the national level,
"smart growth" has become an important issue for the year 2000 elections. Clearly, people are
concerned with the changes that are occurring to their rural landscapes.
The rate of change is significant. Each year, more than 1.4 million acres of rural lands are
converted to housing, roads, and other development. A far greater number of acres are influenced
as development fragments landscapes, and as the expectation of development drives up land
prices and fuels speculation. Landscape functions including agricultural production, water
quality, biodiversity, climate, and aesthetics are affected, often negatively.
Public concern involves not just what is being lost, but what is being built. New suburbs and
strip malls are often bland, auto-dependent and expensive in that the cost of services exceeds
property tax revenues. Suburban design with its cul-de-sacs, walls ofgarage doors, and lack of
mixed-use neighborhoods does not foster a sense of community. Meanwhile, the inner cities
often decay as businesses and money move to the city's edge.
Concern about these changes translates into an interest among students and other members of the
community in understanding why these changes are occurring, what the effects are, what
alternatives exist, and how preferred alternatives might be achieved. Many college courses in
disciplines such as architecture, planning, and law address some aspects of the issue, but few
courses provide a complete overview ofthe topic. We have developed and taught at the
University ofNebraska-Lincoln (UNL) a course-Urbanization ofRural Landscapes-that has a
multi-disciplinary structure reflecting the full complexity ofland use issues.
Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual foundation of the course. The use of a particular parcel of land
is influenced by decisions and conditions at several scales in a spatial hierarchy. For example, a
farmer's decision to put a permanent open-space easement on her land may be based on an offer
from a state-level open-space program that receives its funding from a national program
established by Congress. Another farmer's bankruptcy and forced sale ofland to a developer
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Fig. 1. Land use is influenced by decisions and conditions at different scales. Within this
spatial hierarchy, the decision of how to use a particular parcel of land is influenced by
economic, sociological, ethical, ecological, and legal factors. In tum, land use decisions affect
each of these factors at each scale.
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may derive in part from low commodity prices resulting from national trade policies and crop
surpluses in other countries.
Within the spatial hierarchy, legal, economic, sociological, ethical, and ecological factors interact
at every scale to directly or indirectly influence the fate ofparticular parcels of farmland. Only by
acknowledging these hierarchical relationships and the complex interactions among many factors
can local land use decisions be fully understood. This framework also helps in evaluating the
consequences of farmland loss. The conversion of a parcel of farmland has economic, social,
ecological, and aesthetic implications. Conversion occurs parcel by parcel, but its cumulative
effects are felt at all scales.
Learning objectives: The course was designed so that a student who successfully completes it
will be able to
• Describe the major factors influencing land use decisions in the United States
• Describe the patterns and consequences of land conversion in the United States
• Identify alternatives to sprawl and other typical development patterns
• Access internet and other sources of information on land use policy and farmland
preservation
• Demonstrate a familiarity with land use planning tools, policies, and procedures
• Describe trends in urbanization and land use in the Lincoln/Omaha area
• Participate in and contribute to community debates on land use issues
The course was offered for credit through three departments---Community and Regional
Planning, Agricultural Economics, and Agronomy. Students in the spring 1999 class included
juniors, seniors, and graduate students from II different departments. Several members ofthe
Lincoln community audited the course and brought a wealth ofpractical experience to the class.
Thirteen faculty, local and state govemment officials, and members of the private sector
contributed to teaching the course.
Lectures were limited in order to allow ample time for experiential and interactive learning
approaches including semester-long small group projects, decision case studies, field trips,
visioning and planning exercises, and computer exercises. The text for the course, Under the
Blade: The Conversion ofAgricultural Landscapes was supplemented by journal articles,
newspaper articles, and various gleanings from the world wide web.
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This volume contains the course syllabus and many of the associated teaching materials
including exercises, exams, selected readings, and references. The volume is organized
chronologically with the materials from each week grouped. Each section begins with a brief
overview ofthemes and objectives for the week, and a description of the materials presented in
. the section. Some ofthe exercises included in the volume are:
• A gallery walk exploring the factors at different scales that influence land use decisions
• An evaluation of student aesthetic responses to different rural and urban scenes
• The use of the PA BLUPRlNTS software package to illustrate the relationship between land
use regulations and the appearance of the landscape
• A jig-saw exercise for teaching about common land use paradigms
• A knowledge ofplace quiz to increase student awareness of ecological processes in their
community
• A capstone visioning and planning exercise in which students apply knowledge learned
throughout the course to a local landscape design problem
Hopefully, the materials in the volume will provide some useful ideas to instructors at other
institutions who want to design a course on this topic or modify an existing course. Toward the
goal ofproviding ideas for teaching this topic, the volume also includes syllabi from four other
courses-three from UNL and one from Cornell University-that deal with land use issues.
I thank the Lincoln Journal-Star, Omaha World-Herald, and The News (Waverly) for permission
to include some of their articles in this volume.
Mention in this volume of specific products or commercial ventures does not imply endorsement
byCSAS.
Richard Olson, CSAS
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Weekl
An introduction ofthe students to the structure and expectations ofthe course, the learning
objectives, and the evaluation procedures for determining grades.
Through a lecture/slide presentation. the students are introduced to the concept ofthe landscape
as the key level in the spatial hierarchyfor evaluating the effects ofland use decisions. The
relationship between landscape structure and landscape function is explored.
A gallery walk exercise promotes interaction among the students as they draw on their own
knowledge to determine the factors at each level ofthe spatial hierarchy that are most important
in influencing land use decisions.
Readings from Under the Blade: The Introduction describes the spatial hierarchyfor evaluating
land use decisions. and the socio-economic paradigm that governs most land use decisions.
Chapter 2 supplements the lecture on landscape structure andfunctions. The Austin. Texas case
study illustrates a land use debate that focuses on water quality rather than agricultural
production.
Materials in this section:
Course syllabus
Evaluation form for relative contribution ofproject group members
Form for calculating final grade
Instructions for writing a letter to the editor
Table of Contents of Under the Blade
References and information sources
Lecture notes: Trends in the structure and function ofU.S. agricultural landscapes
Gallery walk exercise: Factors affecting land use decisions
Definitions of sprawl
I
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Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
(AGRO 496/896, CRPL 495P/895P, AECN 896)
Spring 1999
Richard K. Olson, David A. Mortensen,
Cecil Steward & Mark Liebig
3 credits
Wednesdays, 6 pm to 8:50 pm
234 Keirn Hall, East Campus
Learning objectives: By the completion ofthe course, the student will be able to
• Describe the major factors influencing land use decisions in the United States
• Describe the patterns and consequences ofland conversion in the United States
• Identify alternatives to sprawl and other typical development patterns
• Access internet and other sources of information on land use policy and farmland
preservation
• Demonstrate a familiarity with land use planning tools, policies, and procedures
• Describe trends in urbanization and land use in the Lincoln/Omaha area
• Participate in and contribute to community debates on land use issues
Prerequisites: Junior, senior or graduate standing and permission of the instructors.
Text: Olson, R.K., and T.A. Lyson (eds.). 1999. Under the Blade: The Conversion of
Agricultural Landscapes. Westview Press, Boulder, CO. A copy of the text is on reserve in CY,
Thompson, Love, and Architecture libraries.
Supplemental readings will include journal articles, newspaper clippings, and other handouts.
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Course Schedule
Date Topics
Jatluary 13 (class I) 61eaming objectives, courseoverview, introductions
6:50 break
7:05 Lecture: Trends in the structure and function ofD.S. agricultural landscapes
8: I0 gallery walk exercise: factors affecting land use
Readings in Blade: Introduction, pp 53-90, 390-397
January 20 (2) 6:00 discussion of readings
6:30 Lecture: what are we losing; measuring impacts; knowledge of place
7:30 break
7:45 Overview of student projects:
7:50 ecological footprint analysis ofLincoln (Liebig)
8:I0 sustainability indicators for Lincoln (Mortensen)
8:30 sustainability in the Lincoln planning process (Steward)
Blade: pp 15-41
January 27 (3) 6:00 discussion ofDoekson (1997): New Zealand's suburban street
6:30 photo-documentation of Lincoln suburban development (Elliot)
7:30 break
7:45 project tearns organize
Blade: pp 421-429
February 3 (4) 6:00 project groups meet
6:30 video: World Population
6:45 break
7:00 Lecture: economics ofag and development; competition for land (Johnson)
8:00 Lecture: cost of services (Hulvershorn)
Blade: pp 137-173,437-449
February 10 (5) 6:00 resources on the net (computer lab) - I project group
project team meetings - 2 groups
7:00 2nd group in computer lab
8:00 3rd group in computer lab
February 17 (6) 6:00 video: Houses in the Fields
6:30 law and land use; decision case (Luther)
8:30 video: Farmland forever (farmers sell development rights)
Blade: pp 97-134, 340-346, 359-369, 384-389
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February 24 (7) 6:00 small group discussion of current questions
6:30 Lecture: ecological design (Steward)
7:30 break
7:40 project teams discuss team interactions
8:00 Lecture: Antelope Commons; New Urbanism (Maller/Dubas)
Blade: pp 217-244, 373-382
March 3 (8) 6 discussion of readings
6:30 Lecture: Lincoln/Lancaster Co. Plan (DeKalb)
7:30 break
7:45 preview of field trip
7:50 project groups meet
Blade: pp 295-320, 370-372
March 6 Field trip: Lincoln urban to rural; Antelope Commons
March 10 (9) 6:00 project groups meet
7:00 project status reports
7:15 break
7:30 MIDTERM EXAM
March 17 Spring break
March 24 (10) 6:00 aesthetic rating exercise (Elliot, Sutton)
6:30 project meetings while ratings are summarized
7:45 discussion of results of aesthetic exercise
8:30 review midterm exam
March 31 (11) 6:00 overview ofPA Bluprints exercise
6:20 project group meeting or PA Bluprints exercise (group I)
7:10 project group meeting or PA Bluprints exercise (group 2)
8:00 project group meeting or PA Bluprints exercise (group 3)
Blade: pp 287-293, 328-334
April 7 (12) 6:00 jigsaw exercise: five myths
6:30 discussion of South Platte River corridor plan (Allen, Sutton)
7:30 break
7:45 project groups meet
April 10 Field trip: S. Platte River corridor (Allen, Sutton), Joslyn Castle Institute for
Sustainable Communities (McGuire)
April 14 (13) 6:00 introduction to visioning exercise for Steven's Creek watershed
6:30 Step I: preparation of vision statements
7:30 break
7:45 Step 2: map making
Blade: pp 181-211, 247-266, 450-452
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April 21 (14) 6:00 visioning exercise: complete maps Lincoln's future: Stakeholders panel
6:30 gallery walk exercise to discuss results of visioning exercise
7:15 break
7:30 presentation by ecological footprint analysis group
8:30 course evaluation
April 28 (IS) 6: IS presentation by sustainability indicators group
7:15 break
7:30 presentation by Comprehensive Plan group
An optional bike ride along the Mopac trail to observe the urban-rural transition at the eastern
edge of Lincoln will be arranged when weather permits.
Student Projects
Working in small groups, each student will address one of three questions in a semester-long
project. Each group will have a faculty mentor to guide and assist the activity. Students can
choose among:
Project #1: Estimate the ecological footprint ofLincoln - the amount ofproductive land
required to sustain the city (Dr. Mark Liebig, mentor)
Project #2: Develop a set of sustainability indicators for Lincoln and derive a baseline
measurement of the indicators (Dr. David Mortensen)
Project #3: Evaluate the LincolnlLancaster County planning process and recommend changes in
the process to make sustainability an explicit criterion in alllanduse decisions (Dean Cecil
Steward)
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Student Evaluation
As a 400/800 level course, Urbanization of Rural Landscapes includes both upper-level
undergraduate and graduate students. All students enrolled in the course are expected to meet the
same high standards in completion of the learning objectives, and will be evaluated by the same
criteria. Undergraduates and graduates will work together in project groups, with individual
grades assigned as described below. Our procedure in grading exams will be to read and grade
undergraduate exams before reading the graduate student exams.
Grades will be based on:
Class participation (5% of course grade)
This concept includes attendance at class, being prepared, speaking out, and generally
participating in the many discussions and small group exercises in a meaningful way.
Knowledge of place quiz (5%)
A take-home exercise to illustrate the ecological context within which your home exists,
and some of the basic knowledge required for ecological design of sustainable homes and
communities.
Exams: Midterm (25%) and final (30%)
Closed-book, comprehensive essay exams covering information from the classroom, field
trips, and readings.
Group project (35%)
Students choose one of three semester-long projects: (1) ecological footprint analysis of
Lincoln, (2) development of indicators of sustainability for Lincoln, and (3) evaluation of
the Lincoln/Lancaster County planning process. Forty percent of the group project grade
is based on a written report and 60% is based on a presentation to a panel of local
citizens, planners, and teachers.
In a group activity, some members may contribute more than others. For this reason, each
member's relative contribution to the project is considered in determining their project grade. To
determine relative contributions, each member of the group rates the relative contribution of all
members of the group including themselves. These ratings, together with a rating done by the
project faculty leader, are averaged to give a final relative scoring. For example, a group with
five members might produce the relative contribution ratings shown in the table that follows.
Students A, C, and D contributed their "fair share," while B contributed less and E contributed
more.
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Student Relative Student
contribution grade if
(%) project grade
=90
A 20 90
B 10 72
C 20 90
D 20 90
E 30 108
Total 100 -----
Forty percent of the project grade is apportioned based on relative contributions, so:
individual grade = (.6 x project grade) + (.4 x relative contribution x project grade)
With a group of five students and a project grade of90:
individual grade = (.6 x 90) + (.4 x (relative contribution/20) x 90)
A, C, and D's project grade = 54 + 36 = 90
B's project grade = 54 + 18 = 72
E's project grade = 54 + 54 = 108
The maximum score an individual can receive for their project grade is 110.
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Factors Affecting Land Use Decisions
A Gallery Walk Exercise
The decision to continue farming a parcel ofland or to convert it to other uses including housing
and other forms of development is influenced by many legal, social, economic, ecological, and
ethical factors. All of these factors operate within a spatial hierarchy in which decisions and
conditions at larger scales including town/county, state, national, and global influence the use of
a specific farm or field (see Figure 1.1, page 7 in Under the Blade).
The purpose ofthis exercise is to determine what are some ofthese factors. The class divides into
five groups (your group is circled on the list below). Each group addresses a different spatial
scale, and develops a list of 10 to 15 factors at their scale that would influence the decision of
whether to retain a U.S. farm in farming. The list is written on flip-chart paper.
After 15 minutes, the lists are posted with masking tape on the walls around the room. One
person from each group is assigned to stand with their list. Other students circulate for 15
minutes reviewing and commenting on the lists. Additions or changes to each list are made by
the attending student.
For the final 10 minutes, the whole group reconvenes, and each of the five students monitoring a
list describes the comments and changes received during the gallery walk.
Groups
1. Factors a farmer might consider when deciding whether to keep his or her farm in agriculture.
2. Factors at the city/county level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture.
3. Factors at the state level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture.
4. Factors at the national level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture.
5. Factors at the global level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture.
48
The gallery walk is a teaching technique geared to the learning characteristics of adults.
According to Caffarella and Barnett (1994), these characteristics include:
I. adults' need for acknowledgment and use of their experiences and prior knowledge
2. a diverse set of learning styles
3. a desire to be actively involved in the learning process versus being a passive recipient of
knowledge
The gallery walk allows participants freedom within general guidelines to pursue the paths of
most interest to themselves. It requires an integration of knowledge acquired during the
workshop with the knowledge brought to the workshop by the participants. The people involved
in the exercise generate the outputs, and so have a feeling of ownership of the results.
The gallery walk is most effective when conducted as a late or concluding exercise for a session.
With this timing, the participants not only have new knowledge to apply to the task, but are also
familiar enough with each other that inhibitions regarding participation in a discussion have been
reduced.
Caffarella, R.S., and B.G. Barnett. 1994. Characteristics of adult learners and foundations of
experientialleaming. pp. 29-42. In: 1. Jackson and R.S. Caffarella (eds.) Experiential Learning:
A New Approach. Jossey-Bass Publishers, San Francisco.
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A Partial List ofFactors at Different Scales
that Influence Land Use Decisions for Individual Farms
1. Factors a farmer might consider when deciding whether to keep his or her farm in agriculture.
commodity prices: current and projected
farm debt
projected net farm income
intentions ofneighboring farmers
rate of local development
changes in local agricultural infrastructure
land prices for development
problems with neighboring developments
interest of children in farming
age and health offarmer
emotional attachment to land
wishes of family
condition of farm soil, buildings, equipment
burdensomeness of regulations
availability of labor
suitability of site for development (e.g., water, sewer or leach field)
2. Factors at the city/county level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture
local PDR programs
zoning decisions
placement of sewers, roads, and other infrastructure
property tax rates for agricultural land
local markets for produce (farmers' market, restaurants, local processors)
population and economic growth
public attitudes toward and knowledge of agriculture
availability offarm labor
maintenance of farm support services
activities oflocalland trusts
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3. Factors at the state level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture
estate tax laws
funding ofPDR programs
court decisions on private property rights
funding ofhighways, airports, other infrastructure
legislation promoting community land-use planning
tax breaks to entice new businesses
statutes authorizing the voluntary donation of conservation easements
right to farm laws
laws authorizing the creation of agricultural districts
state land trusts
environmental regulations
state promotions of agricultural products
4. Factors at the national level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture
population and immigration policies
tax laws affecting real estate transactions
estate taxes
funding for PDR programs
court decisions on property rights
funding ofhighways, airports, other infrastructure
agricultural trade policies
farm subsidy programs
environmental laws
tax breaks for farmland preservation
Medicaid eligibility requirements
interest rates
stock market/general economic health
national land trusts
USDA bias against minority farmers
5. Factors at the global level that would influence whether a farm remains in agriculture
food production in other countries
food purchases by other countries
climate change
stratospheric ozone depletion
transnational corporate decisions
global trade agreements
tariffs or import restrictions in other countries
human migration
global economic conditions
currency exchange rates
51
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SPRAWL
Haphazard growth or extension outward, especially that resulting from real estate development
on the outskirts of a city.
American Heritage Dictionary, third edition
The Vermont Forum on Sprawl defines sprawl as "dispersed development outside of compact
urban and village centers along highways and in rural countryside."
Noted policy analyst Anthony Downs, at a May 1998 Transportation Research Conference,
identified ten "traits" associated with sprawl:
I. unlimited outward extension,
2. low-density residential and commercial settlements
3. leapfrog development
4. fragmentation ofpowers over land use among many small
localities
5. dominance of transportation by private automotive vehicles
6. no centralized planning or control ofland-uses
7. widespread strip commercial development
8. great fiscal disparities among localities
9. segregation of types ofland uses in different zones
10. reliance mainly on the trickle-down or filtering process to
provide housing to low-income households
"In its path, sprawl consumes thousands of acres of forests and farmland, woodlands and
wetlands. It requires government to spend millions extra to build new schools, streets and water
and sewer lines. In its wake, sprawl leaves boarded up houses, vacant storefronts, closed
businesses, abandoned and often contaminated industrial sites, and traffic congestion stretching
miles from urban centers."
Maryland Gov. Parris N. Glendening
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Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
Area and Population of Omaha, NE, 1885-1997
The population density of Omaha increased from 3123 people/mf in 1885 to 6185 people/rni? in
1950. Density then declined to 5153 people/mf in 1970, and 4018 people/mf in 1997. Figure
courtesy of Joslyn Castle Institute for Sustainable Communities, Omaha, NE.
Om'h.1997 111.56 Sq. Mi. Population 348.436 (Est.)
Om.h,1970 76,60 Sq. ML Popullition 346.929
Omlh. 1950 40.60 Sq. Mi. POpulation 251,117
t
Omah.19Z0 37,18 Sq. Mi. Populatrcn 191.601
,
O!".tla 1885 8.831 Sq. Mi. Population 35,485
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Week 2
To convert statistics on farmland conversion from numbers to something more meaningful, a
slide presentation illustrates farms and landscapes in different regions ofthe United States. The
objective is to put a face on what is being lost, and to show regional differences that influence
land use trends and impacts. For non-agricultural students, the presentation illustrates concepts
such as primefarmland.
Returning to the theme that landscapes provide many services other than agricultural
production, a small-group exercise has students discuss and estimate the dollar value ofselected
ecosystem services.
A lecture in week 7 will address ecological design-the use ofknowledge ofnatural systems to
produce sustainable architecture and communities. Ecological design requires a knowledge of
place, yet many people don't understand the very basic aspects oftheir place such as where the
waterfrom their tap comes from, what type ofsoil their house sits on, or what watershed they
live in. A knowledge ofplace quiz is handed out this week along with some background
information on ecological design. The quiz is due week 7 as preparation for the lecture on
ecological design.
The remainder ofthe class is devoted to overviews ofthree student projects: an ecological
footprint analysis ofLincoln NE, developing a set ofindicators ofsustainability for Lincoln, and
an evaluation and improvement ofthe Lincoln Comprehensive Plan. These overviews provide
students with the necessary information to choose which project they would like to work on. The
overviews are given by the three faculty members who will serve as advisors to each project.
The readingfrom Under the Blade is Chapter 1, which provides an overview ofpatterns and
trends in the conversion ofrural lands in the United States to supplement the lecture "What are
we losing?"
Materials in this section:
Lecture notes: What are we losing?
Student exercise: What are landscape functions worth?
Knowledge ofplace quiz
Guidelines for student projects
Background on ecological footprint project
Background on indicators of sustainability project
Background on Comprehensive Plan project
55
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Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
Lecture Notes
What are we losing?
Overhead: Table -- Acres developed by land use category (See Under the Blade, p. 23)
From the National Resources Inventory (NRI), 14 million acres ofrural lands developed
during the period 1982-1992.
Revisit the point that NRI data underestimates conversion
-- acreages only count house and small area
-- functional impact of diffuse development; California forests are declassified as
commercial when development density reaches 1 house per 80 acres
Not all development comes on cropland
Not all cropland is of equal value for agronomic production.
Slide # 1: Iowa soybean field -- prime farmland
Prime farmland = land on which crops can be produced for the least cost and with the least
damage to the resource base. Criteria include soil quality, availability ofwater, favorable
growing season, and slope. 24% of US non-federal rural lands are classified as prime farmland.
Slide #2: Flint Hills (KS) non-prime farmland
Slide #3: Pacific Northwest old-growth forest
Is this prime farmland? Could be ...
Two-thirds ofUS prime farmland is used as cropland; the rest as forest, pasture, range, etc.
4 million acres ofprime farmland were developed between 1982 and 1992.
Slide #4: tart cherry region landscape, northwest Michigan
Unique farmland = Farmland used to grow vegetables, grapes and horticultural crops including
fruits, nuts and berries that have unique soil and climatic requirements. Tart cherry region in
Michigan, Florida citrus and winter vegetables; raisins in California (refer to quote in Chapter 1);
much of Central Valley for many vegetable and fruit crops.
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Land near a city is unique to that city.
Refer to: American Farmland Trust (AFT 1997) map offanning on the edge illustrating regions
at highest risk. Regions at higher risk are those with large amounts of prime and unique
farmland, and rapid development.
Five most threatened regions:
1. Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys
2. Northern Piedmont (se PA, MD, ne VA)
3. s. wv« IL
4. Texas Blackland Prairie (e. TX)
5. Willamette and Puget Sound valleys
... what is the land like that is being converted?
Brief slide tour of some of the ag areas addressed in the case studies in Under the Blade
Vermont (Case study I)
S# 5: VT dairy barn; avg farm size = 225 acres; dairy, cattle, greenhouse
S# 6: maple sugar house; maple products are important
S# 7: horse logging: although we focus on ag, forests are 90% ofNew England;
nationally about 1/3 ofland is forest
se Pennsylvania (Case study 3)
S# 8: hay and corn; PA avg farm size = 154 acres
S# 9: aerial view of diversified strip cropping; very diverse agriculture; Lancaster Co has
the most productive dryland agriculture in US
S# 10: Rodale Farm
northern Virginia (Case study 5)
S# II: Virginia pasture; agriculture is livestock based
S# 12: haying
western Virgiuia (Case study 6)
S# 13: beef cattle
S# 14: cove farm in mountains; refer to Wear Cove story in chapter 2, Under the Blade
Florida (Case study 8)
S# 15: grapefruit grove
S# 16: peppers on muck soils with sugarcane windbreak
S# 17: rangeland; large parts of interior and northern Florida are range; major beef and
dairy state
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Ohio (Case study 9)
average farm =207 acres; part of eastern cornbelt
8# 18: aerial view of strip crops (com, hay, small grain); com and beans are main crops
8# 19: Amish farm
Illinois (Case study 10)
5th in total ag marketings; highest percent (59%) ofland as prime farmland
8#20: IL no-till field
Minnesota (Case study 12)
S# 21: aerial view; dark high organic matter soils
NE (Case study 13, 14)
4th in total farm marketings
S# 22: Stelling farm com field; east of Lincoln
S# 23: western Nebraska wheat-fallow -- hard to generalize about large states
northwest Arkansas (Case study 15)
S# 24: chicken houses
Rocky Mts (Case study 17)
S# 25: Colorado mountain valley
w WNOR (Case study 18,19)
avg farm in w. WA around 100 acres
S# 26: vineyard
S# 27: broccoli field
California (Case study 20,21)
S# 28: strawberry harvest; CA #1 in total ag marketing; 250 commodities grown in the
Central Valley
S# 29-33: farmland conversion
This is wonderful, productive land, but we continue to convert it to development. Why?
Because developers can outbid agriculture in competition for land
Around Lincoln, NE, the value of good farmland for agriculture $1500 to $2000 per acre;
for development $10,000 to $15,000 per acre.
but, landscapes have other functions or services
S# 34: list oflandscape functions (see Under the Blade, p. 56)
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Student Exercise
What are landscape functions worth?
The class is divided into five groups, each ofwhich is asked to estimate the dollar value of one of
the following:
(I) The value of the water quality function of one acre of the New York City watersheds.
(2) The annual value of the habitat and water quality functions of one acre of European farmland
(3) The cost to replace the structure and functions of one acre of a natural ecosystem
(4) The value of one acre of farmland near Lincoln for its ability to produce food in the year 2020
(5) The value of the genetic diversity in one acre of native prairie
After 15 to 20 minutes, each group presents its estimate to the class, giving its rationale and
receiving class comments. The purpose of the exercise is to illustrate that assigning a value to
ecosystems and ecosystem services is difficult and the estimates are highly uncertain. However,
we implicitly assign values every time we make a land use decision. Can we make the valuation
explicit?
For discussion and comparison with the estimates derived by each group:
(1) New York City has 1900 sq. miles ofwatershed, and construction of filtration plants to treat
the water would cost $5 billion, so the water quality function of the watersheds is worth more
than $4100 per acre.
(2) The European Union pays a top rate of $380/acre/year to farmers to alter practices to protect
water quality and wildlife habitat.
(3) One way to estimate "the value of ecosystem services is to determine what it would cost to
replicate them in a technologically produced, artificial biosphere. Experience... with Biosphere II
in Arizona indicates that this is an exceedingly complex and expensive proposition. Biosphere I
(the Earth) is a very efficient, least-cost provider ofhuman life-support systems." (Costanza et al.
1997). Biosphere II cost $200 million for 3.15 acres of ecosystems or more than $63
million/acre. Even so, most species within the dome died; the humans got hungry; air had to be
pumped in; and coolinglheating/electricity were supplied from outside the dome.
S# 35: schematic ofbiosphere 2
S# 36: ocean and coral reef component ofbiosphere 2
S# 37: rainforest in biosphere 2
S# 38: cropland in biosphere 2
References
AFT. 1997. Farming on the Edge. American Farmland Trust, Washington, D.C.
Robert Costanza et al. 1997. The value of the world's ecosystem services and natural capital.
Nature 387:253-260.
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Due 24 February
Knowledge ofPlace Quiz
(Inspired by Charles, L., J. Dodge, L. Milliman, and V. Stockley. 1981. Where you at?
Coevolutionary Quarterly 32:1.).
For most of human history, builders were forced by their limitations to consider site
characteristics such as topography and soil type, to use local materials, to build with
consideration of natural processes such as wind (cooling) and solar energy (heating), and to
reflect local customs. Recent increases in technology and the availability of energy have allowed
developers to simply flatten a building site and erect cookie-cutter boxes without consideration
of most natural factors. No thought is given to integrating culture and nature.
Among the problems resulting from this approach are:
• buildings that require large energy inputs for heating and cooling
• developments that are subject to flooding and that exacerbate flooding downstream
• landscaping with non-native species that require supplemental water and chemicals
• reductions in species diversity
• a spiritual and aesthetic disconnection of people and nature
In contrast to the technological approach, ecological design is "any form of design that
minimizes environmentally destructive impacts by integrating itselfwith living processes" (Van
der Ryn and Cowan 1996) (see Table I). Ecological design is grounded in the details of place,
and true solutions to problems grow from place. Wendell Berry (1987) suggests that we ask
"What is here? What will nature permit us to do here? What will nature help us to do here?"
Attachment 1 describes five principles of ecological design. Attachment 2 illustrates some ofthe
structural elements in an ecologically designed project, the Ojai Foundation School. The
integration of design with sun, wind, water and earth requires knowledge of those processes.
The Knowledge of Place Quiz is designed to help you achieve a better understanding of your
"place," and ofthe types of information and local knowledge that form the foundation of
ecological design and ecological accounting.
Berry, W. 1987. Home Economics. North Point Press, San Francisco.
The Ecological Design Institute. 1999. Five principles of ecological design. Available at
http://www.trope.com/edi/ecodesign.htrnl
Van der Ryn, S., and S. Cowan. 1996. Ecological Design. Island Press, Washington, D.C.
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Knowledge ofPlace Quiz
All questions should be answered in relation to the place where you live. Depending on the scale
of the question, this would be your house/apartment or your town/city.
Your name:
Street address of your dwelling:
Longitude and latitude of your dwelling:
Brief description of your dwelling and the lot it is located on:
Hydrology
I. How many gallons of water does your household use per year?
2. Describe the path that water takes from the time it falls as rain until it flows from your faucet.
3. During a heavy rain, describe the first hundred miles of the path that water takes after it runs
off your property.
4. Is your dwelling located in a floodplain?
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Nutrient cycling and waste assimilation
I. Describe the path and ultimate fate of your waste after the toilet is flushed.
2. Where does your garbage go? How many years until that repository is full?
Energy
I. How many kilocalories of solar energy fall on each square meter of your site each year?
2. On the longest day of the year, what direction and angle should a solar collector face to
maximize energy capture? On the shortest day ofthe year?
3. How many kilocalories of energy does your house or apartment use each year in the form of
electricity? natural gas? heating oil?
4. Where and how is your electricity generated?
5. What percent of your food is grown within Nebraska?
6. What is the average distance that a bite offood travels from the field to your table?
7. How many calories are expended in growing, processing, and transporting each calorie offood
that you eat?
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Climate
1. What is the average annual precipitation?
2. During the ten-year period 1986 through 1995, how many years had average precipitation
(defined as +/- 10% oflongterm average)?
3. On average, how is total annual precipitation distributed among Jan-Mar, April-June, July-
Sept, Oct-Dec. (% in each quarter)
4. What are the average dates ofthe first and last frost?
5. What is the mean monthly maximum and minimum temperature for January? For July?
6. What is the predominate wind direction in winter? Summer?
Topography and soils
1. Describe the main soil series of your site.
2. What is the elevation of your site?
3. What is the slope and aspect of the site on which your dwelling is located?
4. What direction does your house or apartment face?
Natural communities
1. What is the name of the main vegetation type that occupied the region in which you live
before European settlement?
2. Name five of the main native plant species of this vegetation type.
3. Name five native mammals.
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Richard Olson, 219 Keirn, 472-0917, csas005@unlvrn.unl.edu
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Mike DeKalb, Lincoln-Lancaster Co. Planning Department, 555 S. 10th St., Lincoln, NE 68508,
402-441-7491, rndekalb@ernail.ci.lincoln.ne.us
Mark Elliot, 740 S. 11th Street, C-2, Lincoln, NE 68508, 477-1085, onsite@inetnebr.com
Kip Hulvershorn, 307 Architecture Hall, 472-9281,jhulvershorn@unlinfo.unl.edu
Bruce Johnson, 314B Filley Hall, 472-1794, agec039@unlvrn.unl.edu
Joe Luther, 314 Architecture, 472-9213, jluther@unlinfo.unl.edu
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Omaha, NE 68131, 595-1902, crncguire@unlinfo.unl.edu
Richard Sutton, 373 Plant Science, 472-1127, rsutton@unlinfo.unl.edu
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28 April 1999
Project Members Relative Contributions
Indicators of Sustainability for Lincoln, NE
Name: _
Instructions: The purpose ofthis evaluation is to determine the relative contribution of each
member ofthe Indicators of Sustainability project team to the project's outputs (final report and
presentation). The nine members of the team are listed below. You are to show your assessment
of the members' relative contributions to the group's total outputs by distributing 180 points
among the members including yourself. If everyone on the team contributed equally, give each
person 20 points. A person making twice the average contribution would receive 40 points, while
a person contributing half the team average would receive 10 points. All 180 points should be
assigned. The average assessment of the nine team members along with an assessment by the
faculty project mentor will be used in determining each member's grade as described in the
syllabus.
This evaluation is due no later than May 5 during the final exam. Your evaluation sheet will not
be shown to other project members; only averages will be reported.
Project Member
Jim Baker
David Drozd
Joe Frey
Graham Johnson
Cory Roth
Sarah Shaw
Robert Smith
Roxanne Smith
Gina Temple
TOTAL POINTS
Points
180
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7 May 1999
Final Grade Determination
Student _
Class participation + 100 x 5 =
Knowledge ofplace quiz + 112 x 5 =
Midterm exam + 100 x 25 =
Final exam +200 x 30 =
Project* + 100 x 35 =
TOTAL
Extra credit
GRAND TOTAL
Letter Grade:
*Your individual grade for the project is calculated as follows (see syllabus for complete details):
Group project grade = ('-__ [report] x .4) + ('-__ [presentation] x .6) = (a)
Your relative contribution to project grade = __ /20 = ___ (b)
Your project grade = ((a) x .6) + ((a) x.4 x (b) = _
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Letters to the Editor
One of the learning objectives for the course is that the students will be able to participate in and
contribute to community debates on land use issues. A letter to the editor of the local newspaper
is one way to become involved.
For extra credit, each student may submit a letter to the editor of any Nebraska daily or weekly
paper. If the letter is accepted and published, the student's final average grade for the course will
be increased by two points (e.g., an 89 becomes a 91) if the letter meets the criteria listed below.
A clipping of the published letter must be handed in to receive credit.
To be effective, constructive, and more likely to be published, letters should:
• address a current land use or planning issue of local or statewide interest, preferably an
issue recently addressed in an article in the paper
• reflect your personal ideas and views (and should not imply association with the course or
University)
• direct criticisms against ideas or community policies and actions, not against individuals
• support criticisms or suggestions with facts, and cite supporting sources ifpossible (for
example, "A recent report by the American Farmland Trust...")
• be brief and concise
• follow all guidelines of the newspaper for letters to the editor
The following is an example of a letter that was published in the Lincoln Journal Star.
To the editor:
Councilwoman Cindy Johnson was correct when she said that the proposed beltway "is a long-
term plan that will not solve the traffic problems of today but will be something Lincoln grows
into." The city of Atlanta built a beltway, and now has such sprawl and traffic that it is
considering building a 211-mile Outer Perimeter. The construction of a beltway around
Charlotte, N.C. is fueling what an editor of the Charlotte Observer called "an orgiastic devouring
of the countryside." In city after city the lesson is the same - beltways foster a diffuse,
sprawling development that reduces the vitality of the central city while destroying the
productivity and beauty ofthe countryside. It is unfortunate that Lincoln has chosen to repeat this
error rather than learn from it.
Richard Olson
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JOIN .IIA1JIACI
WORLD-HEFiALo PUBLIC PUlSE EDITOR
Many Join in. Continuing Discussion
A good many World-Herald readers
have strongly heldopinions, as the space
above thiS column each day demon-
strates.The Public Pulse is theirforum.
The continuing popularity of the
Pulse is reflected in thelarge number of
letters. submitted.each year: 6,812 letters
were sent inthePulse in 1998. Morethan
half of them - 3,642 - were published.
Two-thirds of those letters - 2,466
-were written by residents of the met-
ropolitan area (excluding Carter Lake
and Council Bluffs, which arecountedas
Iowa letters). People from elsewhere in
Nebraska contributed 893 of the pub-
lished letterslast year; 220were fromIo-
wans, and the remaining 63 carne from
elsewhere.
October was a record-setting month
in terms of published Pulse letters: 372
letters (of 739 received) appeared in the
Pulse that month.
The flow of letters in October re-
f1ecied W1usuaIly strong reader interest
in major news stories - the continuing
Clinton-Lewinskv scandal and indepen-
. dent counsel Kenneth Starr's report
aIong with the issues to he decided in the
November elections. Among issues close-
rto bome, taxes - and Initiative 413 -
were the most-often-mentioned topics in
the Pulse in October.
In many ways, 1998 was a typical
year for tIje ~. It closely resciDbled
•
1997. In that year, aIniost exactly the In recent years, readers have made
same numberof letterswere received and use of fax and e-mail to get their letters
published. into the hands of the Pulse editor.Tradi· .
The year 1996 was different Spirited tional mail, however, remains the most
election campaigns involving a Nebraska . popular method.Of. cones.,pondence for
U.S. Senate seat and die 2nd District Pulse writers. SlightlY Iess,than a third of
seat in Congress, among other things, the letters are e-med. (AlthQUgh faxed
generated a record number of letters - letters are not counted separately from
9,839 Pulse letterswere sent that year, 44 regular mai1, approximately fourlet~
percent morethan in either 1997 or '98. are sentvia the post ofT"", for every one
In October of that year, withElection letter that is faxed) .Da~pproaching, 1,176 letters arrived, While not every letter sept to the
rna' it a record mOnth in a record Pulse is published, each letler is exam-
year. or the first 10 months of that ined,andeditorsstrivetogiveeachlettei:
year, the number of letters seDt to the fair consideration, The Pulse by defmi"
Pulse each month ranged from 711 tion is mostly for topics in the news -
(March 1996) to October's record of public-policy issues. Topics that aremost
,200 . UI the.news, that'are discussed over eof-nearly I . I" a typical year,~com- fee in the Midlands, oflen are discussed
parison, an average of just un, ,600 in the-Pulse as well. So,too, areprevious
Pulse letters would arriveeachmonth. Pulse letters. Now and then, a letter
In order to publish moreofl8st Octo- leads to a news story or editorial com-
ber's large volume of letters, we oflen ment. .
.stretched the Pulse to the bottom oftbis . . The Public, Pulse is a running dia-
page,~pying space usually devoted to logue among and for the readers, from
a syndicated column. elected officials to ordinary men' and
Earlier, on Aug. 28, for the fllSttime women whose names are familiar only in
in recent memory, Pulse letters appearec their personal circle of acqaintances. All
on both the editorial pageand the More thosepeople, however, tllke the timeand
Commentary page. The use of extra effortto shareobservations and opinions
space on that day gave more readers an that they consider important. A' given
opportunity to,8l1' their views on Presi- letter might change minds or move
dent Clinton'sgrand jury IeStini()l1yand .hearts, promptarnens or strongdisagree-
hisAug. 17 speech in which headDiitted, ment- or perhaps all those things•.\\lith
for the first time, an inapproprilne rela- . eachday's mai1, the conversation contia-
tionship withMonica LewinsIty. . ues.
TO WRm TO THE POW'
Readenlare welcome to send letters
. to ThePublic Pulse.Lettel'$ must inelude
the writer'sfirstand last names and ad-
dress'and mustbe signed in the writer's
own hand.Telephone numbersare re-
quired,in lieuof a handwritten signature
on eleCtronically'transmitted lettersand
recommended on all letters. (Neither acl-
dresses nor phone numbers are pub-.
lished.) The use of pen names Is rarely
pennitled. Letters may be, edited for
length, cIariIy, accuracy and taste. Let-
ters contalning substantial misrepresen-
tation of fact are DOl considered.
By...... Public Pulse .
World·Hera1d Square
0ma\Ia, NE 68t02
By FUI (402) 345-4S47 .
By ......., puIse@owh.com
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Examples of Letters to the Editor Written by Students
Jarnee Dyck,
Lincoln
Omaha offers lesson
LiDcoIn's current growthdebate
centers 00 several key issues:
econOmic growth, urbanexpansion,
traffic congestion andwatershed
protection. Manyincorrectlyassume
that expanding Lincoln's city limitsis
necessary to continue economic
growthandthat beltwayconstruction
is tlfeonlyanswer to easingtraffic
congestion. Unfortunately, as Omaha's
expenence illustrates well, expansion
ofLincoln's city limitscannot
guarantee economic prosperitybut
rather willintensify problems
associatedwithlocalpopulation
growthandincreasedsprawl
development andtraffic.Lincoln's
central city will continue to decline as
the middleclasscontinues to leavethe
olderneighborhoods for the new
suburbs, farmlandwillcontinue to be
lost to newdevelopment and
watershedprotectlonwillbe
compromised.
Fortunately,it's nottoolate to
ch":".ll~ our.course.Bather than
makingLincoln bigger;weeanmake
it beller.Wecan continue to enjoy
ecO!!!!!"!c growthwhilemaintaininga
high'quality oflife.Wecan avoid
sprawlandadditlonaltraffic byusing
developmentdollars for
redevelopment projects inthe urhan
core andby usingtransportation
dollarsfor a newpublic transit
system. Communities likePortland,
Ore. ; Boulder, Colo.; .Seattle;
Tallahassee,Fla.; andCleveland
Heiglits, Ohio, are activelyworking to
improvetheir citiesthrough
redevelopment and transit
opportunities.It's time lor 'Lincoln to
dothft same,
Major issue: Traffic
Traffic congestion seems to be a
major campaign issue for the
upcoming city council and mayor's
races. Many talk oteasmg congestion
by building more roads or widening
roads. Lessons from Lincoln and other
citiesteach that traffic soonfills the
widened and new roads.
The only way to ease traffic
congestion is to decrease the number
of cars on the road. Public
transportation and mixed-use of
developments which provide for
walkable communities are the best
answers to solving traffic problems.
Building more andbiggerroadsonly
promotes more and bigger traffic
problems.
One would hopethat candidatesfor
cityoffices would embrace an
alternative to pouring limited City
resources intoconcrete.
Roxanne E. Smith,
Lincoln
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Farms threatened
by court decisions
I'm glad you printed Cheryl Stubben-
dick's article, "Right to farm laws help con-
sumers," in the March 31 edition of The In-
dependent. This issue may have significant
impact on the future ofNebraska's economy
and communities.
I wonder if many farmers have consid-
ered the potential impact of the Iowa
Supreme Court's recent ruling that held a
new commercial or residential development
has the right to claim a nuisance on a farm-
stead that may have been held by several
generations ofan Iowafamily.
A newcomer could develop near a farm
and claim that the farming operations are
causing the value of their land to fall, there-
fore creating a legal case to make the farm
shut downoperations.
The majority of the growth in Nebraska
continues to be in the cities along Interstate
80, This is the same land that makes up the
fertile Platte River Valley. This valley still
makes agriculture the state's largest indus-
try and helps rank Nebraska in the top 10 in
production.
If we look forward just 15 tu 20 years as
Nebraska begins to diversify its economy,
we can see howthese twovery differentland
uses will come into conflict, Nebraska's
growing communities versus Nebraska's
most valuablecropland.
The success of Nebraska's cities is cur-
rently driven by success in agriculture. in
the future maybe not. Look at the amazmg
land space growth of the cities of Omaha
and Lincoln.
The Iowa decision will likely draw devel-
opers to challenge the right to farm laws in
Nebraska. It is unclear whether the Iowade-
cision will create a precedent for Nebraska.
One can onlyhope that the Nebraska Legis-
lature modifies its law to address this sen-
ous land use decision. If not, this decision
willlikely he decidedbyjudges instead ofthe
representatives ofihe entire state.
Land use decisions should be made by
the people,not by the courts.
Kevin M. Gaden
Lincoln
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Organizations and websites
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http://www.l OOOfom.org/
American Farmland Trust
1200 18th Street N.W., Suite 800
Washington, DC 20036
Farmland Information Library: http://farm.fic.niu.edu/fic/home.html
Homepage: http://www.farmland.org
Land Tenure Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison
1357 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53715 USA
http://www.wisc.edu/ltc
ECOLOGICAL DESIGN
Publications
Ausubel, K. 1997. Restoring the Earth: Visionary Solutions from the Bioneers. HJ Kramer.
Lerner, S. 1997. Eco-Pioneers: Practical Visionaries Solving Today's Environmental Problems.
MIT Press, Cambridge, MA.
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Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York.
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Society Publishers, Gabriola Island, BC.
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Solar Living Center. Chelsea Green Publishing Co., White River Junction, VT.
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White River Junction, VT
Thompson, G.F., and F.R. Steiner (eds.) 1997. Ecological Design and Planning. John Wiley &
Sons, New York.
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Organizations and websites
Center of Excellence for Sustainable Development, U.S. Department of Energy
http://www.sustainable.doe.gov/
Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems (Max's Pot)
8604 F.M. 969
Austin, Texas 78724
512/928-4786
http://www.greenbuilder.com/maxpot/
A non-profit education, demonstration, and research organization with over 70 years combined
experience in the application ofappropriate technologies and sustainable design practices to meet
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One Kearny Street, Fourth Floor
San Francisco CA 94108
http://www.rprogress.org
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Indicator offers Americans a better gauge of societal progress compared to the gross domestic
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http://www.scn.org/sustainable/indicators/indicators95
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Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
13 January 1999
Introductory Lecture Notes
Trends in the structure and function ofU.S. agricultural landscapes
"S#" refers to a slide shown as part of the lecture.
S# I: Virginia landscape
A landscape is "a heterogeneous land area composed of a cluster of interacting components that
is repeated in a similar format throughout."
S# 2: Midwest landscape
The key concepts in this definition are that landscapes are comprised of identifiable patches and
linear elements, and these landscape elements are not randomly arranged, but form patterns.
The spatial pattern strongly influences interactions among the patches, and these interactions
determine the functions of the landscape.
A good example of this is....
S# 3: Aerial view of Georgia piedmont with riparian forest and rowcrop fields
Riparian forests filter sediment and nutrients from runoff, resulting in good water quality. Ifthe
same proportion of the landscape was in forest and rowcrops, but the forests were on the uplands
and the rowcrops went to the stream edge, the water quality would be much worse.
Spatial pattern matters, not just to water quality but to all functions ofrural landscapes. Which
are...
S# 4: Drawing of city under a dome
To illustrate landscape functions, imagine a city placed under a dome, cut off from the
surrounding rural landscapes. What happens under the dome? (Wackernagel and Reese 1996)
S# 5: List of landscape functions
Food and fiber, water, air, climate, waste assimilation, biodiversity, aesthetics, culture and
community.
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Returning to the dome, how far would we have to expand the dome to make the city sustainable?
How many acres ofproductive land would we need to include under the dome for each resident?
How many acres ofproductive land does each person in the US need?
This is a complex question to answer.
Of course, as a nation we have plenty oflandscape area to meet our needs for these functions ... or
do we?
S# 6: Farm landscape
I'll focus now on the agricultural production function oflandscapes, but keep in mind that this is
only one of many functions.
Today, each American in the conterminous US has approximately 6.3 acres of productive crop,
range, pasture, and forest land. A group ofus at the Center for Sustainable Agricultural Systems
estimate that 5.2 acres are used to supply current food and fiber needs, with the remainder to net
exports (US is also a major food importer -- need to subtract imports from exports).
Gives a 17% land cushion for meeting domestic needs under current conditions.
But, and this is the core ofmy talk, there are four related trends that ensure a massive and rapid
transformation ofrural landscapes into two divergent types--what I call the suburban/ruburban
landscape, and the industrial agriculture landscape-both ofwhich have a reduced ability to
provide us with the full suite oflandscape services that we desire. Our cushion is at risk.
These trends are:
1. Population
Population in 1952 = 158 million
Current US population = 271 million
S# 7: US population growth; 2.5 million per year
S# 8: Census projections for 2050
high
middle
low
519 million
394 million
283 million
But, Ahlburg and Vaupel (1990) show that the Census Bureau high estimate is a good medium
projection. Under any scenario, the US population is growing rapidly.
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S# 9: Development in progress
Homes, roads, and other infrastructure are needed for 2.5 million more people per year;
From 1982-1992, 14million acres ofrural lands were converted to development (National
Resources Inventory), while the US population increased by 23 million during the same period.
S# 10: Satellite photo ofurban edge
The amount ofland developed in future years, and the impact of that development, will depend
on where and how Americans choose to live, which brings us to the second trend:
Trend 2. Increases in wealth, mobility, and technology that give people greater freedom to
choose where they live
S# 11: Highway
The post-interstate highway construction boom has greatly increased access to the countryside,
decreasing what is called the "friction of distance." Tony Hiss, author of "The Experience of
Place" estimates that any place within a two-hour drive of a major population center is a potential
bedroom community, and landscapes within 5 hours are subject to second home or resort
development. This includes most of the US.
S# 12: Satellite composite ofUS lights at night
Lights show population distribution.
S# 13: Worker at computer
Technological changes can sometimes virtually eliminate the friction of distance through
telecommuting; creating a new mobile class refered to as lifestyle refugees, amenity migrants,
modem cowboys or lone eagle entrepreneurs
Also, by 2010, there will be 70 million people age 55+. Retired people have more freedom of
where to live; development ofretirement communities is booming.
When you add to these changes the current situation of a robust economy and cheap energy
prices, the result is an increasingly sprawling development pattern:
S# 14: 1990-96 population increase and urbanized area increase for Denver, Chicago, St. Louis
The urbanized area ofmost cities is increasing far faster than their population.
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S# 15: Per capita land conversion statistics 1982 vs 82-92
The amount ofland converted to development for each new resident ofthe US almost doubled
from 1982 to 1992.
Sprawl is also occurring away from cities. Everywhere there is an attractive landscape, people
want their place in the country
S# 16: Cherry orchard
NW Michigan accounts for 90% ofUS tart cherry production
S# 17: Lake Michigan shoreline
Location is ideal for cherries because of the moderating influence of Lake Michigan
But, the natural beauty of the lake brings severe development pressure
S# 18: For sale sign by orchard
S# 19: Trophy house in orchard
S# 20: Ranch subdivsion map on relator sign
Rocky Mountain valleys face pressures for ranchettes
S# 21: Aerial view of ranchettes
Acreages are one reason why the National Resources Inventory underestimates the amount of
land conversion -- only a small area around each house is counted as developed.
And, statistics on the number of acres developed tell nothing about the impact of development on
landscape function.
S# 22: Houses next to cornfield
What happens to the productivity of the remaining farms as development encroaches?
S# 23: Schematic illustrating results of study in se Pennsylvania (Andrews and Chetrick 1988)
A 1% increase in the population of a county will on average cause a 0.1 to 0.2% decrease in the
output of a typical farm even with no change in the farm itself.
Agricultural production is clearly a landscape level, not a farm level, function. Why?
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S# 24: "Watch for farm machinery" road sign
Increased traffic restricts movement of farm machinery.
S# 25: Abandoned fruit processing plant
As farm numbers decrease, agricultural infrastructure declines.
S# 26: Oregon grass farm
A 500-acre farm in the Willamette Valley incurs an average annual cost to vandalism and
tresspass of $5000
S# 27: Aerial photo of Fairview Gardens, 1954, surrounded by farms.
S# 28: Aerial photo ofFairview Gardens, 1998, surrounded by development.
Fairview Gardens in Goleta, CA is an extreme example of the conflicts between ag and urban. In
his book "On Good Land," the farm manager writes:
"In the years that followed, we spent an inordinate amount of time defending our right to be. An
anonymous complaint from a neighbor cost the farm thousands of dollars in conditional-use
permits for the fruit stand and a trailer. Both had been on the property for a very long time.
Then came theft and vandalism to the produce stand, increased traffic and noise, bottles and trash
thrown into the fields, and neighbors' dogs going after our goats, chickens, and a rabbit called
Blossom."
S# 29: For sale sign on com field
Such hassles combined with the promise of economic windfalls create an impermanence
syndrome where land is still in fanning but its fate is sealed.
The total land area under an impermanence syndrome is large; throughout the US, the stage is set
for the conversion of entire counties
S# 30: Map of Waukesha County, WI
In 1992, the county had 691 farms; 114,000 acres in farms; $44 million in ag sales
The towns in the county rejected a county plan to preserve farmland, and now virtually the entire
county is zoned for development, primarily I to 5 acre lots. New residents don't want traditional
Yz acre suburban lots. (See Under the Blade, case study 11)
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S# 31: Map of Kane County, IL
In 1992, the county had 703 farms; 204000 acres in farms; $86 million ag sales
Most farms in the county are owned by developers, who purchase land 20 years in advance of
when it will be developed. Land in eastern part of county sells by the square foot ($4.50/sq ft in
one case); 1 acre = 43,560 ft2
An Orange County, CA rancher (LA Times), "The pitiful fact oflife is that most of the open
space that we see here in Orange County is already spoken for and there's nothing we can do
about it."
But, we do have lots of rural land; not all is under direct threat of development.
S# 32: Nebraska ag landscape
What is happening to this land?
Brings us to the 3rd trend:
Trend 3. Industrialization and globalization of agriculture
Implications are a massive restructuring of agriculture and agricultural landscapes.
S# 33: Table showing decline offann share of ag econ activity to less than 5% of total (Smith
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S# 34: Large tractor
The marketing sector of agriculture has been steady at 65% oftotal ag economic activity since
the early 1900s. The decline in farm share from 21% to less than 5% comes from an increase in
the share of the inputs sector; the substitution of that which is expensive for that which is
inexpensive or free:
• fossil fuels for solar power
• pesiticides for management
• hybrid seeds for saved varieties
• global positioning systems and yield monitors for fanner knowledge of fields
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S# 35: Table showing decline in number offarms and farmers, increase in farm size
As total farm share of the economic pie shrinks, individual farms must get larger to capture
enough to survive, which means that many farms fail
S# 36: Abandoned farmhouse
The result is continuation of a century-long trend toward fewer and larger farms
S# 37: Table showing largest 9% offarms with 2/3s ofland
S# 38: Old farmer
25% of US farmers are age 65 years or older; 22% are age 55 to 64 years; with few farm children
interested or able to take over, the stage is set for a massive transfer and consolidation of land.
The collapse in commodity prices has accelerated this trend. Nebraska farm income declined
25% in 1997, and is expected to decline a further 20% in 1998.
Director of the Nebraska Rural Development Commission -- "Our best guess is that out of
55,000 commercial producers, there are as many as 15,000 or maybe 20,000 that are in trouble or
they're getting out. They're not going to have enough income to put together operating loans for
next year."
As farmers disappear, who will determine how our agricultural lands are used?
S# 39: Monsanto logo
Even as farmers see their income plummet, agribusiness is doing well:
Sales by Monsanto's agricultural businesses were up 18% in the 3rd quarter of 1998
S# 40: Newspaper headlines -- Record earnings for IBP
And meat packers are doing well; $10 hogs translate into record profits for packers.
S# 41: Newspaper headlines -- Dupont-Pioneer merger
Corporations do share one characteristic of farms, a trend toward fewer and larger companies --
See handout for some concentration data.
We are moving toward a situation where a handful ofmulti-national corporations control the US
food system.
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Even on the farm, more than 25% oftotal farm output is contract production -- the fanners lose
most control ofmanagement decisions.
Trade agreements such as NAFTA and GATT support a global agricultural system where a
handful of multi-national corporations have great influence on what happens to the land.
S# 42: Large machinery on bare field
Wendell Berry -- "In their dealings with the countryside and its people, the promotors of
the so-called global economy are following a set of principles that can be stated as
follows. They believe that a farm or a forest is or ought to be the same as a factory; that
care is only minimally necessary in the use of the land; that affection is not necessary at
all; that for all practical purposes a machine is as good as a human; that the industrial
standards ofproduction, efficiency, and profitability are the only standards that are
necessary; that the topsoil is lifeless and inert; that soil biology is safely replaceable by
soil chemistry; that the nature or ecology of any given place is irrelavant to the use of it;
that there is no value in human community or neighborhood; and that technological
innovation will produce only benign results."
S# 43: Clearcut forest slopes
Result of these principles are landscapes that are used solely as places from which to extract raw
materials or dump wastes.
S# 44: Declining main street of small town
Rural communities fade away; they aren't competitive. And should that matter?
S# 45: Abandoned farm house
Wendell Berry -- "It may be that my community-its economy, its faith, its local
knowledge, its affection for itself and its place-will dwindle on for another generation or
two and then disappear or be replaced by a commuter's suburb. If it is doomed, then I
have no doubt that much else is doomed also, for I cannot see how a nation, a society, or a
civilization can live while its communities die."
As a result of the three trends discussed above, US landscapes are evolving into two types.
(I) suburban/ruburban sprawl centered around megalopolis (eg, Ft. Collins to Colorado Springs;
100 mile long city)
(2) depopulated farm areas supplying raw materials to food processors
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There are few people left with knowledge ofthe land and food production. The US has a mostly
urban population at the mercy of a food system controlled by a few trans-nationals in which food
travels on average 1300 miles before being eaten, and 10 calories of energy are expended for
every one calorie of food consumed.
Why are we allowing this to happen?
S# 46: Seattle
The fourth trend is an increasing lack of understanding by the public of agriculture, ecology, and
landscape function.
But, even with knowledge, what can an individual do? When asked what urban dwellers could do
to help agriculture, Wendell Berry replied, "Eat responsibly." He then added, "How we eat
determines to a considerable extent how the world is used."
S# 47: Cereal box
The classic example, a $3 box ofcereal ofwhich $.06 goes to the farmer.
S# 48: Healthy choice dinner
Our desire for processed foods, whether at a restaurant or from the freezer, ensures that most of
the food dollar goes to corporations rather than farmers, and that corporations rather than farmers
will determine how the land is used, and that most people will see no practical need to preserve
local farmland.
S# 49: Large confinement facility
Our desire for cheap beef, pork, chicken supports the replacement of family farms with mega-
confinement operations with the attendant environmental and social problems.
S# 50: Farmers' market
However, personal choices can also support the re-integration of agriculture and community.
For example, buying food at a farmers' market
S# 51: Community Supported Agriculture farm
Or even better, participating in the production of your food through membership in a community
supported agriculture farm
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Proof that your food choices make a difference:
S# 52: Pastured poultry
Muriel Barrett ofSutherland, NE raises 10,000 broilers per year on pasture; processes on-farm
and sells direct to customers; nets more than $30,000.
S# 53: Arkansas chicken houses
Con Agra estimates that its contract chicken producers, raising 120,000 broilers per year in a
chicken house, will net $3,114.
Building a sustainable society begins with each of us and our own actions. Gandhi -- "Be the
change that you desire."
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Handout
Trends in the Structure and Function ofD.S. Landscapes
Trends affecting U.S. landscapes
1. Population
2. Lifestyle and mobility
3. Industrialization and globalization of agriculture
4. Ignorance
Table 1. Per capita land availability (acres) in the contiguous United States, 1992 and projected
for 2020 and 2050 based on estimated population growth and conversion of land to development.
Shown in ( ) is the percent change from 1992.
Land class 1992 2020 2050
Forest land 2.41 1.77 (-27) 1.11 (-54)
Rangeland 2.30 1.72 (-25) 1.13 (-51)
Cropland and pasture 2.11 1.52 (-28) 0.94 (-55)
Inland and coastal 0.37 0.28 (-24) 0.19 (-49)
waters and Great
Lakes
Other rural 0.22 0.16 (-27) 0.11 (-50)
Developed 0.36 0.43 (+19) 0.49 (+36)
Total area 7.76 5.88 (-24) 3.96 (-49)
Table 2. Land converted to development in the United States
(excluding Alaska) during the period 1982 to 1992 (USDA 1995).
Land category Acres converted
cropland 3,910,000
pasture land 2,383,000
forest land 5,367,000
rangeland 2,029,000
other rural land 269,000
water/federal 21,000
land
Total 13,979,000
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Sprawl: "Haphazard growth or extension outward,
especially that resulting from real estate development
on the outskirts of a city.
American Heritage Dictionary, third edition
Assorted Facts on Agricultural Concentration
The largest 9% ofU.S. farms control2/3s of the farmland.
Market share of the top four:
Beef packers
Pork packers
Broiler producers
Flour millers
Soybean crushers
79%
57%
49%
62%
80%
The top 10 agrochemical companies control more than 80% of global agrochemical sales.
Six corporations account for half of all U.S. retail food sales.
For more infoonation
American Farmland Trust
Farmland Information Library: http://farm.fic.niu.edu/fic/home.html
Homepage: http://www.farmland.org
Hart Environmental Data Sustainability Indicators webpage
http://www.subjectmatters.com/indicatorsIHTMLSrc/Indicators.html
International Forum on Globalization.
http://www.ifg.org
Mander, J., and E. Goldsmith. 1996. The Case Against the Global Economy and For a Tum
Toward the Local. Sierra Club Books, San Francisco.
Olson, R.K., and T.A. Lyson (eds) 1999. Under the Blade: The Conversion of Agricultural
Landscapes. Westview Press, Boulder, CO.
Rural Advancement Foundation International (RAFI)
http://www.rafi.cal
The Sprawl Resource Guide.
http://www.webcom.com/%7epcj/sprawl/sprawll.html
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Human community
I. What is the population of your city or town?
2. What is the rate of growth of the population (per cent per year)?
3. At this annual rate, how long will it take the population to double?
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Table 1. Characteristics of conventional and ecological design (Van der Ryn and Cowan 1996)
Issue Conventional design Ecological design
Energy source Usually nonrenewable and Whenever feasible, renewable:
destructive, relying on fossil fuels solar, wind, small-scale hydro, or
or nuclear power; the design biomass; the design lives off
consumes natural capital solar income
Materials use High-quality materials are used Restorative materials cycles in
clumsily, and resulting toxic and which waste for one process
low-quality materials are becomes food for the next;
discarded in soil, air, and water designed-in reuse, recycling,
flexibility, ease of repair, and
durability
Pollution Copious and endemic Minimized; scale and
composition of wastes conform to
the ability of ecosystems to
absorb them
Toxic substances Common and destructive, ranging Used extremely sparingly in very
from pesticides to paints special circumstances
Ecological Limited to compliance with Sophisticated and built-in; covers
accounting mandatory requirements like a wide range of ecological
environmental impact reports impacts over the entire life-cycle
of the project, from extraction of
materials to final recycling of
components
Ecology and Perceived as in opposition; short- Perceived as compatible; long-
economics run view run view
Design criteria Economics, custom, and Human and ecosystem health,
convemence ecologica:leconomics
Sensitivity to Standard templates are replicated Responds to bioregion; the design
ecological context all over the planet with little is integrated with local soils,
regard to culture or place; vegetation, materials, culture,
skyscrapers look the same from climate, topography; the solutions
New York to Cairo grow from place
Sensitivity to Tends to build a homogeneous Respects and nurtures traditional
cultural context global culture; destroys local knowledge ofplace and local
commons materials and technologies;
fosters commons
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Issue Conventional design Ecological design
Biological, cultural, Employs standardized designs Maintains biodiversity and the
and economic with high energy and materials locally adapted cultures and
diversity throughput, thereby eroding economies that support it
biological, cultural and economic
diversity
Knowledge base Narrow disciplinary focus Integrates multiple design
disciplines and wide-range of
sciences; comprehensive
Spatial scales Tends to work at one scale at a Integrates design across multiple
time scales, reflecting the influence of
larger scales on smaller scales
and smaller on larger
Whole systems Divides systems along boundaries Works with whole systems;
that do not reflect the underlying produces designs that provide the
natural processes greatest possible degree of
internal integrity and coherence
Role of nature Design must be imposed on nature Includes nature as a partner:
to provide control and whenever possible, substitutes
predictability and meet narrowly nature's own design intelligence
defined human needs for a heavy reliance on materials
and energy
Underlying Machine, product, part Cell, organism, ecosystem
metaphors
Level of Reliance on jargon and experts A commitment to clear
participation who are unwilling to communicate discussion and debate; everyone
with public limits community is empowered to join the design
involvement in critical design process
decisions
Types of learning Nature and technology are hidden; Nature and technology are made
the design does not teach us over visible; the design draws us
time closer to the systems that
ultimately sustain us
Response to Views culture and nature as Views culture and nature as
sustainability crisis inimical, tries to slow the rate at potentially symbiotic; moves
which things are getting worse by beyond triage to a search for
implementing mild conservation practices that actively regenerate
efforts without questioning human and ecosystem health
underlying assumptions
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ED! - 5 Principles of Ecological Design Attachment I. http://www.trope.com!edi/ccodcs ign.html
i-bJ ) uvr PRINCIPLL~~ OF [COl OCdCAI l)[:SIGN
Place as form-giver. At
the Ojai Foundation
School. soil from the site is
used for building walls.
1. SOLUTIONS GROW FROM PLACE
Ecological design begins with the intimate knowledge of a
place. It is small scale and direct, responsive to local
conditions and people. Ifwe are sensitive to the nuances of
place, we can inhabit without destroying.
Light as form-giver. We
approach each design
problem from the inside
out. At Real Goods Solar
Living Center, curved roof
forms and clerestories
distribute natural light
throughout the building.
2. MAKE NATURE VISIBLE
Making natural cycles and processes visible brings the
designed environment back to life. Effective design helps
inform us of our place within nature.
Materials that join
economy and technology.
The waste stream generates
new opportunities to save
costs while saving the
environment. Here we
combine straw bale and
earth building at the Real
Goods Solar Living Center
(right) and San Domenico
School (below).
3. DESIGN WITH NATURE
By working with living processes, we respect the needs of all
species. Engaging processes that regenerate rather than
deplete, we become more alive. Making natural cycles and
processes visible brings the designed environment back to
life. Effective design helps inform us of our place within
nature.
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.Dl - 5 Principles of Ecological Design http://www.hope.com!edi/ecodesign.html
4. ECOLOGICAL ACCOUNTING INFORMS
DESIGN
Trace the environmental impacts of design and use this
information to determine the ecologically sound design
possibilities.
Education for
Sustainablllty. ED!
designs education programs
for schools, organizations
and corporations. The
Ecological Design
Education Network, EJ:lm,
is an internship program for
university design students.
Sustainable San DomenicQ,
a project of Education for
Sustainability, uses site as a
textbook in developing a
comprehensive curriculum
connecting ecology, design
and spirit.
5. EVERYONE IS A DESIGNER
Listen to every voice in the design process. As people work
together to heal their places, they also heal themselves.
=
EDEN
ABOUT
WI
DESIGN EDUCATION El;OlQGK;AL IDl
PllOIKTS PROIEt;T$ DE$IGN PUBUl:ATION$
If you have any comments about this site,
or questions about EDII Van der Ryn Architects, please contact us at edi@ecodesign.Qn~.
From Ecological Design Institute, http://www.trope.com!edi/aboutedi.html
For Attachment 2, see Van der Ryn and Cowan, 1996, Ecological Design, p. 70.
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Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
General Guidelines for Student Projects
The student projects are a major component of the course. They address the central question
facing Lincoln or any city - the sustainability of current patterns and trends in land use and
urban development. The results and products of the projects are designed to contribute to the on-
going debate regarding the future of Lincoln. Because decisions made by city leaders during the
next two years will strongly influence the development of Lincoln for the next 50 years or more,
students have an opportunity through these projects to playa significant role in determining the
future of Lincoln. To have a full impact, the quality of the projects must be high, and the
expectation is that the quality will be high.
project membership
With 27 students in the class, the goal is to have nine students in each project group, 7 enrolled
for credit and 2 auditors. Responsibility for successful completion of the project lies with the
students enrolled for credit. Auditors are actively involved in the project as resource people,
contributing ideas, information, and critiques, but are not involved in the writing of the report or
the oral presentation of results.
After each student's first choice ofa project is determined, we will attempt to balance the number
of students in each project through negotiations. If an imbalance still exists, lots will be drawn to
determine the final group membership.
Project schedules
Each group is responsible for establishing a time line and intermediate goals for their project. In-
class time for project groups to meet is scheduled about every other week (see syllabus), but the
bulk of work on the project is expected to occur outside of class. This may include meetings of
the project group or parts of the group. In-class time will be particularly useful for interactions
among the three project groups.
The written project report is due one week before the oral presentation. Due dates are April 14
for the ecological footprint analysis written report, and April 21 for the indicators and planning
process reports. The reports should be about 15 to 20 pages plus appendices.
Oral presentations ofproject results are scheduled April 21 for the ecological footprint analysis,
and April 28 for the indicators and planning process groups. The presentations will be given to
the class plus a panel of four or five experts from outside the class. Panels will be composed of
people who are in a position to use the results of the studies (e.g., city planners, politicians,
citizen activists, university faculty). Panel members will receive a copy of the written report prior
to the presentation.
Evaluation
The written reports and oral presentations will be evaluated by the panelists and by the four
primary instructors for the course. Evaluation criteria will include clarity, thoroughness,
intellectual rigor, and applicability of the final products. Project grades will be based on these
evaluations.
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URBANIZATION OF RURAL LANDSCAPES
(Agron 496/896, CRPL 495P/895P, AgEcon 399/896)
Spring 1999
Richard Olson, David Mortensen, Cecil Steward, and Mark Liebig
Ecological Footprint Analysis
Project Overview
Introduction
Concern over the relationship between humans and the land they occupy has gone on for thousands of
years. Plato and Lau-tsu, among others, were the first to write about issues of human population and land
use. Their ideas were further developed in the 18th century with the writings ofQuesnay and Malthus, who
laid the framework for formal assessments of human carrying capacity. Recently, with the potential
realization of 10 billion people on earth by 2050, the question of whether the earth can support the
anticipated load of the human economy has become a central theme in the area of ecological economics.
Carrying capacity is defined as the maximum population of a given species that can be supported
indefinitely in a specific habitat without permanently impairing the productivity of that habitat. While a
useful tool for most species, it has some serious drawbacks when applied to humans. First, human carrying
capacity is as much a function of cultural factors (which influence consumption) as it is to ecological
productivity. Second, the concept that human populations live in isolated regions cut off from trade doesn't
make sense in our current global economy. Somehow, there has to be a better way to measure the
ecological 'load' a human population has on the natural resource base.
Ecological Footprint Analysis
Enter ecological footprint analysis. Ecological footprint analysis is a method for estimating the
amount ofproductive land needed to support a particular population. In essence, it turns the carrying
capacity concept on its head by inverting the 'people to land' ratio to a 'land to people' ratio. In addition to
the land physically occupied by a person or a group, the analysis takes into consideration the additional
land required for commercial and transportation infrastructure, food and fiber production, waste
assimilation, water supply, energy, and maintenance of the global biosphere. The total constitutes a
group's ecological footprint. The following thought experiment illustrates the footprint concept nicely:
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How do you do an Ecological Footprint Analysis?
Conducting an ecological footprint analysis is a three-step process. First, an estimate of an average
person's annual consumption ofparticular items is determined by dividing total consumption by population
size. This information is typically found in regional or national databases and is simplified by splitting
consumption intofive categories: food, housing, transportation, consumer goods, andservices. To account
for trade, consumption is corrected for net imports (which would increase the footprint).
The next step in a footprint analysis is to estimate the land area appropriated for the production ofeach
major consumption item. This is done by dividing average consumption ofan item by its average
productivity or yield within different land-use categories (energy, built-up, cropland, rangeland, pasture,
forests, and gardens). Calculating an energy-land equivalent is a major part of this step, and can be done a
number of ways.
Finally, the total ecological footprint is computed by summing all the land-use areas appropriated by
all consumption items. This number can be either expressed as a per capita footprint or multiplied by
population size to get the footprint for the study population.
Ecological Footprint of the U.S.
Results from a footprint analysis indicate that the u.s. ecological footprint is considerably larger than
the total area of productive lands within U.S. boundaries. Energy use constitutes the largest portion of the
footprint, and imports ofenergy and other materials show that a significant portion of the footprint lies
outside U.S. borders. This suggests that the carrying capacity of the United States - the number ofpeople
that can be supported in perpetuity at current levels of consumption - has been exceeded.
Sprawl and other forms ofdevelopment that degrade landscape functions are reducing U.S. carrying
capacity at the same time that the U.S. population is rapidly increasing. This imbalance between
population and carrying capacity indicates that land use decisions at local levels need to consider the
national and global context.
The Project: An Ecological Footprint Analysis of Lincoln, Nebraska
• Objective: The objective of this project is to conduct an ecological footprint analysis of Lincoln,
Nebraska.
• Product to be developed: Students working on this project will create an instruction manual on how to
conduct an ecological footprint analysis for a city using Lincoln as a case study. As a result, the final
product will be differeut from a staudard term paper, though some discussion of the footprint size and
recommendations for decreasing the city's footprint will be expected. Our intention is for this manual
to be used as a 'how to' resource for other groups in the future.
• Skills needed: No special skills are necessary to conduct a footprint analysis. It looks pretty technical,
but beyond basic math skills plus some rudimentary knowledge of a computer spreadsheet program,
there's really nothing to it. What is needed, however, is ajoumalistic drive to hunt down data for
different consumption categories.
Resources
Wackemagel, M., and W. Rees. 1996. Our ecological footprint: Reducing human impact on the earth.
New Society Publishers. Gabriola Island, B.C.
Ecological Footprint ofNations webpage: http://www.ecouncil.ac.cr/rio/focuslreportlenglishlfootprint/
To estimate your personal ecological footprint, go to: http://www.wwfcanada.org/footprints/index.shtml
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Creating a Sustainable London: London's Metabolism (text-only) http://www.greenchannel.comlsltimetabtxt.htm
Creating a Sustainable London: London's
Metabolism (text-only)
Back to Index
THE METABOLISM OF GREATER LONDON, POPULATION 7,000,000
These figures quantify London's resource use. They are listed here to emphasise the huge potential for
greater resource efficiency. London's waste output could be used as a significant resource for new
recycling and energy efficiency industries.
1) INPUTS (tonnes per year)
of fuel, oil equivalent:Total tonnes
Oxygen,
Water:
Food:
Timber:
Paper:
Plastics:
Glass:
Cement:
Bricks, blocks,
Metals (total):
sand and tarmac:
20,000,000
40,000,000
1,002,000,000
2,400,000
1,200,000
2,200,000
2,100,000
360,000
1,940,000
6,000,000
1,200,000
26,000,000
acres
390,000
21,000,000
48,900,000
52,000,000
60,000,000
2) WASTES (tonnes per year)
Industrial and demolition wastes: 11,400,000
Household, civic and commercial wastes: 3,900,000
Wet, digested sewage sludge: 7,500,000
C02, 60,000,000
S02: 400,000
NOX: 280,000
LONDON'S ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT
London's ecological footprint, following the definition by Canadian economist William Rees, consists of
the land area required to supply London with food, fibre and wood products, and the area of growing
vegetation needed to reabsorb London's C02 output:
London 1s surface area:
Farmland used @ 3 acres/person:
Forest area required by London for
wood products = 0.27 acres/person: 1,900,000
Land area required for carbon absorption
(equal to acreage required for fuel
production and biomass)
= 3.7 acres/person:
Total London ecological footprint
= 125 times London'S surface area:
Britainrs productive land:
Britainrs total surface area:
© Herbert Girardet, 1995 and 1996; sources available
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Sustainability Indicators for Lincoln
Facilitator Dave Mortensen
309 Keim Hall
East Campus
Telephone 472-1543
e-mail dmortensen1@unl.edu
What are indicators?
Bits of information that highlight what is happening in a larger system. They are small
windows that together provide a glimpse of the bigger system. Indicators ideally do more
than merely provide information. They are intended to inspire and provoke action.
Community indicators can help us understand if we are headed in the direction we
think we are, and they can help us see what kind of world we are creating for future
generations. Sustainability indicators provide feedback on the overall health of Lincoln.
From these indicators we learn how the community is doing and some detailed
understanding Why.
The indicators chosen for other communities cover a range of environmental, population
and resource, economic, youth and education, and health and community issues. A
number of resources will be made available to you as a starting point (see attached
reference list). Your review of other work in this field will provide a starting point. It is
important that these resources be seen as that and no more. Each community will have
it's unique issues and those involved in shaping the indicators should think creatively
about indicators that represent the kinds of "windows" that are relevant to Lincoln.
Challenge yourselves to create your own indicators. Farmers are aware of subtle
changes in their landscape. City people often are not. David Orr, a noted ecologist, calls
this "ecological illiteracy." Ecological illiteracy unfortunately breeds a dependence on the
professionally trained. Conversely, urbanites are intimately in contact with the structure
and function of their urban environment in ways that only they can describe and suggest
remedies for. In an attempt to reverse the trend of disconnection from our rural and
urban landscapes and help plan for change in their own communities, the public must be
much more involved in decision-making than occasionally voting at the polling booth, or
consuming goods at the supermarket.
People need to develop and use their own indicators if they are to be effective. A truly
sustainable community will depend on understanding and active participation of its
members. There will always be a role for professional technical assistance, but only
community members can ultimately make the decisions and implement all significant
community plans and projects. .
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Getting Started
The following steps have been outlined by other groups who have been through this
process for their city. While not set in stone, we envision the group will work through the
following steps in this project.
Review existing models
Draft a set of proposed indicators
Review the proposed list of 20-40 indicators
Research data to assign indicator values
Publish and promote the report
Outline a plan for sustaining the indicator review
Criteria for Indicators
Relevant. They fit the purpose for measuring, telling something about the system you
need to know.
Reflect community values. The crucial role of indicators is communication. Perhaps
more important than providing data, indicators illustrate community values and elicit
reactions.
Attractive to local media. The press publicizes them and uses them to monitor and
analyze community trends.
Statistically measurable. Data exist that are relevant to this geographic area, and
preferably comparable to other cities. If data are not readily available, a practical method
of data collection or measurement exists or can be created.
Logically or scientifically defensible. Understandable rationales exist for using the
specific indicator and for drawing general conclusions from it.
Reliable. You must be able to trust what the indicator shows. In addition, indicators
should be measured consistently over time, so that you have comparable data.
Leading. Indicators must give you information while there is still time to act. Carbon
emissions is an example of an indicator that provides information in advance. Global
temperature change, "global warming" is the concern, but because of lags in the
response of the physical system and short-term fluctuations that mask long-term trends,
temperature may respond only after decades of atmospheric change.
POlicy-relevant. Does the indicator have relevance for policy decisions for all
stakeholders in the system, including the least powerful ones? Can anything be done to
affect the indicator? Should it be included anyway to suggest improved policy
responsiveness?
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Ground Rules and Expectations
Groups for the projects will be a bit bigger than we had originally envisioned. It will be
very important that group members work synergistically on each of the projects. We
have a rich diversity of students in the class who bring a range of perspectives to each of
the projects. We will want to draw on their expertise in working on the Sustainability
Indicators for Lincoln project. It is also important that we not just develop a list of
indicators but also to assess the state of the Lincoln community using the indicators
developed by our class. Our end product will be a meaningful set of indicators,
assessment where Lincoln sits on a continuum of sustainability and a report
summarizing the results of the analysis
Information Resources
The community indicators handbook. 1997. Redefining Progress, Tyler Norris
Associates, and Sustainable Seattle, 155 pp. (www.rprogress.org)
A comprehensive, user-friendly, step-by-step guide to aid communities of all kinds in
developing new measuresof their overall health and well-being. The Handbook is
designed to support the growing indicators movements as local gevernment and
business and grassroots leaders seek better ways to assess progress. It draws on the
experience of dozens of projects around the United States, and presents how-to's and
resources for tailoring an indicators project to the specific needs of a community.
Indicators of Sustainable Community. 1998. Sustainable Seattle, 73 pp.
(www.scn.org/sustainablel)
This is the third indicators report for Seattle and King County since 1993. The report
summarizes the state of Seattle's move to a more sustainable community through
comparing the results of the indicators summary with the past two surveys. This is an
excellent example of a how and why this list of 40 indicators were chosen and how they
are used by decision makers in Seattle.
Monitoring Community Sustain ability. 1998. Written by B.J. Hren and N. Bartolomeo and
edited by Z. Hoskins. Izaak Walton League of America, 23pp. (www.iwla.org)
This publication provides an introduction to indicators and discusses how they can be
used to measure progress toward community sustainability, how to educate other
residents and to mobilize additional community members to join in community
sustainability efforts.
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COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING WORKSHOP
Urbanization Course, Spring 1999
W. Cecil Steward
Using the Lincoln/Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan as the study vehicle, this
workshop will analyze, and propose changes to, the content and use of the Comp Plan as a
vehicle to achieve sustainable development for a growth oriented urban community.
We will analyze the current document and its use, as well as the proposed changes for
1999, for both content and regulatory effectiveness for a) unsustainable policies and plans,
and b) deficiencies which might result in better policies and plans for a sustainable
development pattern. The analysis process will begin with discussions and assessment of
the current pressures of growth facing the City and the County.
The workshop will recommend amendments to the Comprehensive Plan which would
guide the growth and development of the City and the County toward a more sustainable
future.
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Dear (MayoralCandidate):
Following our recent meeting concerning planning issues within and surrounding the City of
Lincoln, I assembled a small focus group of knowledgeable individuals to discuss
recommendations for your consideration. The individuals invited to participate were: Professor
Gordon Scholz (Chairman of the UNL Department of Community & Regional Planning,
Member of the Lincoln Urban Design Committee, and Chair of the Lincoln Preservation
Association), Professor Joseph Luther (Senior member of the CRP faculty, Former
Lincoln/Lancaster County Planning Commissioner), Professor Mark Hoistad (Member of the
Architecture faculty, Former Lincoln/Lancaster County Planning Commissioner), and Steve
Larrick (College of Architecture Coordinator of Community Outreach Programs, Director of the
UNUDED Urban Community [i.e., neighborhoods] Improvement Program).
We agreed that the following ten issues are of paramount importance to the future of Lincoln.
Although we are offering you this list in an order of priority, we wish to emphasize that all ten
headings are inextricably linked with each other, and that they should not be considered, or
discarded, for action as wholly independent issues.
1. Antelope Valley
Irrespective of the potential of this project for an aesthetic improvement to the center of our city, the
economic value of the property and infrastructure which will continue to be at risk, not to mention
countless lives, from the potential of dramatic flooding, should be sufficient to justify urgent
attention to this project. Secondarily, but of dramatic urban design potential, the proposal which
has evolved presents a good mixed-use plan for, and potentially cost effective (to the City) means
of center-city land assembly for new development, which would anchor the eastern edge of
downtown in a complimentary way to the north (University), south (State Government), and west
(Haymarket) sectors. Every effort possible should be taken to assure that this project will not be
seen, either publicly or politically, as "in competition" for funds for the Beltway.
2. Downtown Sub-area Plan, Linked to a Comprehensive Transportation/Traffic
Plan
Everything on this list, and every forthcoming proposal to accommodate Lincoln's anticipated
growth, has an implication for the City's current public transportation, streets and thoroughfares,
and walkways and bikeways. The recent outcome of the controversial change of traffic on P Street
was a call, by DLA and others, for a Downtown Sub-area Plan which would include planning for
all the downtown related traffic. The information and leadership fiasco over P Street should be
ample graphic evidence that a) the public cares a great deal about street planning, b) changes to any
major thoroughfare will impact many other issues and locations, c) early and continuous
information, and the opportunity to have a voice in the planning, is critical (both practically and
politically), and d) civic leadership is critical and essential if change is to be accommodated in an
efficient, cost-effective and timely manner. Other systemic justifications for the urgency of this
effort are: plans for the Old Federal Courts/Post Office building; potential re-use of the Lincoln
Benefit Life buildings; the proposed changes and re-hab of Centennial Mall; the Market Place
concept for P Street; parking proposals for the Haymarket; the plans at the East end of P Street for
the Antelope Valley development; UNL's new master plan; neighborhood planning in the outer-
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ring around the central core; disposition and use of the State Fairgrounds; and, the emerging
"employment centers" at the edges of the City.
3. Stevens Creek Watershed
No development should be allowed in this geography until the entire watershed is analyzed for the
environmental impacts, i.e. flood, wetlands , water quality, ecosystems, natural landscape and
habitats, and until the fiscal impacts of the costs of services for potential development in the
watershed can be determined. It was a mistake to allow the Lincoln Benefit Life to be approved
before these assessments could be made -- no other projects should be approved in the meantime!
The problems currently being faced in the Antelope Creek, Salt Creek and Wilderness Park areas
are microcosms of the future, uncontrolled development of Stevens Creek.
4. Wilderness Park
No other development in the vicinity of Wilderness Park should be approved until the Sub-area
planning process, now underway, is complete.
5. County-wide Environmental Zoning
As in the case of Stevens Creek, the Lincoln/Lancaster Comprehensive Plan should include the
results of a county-wide environmental assessment in the form of "no-build" zones for the
protection of sensitive watersheds and habitats. Many of the current and future problems being
created by the willy-nilly approval of spot acreage developments surrounding the city could be
forestalled with such a zoning tool.
6. Acreage Development Controls
Many acreage development proposals are being approved which are suspect for environmental.
water quality, sewage treatment, and access-to-services (such as schools, fire protection, and
security) conditions. There currently is no will and very limited tools available to the Planning
Commission to recognize the long-term problems for the City of Lincoln by being ringed with low-
density, poorly infra-structured, and in many cases, dubious quality-of-construction
developments.
(Note: Items3,4,5, and 6 are veryinterrelated, and couldbe approached through a moredetailed
approach to the County Comprehensive Plan, which shouldalsomake specific plansfor thefuture
conditions of each of the small communities, as well as the roads network, and environmental
assessments throughout the County.)
7. Central City Development Incentives
At present, the largest incentives for developers/builders occur at the edges of the City (i.e., least
expensive land, subsidized infrastructure, building codes which have been written around new
wood-framed construction, new schools and extended public services). There are no significant
incentives to cause developers to seek central city projects for increased densities, more pedestrian,
mixed-use, sustainable community alternatives to low-density housing/shopping center sprawl at
the edges of the city. Last year's revision to the CompPlan established areas recommended for
higher density "Urban Villages", but up to now no developer has advanced a proposal to
accomplish the goal.
8. Downtown Lincoln Association's Proposal to Establish a" Community
Development Corporation"
Earlier in 1998 the DLA formed a study committee to investigate the desirabilityof establishmentof
a CDC for the facilitation and promotion of center city development projects. Several successful
CDC's can be found in other cities around the country. All the successful ones are organized in
some non-profit manner of partnership between public and private interests. Most are highly
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effective, especially if the Center includes a professional component for urban design studies. This
proposal will raise the question of relationships between a CDC, and the Planning Department, and
the Urban Development Department, and each with the other two.
9. Beltway Proposal
The cost-effectiveness of either the "South Beltway" or the "East Beltway" has not been carefully
and publicly analyzed to date. None of the existing data assembled by the consultant (at least that
which has been available to the Planning Commission) justifies, from a traffic relief goal, the
enormous cost of the proposed project. One can only assume that the principle purpose of this
new highway is to draw more low density development into the corridor between the existing
service boundary and the beltway location. The pressure is already building for expensive
extension of the infrastructure, all at public expense, toward the directions of the corridor.
Numerous examples exist across America, in other growth-prone cities, of the mistakes and
consequences of edge highway construction -- almost no discussion has occurred to inform the
public in Lincoln of the consequences and the trade-offs.
10. Development" Cost of Services Fees"
At the moment, some developers pay fees, others do not, some pay more, some pay less. The
practice is, apparently, for the City and Developer to negotiate. This practice seems to invite
intense politicization of the process of "shared costs" for new development infrastructure. An
open, annually reviewed, transparent and equitable system of fees seems essential if growth,
within the means of the public budget, is to be accommodated. We wish to caution, however, that
a correlated plan for the provision of affordable housing and equitable neighborhood services is an
important component of a system of developer fees.
Other Issues:
• Public Access to the planning process
Planning Commission meetings should be more convenient to the public (i.e., 4:30pm, not
1:00pm); more informative public presentations on issues of significant consequence with time
for public comment; structured process for neighborhoods input; less Mayoral control of
projects and plans
• Public information programs which present balanced pros and cons on sustainability, sprawl,
densities, mixed-uses, traffic calming, public transportation systems, etc.
• Building partnerships and coalitions among the developers, the Chamber of Commerce and the
media for balanced growth and high quality of community
• Protecting the Views and Entrance Corridors to our City
With the recent development around the new 180/27th Street Interchange, we are rapidly headed
toward the ugly appearance of the 180 entrances to Omaha! The CompPlan should designate
greenbelt corridors along 180 throughout the County, as well as Hiway 2 and the other state
roads into Lincoln.
• A County-wide "Cost of Services Study" should be performed, with an intent to balance growth
between the loss of productive agricultural lands and the expense of low-density growth at the
edges of the City. National models exist for similar studies.
• Interaction with regional planning and State policies
Lincoln should take the lead in coordination initiatives with other SE Nebraska governments to
develop coordinated regional plans for the protection of natural resources (i.e., the Platte River
Corridor, and other connecting watersheds). An assessment of State public policy should be
undertaken for appropriate enabling authorizations to facilitate regional planning.
• Planning Director's Position
A careful and deliberate national search for the most qualified, creative, balanced-growth oriented
professional available should begin immediately.
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Process Recommendations:
1. Community Visions of Lincoln's Future
The Mayor could, and should, be an energetic missionary for an extended process which would
marshal the public's opinions and voices about Lincoln's future. He/she should be the most
visible and vocal advocate for "smart, high-quality" growth. Planning in Lincoln has been
captured by special interests and paid professionals; more community-wide voices are needed.
There are very effective models of community visioning at work in other communities in America.
The College of Architecture could be of effective assistance in planning and facilitating such
efforts. Links should be forged between visioning, planning, budgeting and development.
2. Planning Resource Set-aside
A permanent fund should be organized to support on-going planning related efforts, such as
visioning, consultants, special sub-area planning projects, research, etc. One might imagine a
portion of the "services fees" being designated to a revolving fund, as one way of funding such
efforts.
3. Oath of Office for Existing and Subsequent Appointees to the Planning
Commission
A formal "public commitment" oath process, could in some cases diminish the current attitude that
Commissioners are appointed to represent special interests.
Please be assured that I, and many of my colleagues at the College of Architecture stand ready to
assist you, in the most apolitical way possible, to improve and beautify our City. Many others
before us have made incredibly valuable plans and decisions about Lincoln as a special, quality-of-
life place. We can, and should, do more to build upon their [me and courageous efforts, while
resisting the unsustainable, expedient, and narrow, self-interest plans.
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Week 3
Lectures and readings in earlier classes have emphasized the relationship between structure and
function in landscapes, and the effect ofdevelopment on structure andfunction. A main theme
this week is the relationship between structure andfunction in suburbia. How does the structure
ofa typical new suburb influence its function as a community and a place to live? An article
about New Zealand suburbs provides the basis for a lead-offdiscussion ofthis topic.
The structure ofdevelopment in Lincoln NE, both old and new, is reviewed and discussed in a
slide presentation by Mark Elliot, a member ofthe suburban documentation project. Examples
from other communities throughout the United States are also shown.
Although the trend is toward ever bigger houses, a good bookfor exploring the alternatives to
"starter castles" is The Not So Big House by Sarah Susanka.
Home buyers often have little choice in the type ofhome and neighborhood they purchase
because developers offer little variety in what they build. Co-housing is an approach that gives
the buyer control over the type ofcommunity that is constructed.
The final portion ofthis class period is used to form the three student project groups, andfor
initial meetings ofthe groups with theirfaculty advisor.
The reading in Under the Blade is a case study ofOregon 's land use regulations and an
assessment ofthe strengths and weaknesses ofthis pioneering statewide effort. It is read early in
the course to provide students with a baseline for evaluating the land use programs ofother
localities.
Materials in this section:
Journal article: Reducing crime and the fear of crime by reclaiming New Zealand's suburban
street (first page only)
An introduction to Sonora co-housing
Newspaper article: Duo documents city's urban sprawl
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First page only
Landscape and Urban Planning 39 (1997) 243-252
LANDSCAPE
AND
URBAN PLANNING
Reducing crime and the fear of crime by reclaiming New
Zealand's suburban street
Hein Doeksen •
Department of Landscape Architecture. P.O. Box 84, Uncoln University, Canterbury. New Zealand
Bureau Bouwkunde Rotterdam. P.O. Box 1047. 3000 BA Rotterdam. The Netherlands
Abstract
People stay away from places where they don't feel safe. Today they tend to stay away from their own streets, the bones
of the community. Many residents in New Zealand and Australian suburbs do not know their neighbours' names and hardly
recognise their neighbours' children. In Australia, the alienation of residents from their neighbourhood is of such dramatic
proportions that the Prime Minister announced a national committee whose agenda focuses on the question: Why are
Australian suburbs so uninviting and hostile? In New Zealand, the government doesn't feel itself responsible for the decay of
the suburb. Planning and urban design is not on the agenda since even state housing is seen more as a nuisance than a tool.
Design restrictions are felt as limitations to the free market principle of the survival of the fittest (richest). What's wrong
with the New Zealand suburb, is probably what's wrong with many suburbs all over the world. People are fencing
themselves off. even literally; they don't trust the public space any more. What once formed the lifelines of a community are
now barriers in between. This paper concentrates on the important role of social surveillance in the neighbourhood street as
one of the proven remedies for fear and crime. and will suggest how this social surveillance can be improved through
planning and design. It will also look at design opportunities for the restoration of the feeling of communal attachment to a
place: this is particularly important for the revival of the 'communal responsibility' through 'shared ownership' which in
tum can activate better social surveillance. © 1997 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
K~~,..ords: Neighbourhood streets; Safely; Traffic
I. Introduction: many questions to be answered
Despite a clean. green and safe image. New
Zealand suburbs and townships are suffering from a
rapid increase in domestic and public crime. The
news media. accustomed to exploiting horror and
violence as a means of increasing ratings is creating
3 new enemy for their consumers: the unknown
neighbour, 'the stranger in the street'. So, up go the
fences, the doors stay closed and children stay off
the streets.
Corresponding author.
Fear as a catalyst for crime is well known. but
seldom dealt with. That crime is linked to social
isolation has been proven and thoroughly studied.
'There is a growing feeling that the world beyond
the from door is a hostile world of vandalism and
aggression, where we feel threatened rather than at
home. Yet, to take this widespread feeling as the
point of departure for urban planning would be
fatal.' With this statement, Herzberger (1982) went
one step further than Jacobs (1961), Newman (1972)
and Jeffrey (1977), the founders of the 'Crime Pre-
vention Through Environmental Planning and De-
sign' movement, by not.only breaking away from the
0169-20-16/97/$17.00 Cl 1997 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd, All rights reserved.
PI/ SOI69.2046(97)00057-1
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An Introduction to Sonora Cohousing
Ever wonder if there was a better way to live?
We did. A lot. That's why we created Sonora Cohousing. For us, the typical
wall-of-garages, run-into-your-neighbor-once-a-year, car-dominated neighborhood just
doesn't cut it. We knew we could do better.
"Most of us actually know what we
want in a neighborhood-- we just don't know
how to get it, because developers have been
building the wrong thing for 50 years."
--Newsweek cover story, May 15, 1995
Our Mission Statement puts it this way:
We believe that today's neighborhoods have in large part served to isolate people from
one another and encourage alienation from ourselves and our communities. Together we
seek to create a neighborhood which strikes a balance between public and
private-respecting individual privacy while encouraging social interaction. In pursuit of
this goal, we participate in the ongoing design and construction of our community -- and
then take an active part in its ongoing management. This community of adults and
children is not built around an ideological principle; rather, we seek a diversity of
backgrounds, ages, and opinions, with our one shared value being the commitment to
working out our problems and finding consensus solutions which satisfy all members.
"We want a safe and relaxed environment for
children to grow up in and adults to interact. A
friendly, homey neighborhood where community
involvement is welcomed and encouraged but
privacy and personal desires are respected."
--Mark, Leslie, Casey & Evelyn Hunten, Group
founders
How will this make our lives more satisfying?
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Here are just a few ofthe many ways we will benefit by living in a real community:
• We each individually own a great house in a great neighborhood, designed for
people rather than cars.
• We seek small-town values in an urban setting by emphasizing a return to
tolerance, respect, comfort, belonging and trust without the constrictions present in
many traditional communities. The neighborhood will be designed for daily
front-porch-style interaction.
• We will have sense of security without gates, alarms, and barbed wire. True
security can come from design rather than gadgets. In our community, neighbors
watch out for neighbors, and someone is around all the time-van automatic
Neighborhood Watch.
• It will be a nurturing place for children and an easier place to be a parent.
Kids play at each other's houses without elaborate arrangements, kids have many
other adult role models to look up to; there is always something for kids to do, not
just sit alone and watch TV.
• We have the choice to be social when we wish, or private when we wish by
striking a balance -- existing neighborhoods are too private; other intentional
communities are too social; we can get the best of both worlds.
• We empower ourselves by making our own decisions in design, construction and
governing.
• We espouse democratic town-hall ideals. Win-win solutions can be the norm, if
we all govern ourselves to seek what's best for the community.
• There will be a neighborly support system for people in times of need. During
life crises many people feel they have no one to tum to for help. In our community,
people know that if they help someone in need, they, too, will be helped when they
need it.
• We seek environmentally-friendly living by constructing buildings in efficient
ways which respect the environment such as clustered houses, alternative building
materials, and energy efficiency.
"I'm looking for the neighborliness of traditional
neighborhoods without the difficulties that used to exist
when people had no choice but to stay put in their
neighborhoods and towns."
--Grant McCormick, Sonora Cohousing Member
What makes us think we can do this?
We may be pioneers, but plenty of others have broken the trail ahead of us. There are
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already 26 similar communities in existence in the US, and 26 more that will be finished
this year. A supportive network exists to help the rest ofus get built. Our developer, Jim
Leach, is the most experienced cohousing developer in the country. His development
firm, Wonderland Hill has already built 5 successful cohousing communities in other
parts of the country. This is a growing movement.
How are we making this real?
We have formed a non-profit corporation, developed a business plan, and are in the
process of contracting with builders, architects and other professionals. In collaboration
with Jim Leach we have optioned a 4.7 acre site on the north side of Roger road just
West of First avenue. And, of course, we are seeking new members like you to help us
all achieve our dream together.
Ifyou would like to get involved...
We welcome you to attend one of our monthly slide presentations, attend an orientation,
and become an Associate Member. Please call (520) 570-6052 for recorded information
on upcoming events, and leave a message for us. We will call you back to answer
questions and get you started. Or send email to Sonora Cohousing member John
PalmerAnd he'll get in touch.
-
Want more information?
• Call our Sonora Cohousing Hotline to hear upcoming events and to leave a message at (520)
570-6052.
• Send email to Sonora member John Palmer.
• Check out the Cohousing Network web site for other links and general information.
The Tucson Neighborhood Development Corporation web site
was developed by Steve Farley sfarley@i~c.llI'c.or~.
Copyright © 1997 Stephen Farley. All rights reserved.
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community gardens and dense
housing designed to sa ve space.
Martin began studying the new
suburbs in earnest eight years ago
during a drive from Minneapolisto
a small town some miles awav.
The city never ended. he said. It
just became scores of sprawling
suburbs swallowing up everything
in their paths. The man with
degrees in philosophy and
landscape architecture was
fascinated.
Since then, he and photographer
Chris Faust have documented
suburbs in Des Moines, Chicago,
Milwaukee, Denver, Seattle and
Portland.
Elliot heard about their work
and signed on to photograph
growth here, where 814 building
More onDUO, Page 5B
Towns. Places where Applebee's
and Barnes and Noble have
become community centers in a
mass-market culture devoid of a
sense of place.
"Homogeneity is really the rule
of new growth: Elliot said.
"There's little that distinguishes
one development from the next,
except perhaps the sale price:
Lincoln is typical of most
communities - neither the best
nor the worst, they say.
The city has avoided what they
see as a black eye on modern
suburbs - the gated community.
. But, they note, it has not been
home to any progressive
developments either, like Prairie
Crossing near Chicago, where
there is wetland restoration
instead of drainage ditches,
TED KIRKi\Jnc:oIn JoumaI Stat
• Studying suburbs: Mark Elliot (left) and Frank Edgerton Martin are involved in the Suburban Documentation Project, looking at
suburban growth across the country, including Unooln. Here they stand near the city's southern edge on Black Ridge Lane near 38th
Street.
Duo documents city's urban sprawl
INDYLANGE-KUBICK landscape photographer,.have
BY C .loumaJ St¥ spent the past year studymg
Uncoln Lincoln's growth as part of the
When Mark Elliot and Frank Suburban Documentation Project.
Edgerton Martin look south from Using photographs, narrative and
40thStreet and Old Cheney Road a $5,000 grant from the Nebraska
they don't simply see bouses. Humanities Council, they hope to
They see a legacy. stimulate public discussion about
"It is the history of our time," the places 54percent of Americans
Martin said of the suburhan now live - the suburbs.
landscape hefore him. "But it's so "Our slogan is, many people
familiar we never notice it." make funof suburbs,we try to
From this hill, hundreds of understand them: said Martin,
rooftops spread to the horizon - tongue only slightly in cheek.
shingled sentinels rising from What they see here, they say, is a
acres of bluegrass where rows of city growing around the fringes,
com once stood. eating.up farmland, pushing its
"Thisis just an amazing vista," limits.
. said Marlin, a landscape architect It's what they see everywhere
fi;om Minneapolis. "Lincoin is"·~;,·;tIiey go: McSuburbs from Seattle
becoming a big, sprawling city." _ toSavanoahtoSLLouls.
Martin and Elliot, a local Our Towns becoming Any
00
co
LOCAL
Duo/Documents the urban sprawl of city
eonlin\l8d from Page 1B saw whirred in lhe crisp morning cals. . .. What will happen to the
, . . . air, slicing slivers off tan-colored groundwater?"
pemuts w.ere ISsued for single-fami- bricks. Bricklayers in coveralls . In the two- and three-car garagesly.~omes10 1997, along WIth 243 per- stood on scaffolding, transforming on'streets far from the city's core he
mits for townhouses, 51for duplexes the facade of a I'h-story custom sees an automobile-dependent envi-
i'Ild 81for apartment buildings. home. ronment.
, ~I~ot.~ has trayeled to several Schultz Construction builds eight "In fringe cities, studies show
:other nud~ed cI.tles. around the to 10 homes a year, in Lincoln, said people are making 14 car trips a
~~ty, setting up his~pod and cap- owner Bob Schultz, and quite a few day," Martin said. "If we have an en-
blr\l1g what he sees WIth an old-lash- are in Williamsburg, a development ergy crisis, what happens to these
ionedDeardorf8-by-IOca~era. he praised for its mix of housing people who have a s~rt utility vehi-
On Th~y, the .pair showed types, green spaces and commercial de that gets 20mpg?
slides of various suburban develop- development. Martin.decried the' idea of a belt-
ments, including Williamsburg 10 "It's a very nice community at- way.
Lincoln, at a brown bag lunch. Some mosphere," Schultz said, pointing to "If the beltway is built, there will
of tile local photographs WIll becom~ a bike path running through the de- be the biggest accumulation of
part of the Nebraska State Histori- velopment with a grassy commons , sprawl this city has ever seen. I've
cal Society's archive. area on either side. "I think the de- seen it happen in Minneapolis."
They f1asbed. photos of strip veloper has done a really good job." The solution?
malls and million-dollar multi- And people are lining up to make. • Forming housing organizations
gabled homes - "Houses on ster- the move to houses that begin at to show developers people want
oids," Martin said '- modern four- $150,000 and rise to well over $500,000. something different. '
lane roadways lit by old-style street "Like any subdivision, it's almost • More, resources to renovate
lights and gas stations designed to sold out," the builder said. "I always, available housing in the city and de-
look like colonial mansions. ask the question, 'Where do you go veloping a mass transit system. .
On a Friday morning drive down next?'" • Changes in zoning to allow
Pine Lake Road, Martin, who hadn't Elliot and Martin wonder, too. things like "mother-in-law" apart-
visited the spot for more than a Martin kicked the toe of his black ments - a self-contained apartment
year, was amazed at what he saw. loafer against the clay soil of a still- within a residence- and apart-
A new middle school. A towering. empty lot, grown over with weeds ments over businesses.
bank. Dozens of houses, apartment and wildflowers. '.Changes in restrictive cove-
~cM9g!jt~~~l~wn1l0Qses:._ ... _ "See the sod line," .he.said, noting nants to allow ~ore diversity .in i~­';i·~8'EZ~sr~conun~r<;!a!·;-~t~r ,'th!> contrast betwee.n iIljss~!''7 'I!J<jkf,!l.m.~.,!'.\!d)~,?!,s!pg~Jyle, re.'!It'lJg 10
'with' 3;ooolplus" parkmg spaces the lot next door.ilaid out WIth fresh . a'more diverse nelghborhood,popu-
spreading like a vast concrete lawn bluegrass. lation.
far before it. : 'Inthe divide, he sees a way of liv- Although the two men have
And everywhere, the sights and ing degrading to the environment. strong opinions,the SUb~rbanDocu-
sounds of construction. "We're sinking wells to water these mentation Project Isn't as much
On a Williamsburg' cul-de-sac, a lawns, covering them with chemi- about pushing change, Elliot and
Martin said; as documenting it and
allowi'lg people to decide for them-
selves. whether they like what they
see. -......
Thus far, Elliot has captured 130
photographs of Lincoln's expanding
suburbs, mostly on the south side,
T\t~ project' will continue around
the rest of the city's fringe, he says,
becoming a photographic documen-
tary of Lincoln's present.
And,one day, its past.
o
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Week 4
The primary theme this week is economics. A lecture by Bruce Johnson ofthe Agricultural
Economics Department describes the tight integration ofeconomics and law in land use
decisions. Also, many ecosystem services are not accountedfor by the market, and the negative
externalities ofland use decisions are often significant.
An important aspect ofthe economics ofdevelopment is addressed in a lecture by Kip
Hulvershorn ofthe Community and Regional Planning Department. Although residential
development is often promoted as a way ofincreasing the tax base, new residential developments
can cost more in services than they provide in taxes. The mix ofdevelopment (residential,
commercial, industrial, agricultural) is critical in determining the effect ofnew development on
the tax burden ofestablished residents.
The class also briefly addresses the topic ofpopulation. Rapid growth ofthe Us. population is
an important contributor to land development. Rapid increases in worldpopulation are linked to
US. population through immigration. World population growth rates andpatterns are
illustrated by showing a 6 %minute video. The World Population Video is a graphic simulation
ofthe history ofhuman population growth. As the years roll by on a digital clockfrom 1 A.D. to
2020, dots light up on a world map to represent millions ofpeople added to the population. More
information on this video is available at http://www.zpg.org/Catalog/ltems/item6.html.
National, state and local population statistics are provided as a handout, along with a thought-
provoking article comparing patterns ofhuman population growth with those ofmalignant
tumors.
Readings from Under the Blade are Chapter 4, The Economics ofFarmland Conversion,
providing a more detailed look at the issue. A case studyfrom Ventura County, CA considers the
additional costs incurred by farmers on the urban fringe, and the effect offarm location and
local land use regulations on land prices and conversion pressures.
Materials in this section:
Lecture outline and handouts: Economics of farmland conversion (Bruce Johnson)
Cost of community services studies (American Farmland Trust)
Newsletter article: Joint Senate committee listens to report on costs of sprawl
Population statistics handout
Journal article: Why are there so many ofus? Description and diagnosis of a planetary
ecopathological process (first page only)
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ECONOMICS OF FARMLAND CONVERSION
Remarks to Urbanization & Rural Landscapes
(AGRN 496/896, CRPL 495P/895P, AECN 399/896)
By Bruce Johnson
I. Property Rights
The institutional basis of individual market decisions and public policy
Individual ownership of property (Fee simple)
Bundle of Rights Concept
Includes several rights which are divisible and can be exchanged separately.
Six Basic "Sticks"
Sell
Lease
Use
Give away
Enter
Refuse
But individual property rights NOT absolute.
Several rights, or "sticks", have been retained by the government.
Taxation
Eminent Domain
Police Power
Escheat
Also, private encumbrances can exist.
Covenants, Easements, Liens
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II. The Market Process
In the context ofproperty rights to resources and goods (whose value reflect utility, scarcity, and
transferability) millions of individual decisions are made daily via the market process.
Concept of Marginalism
allocation of time, dollars, or other resources so as to maximize utility.
efficiency (or economizing)
Maximum output/unit of input (or)
Minimum cost/unit of output
Concept of Opportunity Cost
Decisions based on utility (or income) forgone in best alternative
Impacts land use allocations across:
Alternative uses
Space
Time
Concept of Highest and Best Use
Def: That use which will generate the greatest net return to the property over a
reasonable period of time (highest net present value).
Determined by derived demand in the market (economic derivation)
H & B use must meet following criteria:
I. Physically possible
2. Legally possible
3. Financially feasible
4. Most productive
Typical land use profile surrounding urban center
Highest and Best Use
12000,----=-=,,------------
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
o-L---,-~~
esidential Sub-Di
commercial Acreages ExtAg
Land Use Profile in Rural-Urban Transition Zone
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III. When Market Allocation Leads to Market Failure
Types of Market Failure Associated With Land Use
A. Costs of Irreversibility Ignored
Farmland conversion is usually irreversible (economically).
Thousands ofmarginal decisions can lead to a perverse societal effect
" Tragedy of the Commons"
(or)
"Tyranny of Small Decisions"
B. "Public Goods" not supplied by the market
-Def: Any good that has:
1. Nonrivalry: One person's consumption of that good does not diminish amount
available to other consumers, and
2. Nonexludability: If available to one person then it is available to others (whether they
payor not)
-Some public goods
-Sustainable base of U.S. Farmland,
-Farmland "green belts" around urban areas
-Biodiversity of the countryside
-Wildlife habitat
-Ground water recharge
-Flood control benefits
-Unique "view sheds"
-Atmospheric benefits of green space.
-Food producer - Food consumer connection
-Public goods won't be supplied by private (market) sector since no opportunity for
profit. So, tends to be provided through unit of goverrunent or non-profit
organization. Question: Who should pay? And how much?
C. Warped Distribution of Market Results
-Economic winners and losers of decisions.
-Questions of equity or fairness
-Some examples:
-Who pays for annexing new development?
-Who gains (loses) from a zoning change to more intensive use?
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-Who gains (loses) from zoning change to less intensive use?
-Should future generation(s) be considered in today's land use decisions?
D. Externalities
Also called: spillover costs, spillover benefits, unintended consequences, side
effects, third-party effects.
Def: Disassociation ofbenefits and costs
Ex: External Cost $
MC Social
MC Private
D=Mar. Ben
Market failure since:
- Not all costs considered. Q
- Market process produces too much of a good and sells it at artificially low price.
Ex: External Benefit $ Me Private
MB Social
ME Private
Market failure since: Q
- Not all benefits considered.
- Market process produces too little of socially-desirable product.
Land use examples of external costs:
-Excessive farmland losses from development
-Development leading to congestion and lower property values for surrounding land
owners.
-Public cost of infrastructure associated with unchecked development.
-Environmental damage off site.
Land Use examples of external benefits
-Farmland retention in spite of short run economic pressures.
-Concentric development vs. linear and "leap frog" development.
-Green belt amenities.
-Synergistic interface of food production /consumption.
Implication(s) of externalities
Must internalize externalities to allow market to operate effectively.
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A. Force accountability for spillover costs.
B. Allow appropriate benefits to flow to providers of societal benefits.
IV. THE POLICY PERSPECTIVE
The Policy "Tool Kit":
1. Conservation/Preservation Payments
2. Police Power
Zoning the primary mechanism.
3. Tax Incentives
Differential/preferential assessment (Property tax based on ag use rather than
development potential).
"Greenbelt" tax laws may slow but seldom stop land conversion
Other creative forms.
4. Acquisition
Outright purchase
Costly and often a negative perception of a "public" competing with the
private sector.
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- Conservation Easements
Voluntary legal agreements allowing landowner to permanently limit or
prohibit development on the property. Encouraged by favorable tax
policy.
- Purchased Development Rights (PDR)
Sale of development right to local government agencies, state
government, or a non profit organization. Conservation easement then
placed on the land.
- Transferred Development Rights (TOR)
Landowners in "preservation areas" receive development right credits for
not developing. In turn, they can be sold to developers for developing
designated growth areas.
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Towards A Comprehensive Land Use Policy
Basic Principles:
#1 Reconnect the urban community with its food source and the natural environment. ("Catch a Vision")
- Direct food marketing.
- Local ag connection for citizens.
- Farmland (and Farm) protection policy.
- Greenbelt amenities identified and measured.
#2 Develop a strong and consistent growth management policy that ensures orderly development while
protecting and providing societal interests.
State level commitment with basic guidelines as well as technical and financial assistance.
Ex: Minnesota's 1997 Community-Based Planning Act
#3 Key on local initiative to build a land stewardship plan and program.
a broad-based coalition, partnering:
Public I private
Agriculture I non-ag
Development I Preservation
Short run interests I long run interests
Youth I Adults
Wage earners I wealth holders
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Lancaster County's Share of
Nebraska's Production of
Selected Commodities and Years*
Lancaster County Share of State's
Production
1950-54 1995 Percent Change
in State Share
Com 2.0% 0.7% -65%
Wheat 2.4% 0.9% -63%
Hogs 1.30/0 1.1% -15%
Calf Crop 1.2% 0.7% -42%
Average Change in County Share for
-46%
the Four Commodities
*Nebraska Agricultural Statistics Series for
Counties
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The Costs of Urban Sprawl
1. High cost and inefficient infrastructure.
2. Public service demands exceeding
public revenues generated.
3. Increasing propensity for conflicting
land uses.
- Boundary friction multiplied
- "Social Capital" lost
4. Socio-economic amenities of orderly
land use lost.
- Reduced Property Values
- Lower Quality of Life
5. Socio-economic abandonment of urban
cores.
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Farmland Retention and
Orderly Land-Use Policy
(Extending Societal Leverage)
...
... .
....
...
...
...
...
Private Goods
Market Driven
Public Goods
Non-mkt Driven
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AMERICAN FARMLAND TRUST, FARMLAND INFORMATION CENTER
COST OF
COMMUNITY
SERVICES
STUDIES
lAi\....b
rA~tAND TNFOAHATTON ~INTIA
•Fact Sheet
rev. February 1999
DESCRIPTION
Cost of Community Services studies are an inexpensive, easy-to-understand
way to determine the net fiscal contribution of different land uses to local
budgets. Municipal records are reorganized to assign the cost of local public
services to privately owned farm, forest and open lands, as well as residential,
commercial and industrial lands. The result is a set ofratios that compare the
annual income to the annual expenditures for different land uses.
COCS studies are a snapshot in time of costs versus revenues for each type of
land use. They do not predict future costs or revenues or the impact of future
growth. They do provide a baseline of current information to help local
officials and citizens make informed land use and policy decisions.
METHODOLOGY
COCS studies involve five basic steps:
1. Define the scope of the project and identify land use categories to study
(e.g., residential, commercial, industrial, farm and forest land).
2. Collect data on local revenues and expenditures.
3. Group revenues and allocate them to the land use categories identified in
step 1.
4. Group expenditures and allocate them to the land use categories
identified in step 1.
5. Analyze the data and calculate revenue-to-expenditure ratios for each
land use category.
The process is straightforward, although ensuring reliable figures requires the
assistance oflocal officials and service providers. The most complicated task is
interpreting existing records to reflect COCS land use categories. Allocating
revenues and expenses requires a significant amount ofresearch, including
extensive personal interviews.
HISTORY
Communities often evaluate the impact of growth on local budgets by
conducting or commissioning fiscal impact analyses. Fiscal impact studies
project public costs and revenues from different land development patterns.
They generally show that residential development is a net fiscal loss for
communities and recommend commercial and industrial development as a
strategy to balance local budgets.
Rural towns and counties that are likely to benefit most from the information
provided by fiscal impact analyses rarely have the expertise or resources to
conduct a study, which tend to be expensive. Also, these studies rarely consider
the fiscal contribution of farm, forest and recreational lands, which are very
important to rural economies.
American Farmland Trust developed COCS studies in the mid-1980s to give
communities a simple, inexpensive method of evaluating the contribution of
farm, forest and ranch lands to the local tax base. COCS studies have been
conducted in at least 58 communities in the United States.
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FUNCTIONS & PURPOSES
Communities pay a high price for unplanned growth. Scattered development
frequently causes traffic congestion, air and water pollution, loss of open space
and increased demand for costly public services. This is why it is important for
citizens and community leaders to understand the relationships between
residential and commercial growth, land conservation and their municipality's
bottom line.
COCS studies can help local officials and farmland protection advocates
counter three claims that are commonly heard at local meetings in rural and
suburban communities:
1. Residential development will lower property taxes by increasing the tax
base;
2. Farmland gets an unfair tax break when it is assessed at its actual use for
agriculture instead of its potential use for development;
3. Open lands, including productive farms and forests, are interim uses just
waiting to be developed to their "highest and best use."
While it is true that an acre ofland with a new house generates more total
revenue than an acre of hay or com, this tells us little about a community's
fiscal stability. In areas where farming and forestry are major industries, it is
especially important to consider the real property tax contribution ofprivately
owned natural resource lands. Farms, forests and other open lands may
generate less revenue than residential, commercial or industrial properties, but
they require little public infrastructure and few services.
COCS studies conducted in more than 58 communities over the past decade
show that owners of farm, forest and open lands pay more in local tax revenues
than it costs local govemment to provide services to their properties.
Residential land uses, in contrast, are a net drain on municipal coffers: It costs
local govemments more to provide services to homeowners than residential
landowners pay in property taxes.
S1.25+---------
S 1.00 +--------1
$ .75 -1--------1
S .50+-------1
S .25
CommercialIndustrial Farm/Forest Residential
Graph: Median
cost--per dollar of
revenue raised-to
provide public services
to different land uses
The findings of COCS studies are consistent with those of conventional fiscal
impact analyses, which document the high cost ofresidential development and
recommend commercial and industrial development to help balance local
budgets. What is unique about COCS studies is that they show that agricultural
land is similar to other commercial and industrial uses. In every community
studied, farmland has generated a fiscal surplus to help offset the shortfall
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created by residential demand for public services. This is true even when the
land is assessed at its current, agricultural use.
Communities need reliable information to help them see the full picture of their
land uses. COCS studies are an inexpensive way to evaluate the net
contribution of farm and open lands. They can help local leaders discard the
notion that natural resources must be converted to other uses to ensure fiscal
stability. They also dispel the myths that residential development leads to
lower taxes, that differential assessment programs give landowners an unfair
tax break and that farmland is just waiting around for development.
One type of land use is not intrinsically better than another, and COCS studies
do not judge the overall public good or long-term merits of any land use or
taxing structure. Communities must balance goals such as maintaining
affordable housing, creating jobs and conserving land and resources. With
good planning, these goals can complement rather than compete with each
other. COCS studies give communities another tool to make decisions about
their futures.
The Farmland Information Center is a public/private partnership between American Farmland Trust and the
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service that provides technical information aboutfarmland
protection.
American Farmland Trust works to stop the loss ofproductive farmland and to promote farming practices that
lead to a healthy environment.
_.....,._~'••~'..a&.Je
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SUMMARY OF COSTS OF COMMUNITY SERVICES STUDIES,
REVENUE-TO-EXPENDITURE RATIOS IN DOLLARS
StatelTown Residential
Including
farm
house
Combined
Commercial
& Industrial
FarmlForest Source
Open Land
Connecticut
Bolton
Durham
Farmington
Hebron
Litchfield
Pomfret
1 : 1.05 1: 0.23
1 : 1.07 1: 0.27
1: 1.33 1: 0.32
1 : 1.06 1 : 0.47
1 : 1.11 1: 0.34
1 : 1.06 1: 0.27
1 : 0.50 Geisler, 1998
1 : 0.23 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
1 : 0.31 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
1 : 0.43 American Farmland Trust, 1986
1 : 0.34 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
1 : 0.86 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
3 uf(;
Idaho
Canyon County
Cassia County
1: 1.08
1 : 1.19
1: 0.79
1: 0.87
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1 : 0.54 Hartmans and Meyer, 1997
1 : 0.41 Hartmans and Meyer, 1997
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Maine
Bethel 1: 1.29 1: 0.59 1: 0.06 Good, Antioch New England Graduate
School, 1994
Maryland
CarrollCounty 1 : 1.15 1: 0.48 1: 0.45 Carroll County Dept. of Management
& Budget, 1994
Cecil County 1: 1.12 1: 0.28 1: 0.37 Cecil County Office of Economic
Development, 1994
FrederickCounty 1 : 1.05 1: 0.39 1 : 0.48 American Farmland Trust, 1997
Massachusetts
Agawam 1 : 1.05 1 :0.44 1 : 0.31 American Farmland Trust, 1992
Becket 1 : 1.02 1 : 0.83 1: 0.72 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
Deerfield 1 : 1.16 1: 0.38 1: 0.29 American Farmland Trust, 1992
Franklin 1 : 1.02 1: 0.58 1 : 0.40 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
Gill 1 : 1.15 1: 0.21 1: 0.38 American Farmland Trust, 1992
Leverett 1 : 1.15 1: 0.29 1: 0.25 Southem New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
Southborouqh 1: 1.03 1: 0.26 1: 0.45 Adams and Hines, 1997
Westford 1 : 1.15 1: 0.53 1: 0.39 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
Williamstown 1 : 1.11 1: 0.40 1: 0.34 Hazieret aI., 1992
Minnesota
Farmington 1 : 1.02 1 : 0.18 1 : 0.48 American Farmland Trust, 1994
Lake Elmo 1 : 1.07 1: 0.20 1: 0.27 American Farmland Trust, 1994
Independence 1 : 1.04 1: 0.19 1:0.47 American Farmland Trust, 1994
Montana
Gallatin County 1: 1.45 1 : 0.13 1: 0.25 Haggerty, 1996
New Hampshire
Deerfield 1: 1.15 1: 0.22 1: 0.35 Auger, 1994
Dover 1: 1.15 1: 0.63 1: 0.94 Kingsley et al., 1993
Exeter 1: 1.07 1:0.40 1: 0.82 Niebling, 1997
Fremont 1: 1.04 1: 0.94 1: 0.36 Auger, 1994
Stratham 1: 1.15 1 : 0.19 1:0.40 Auger, 1994
New Jersey
Freehold Township 1 : 1.51 1 : 0.17 1 : 0.33 American Farmland Trust, 1998
Holmdel Township 1 : 1.38 1 : 0.21 1: 0.66 American Farmland Trust, 1998
Middletown 1 : 1.14 1: 0.34 1: 0.36 American Farmland Trust, 1998
Township
Upper Freehold 1 : 1.18 1: 0.20 1 : 0.35 American Farmland Trust, 1998
Township
Wall Township 1 : 1.28 1: 0.30 1: 0.54 American FarmlandTrust, 1998
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New York
Amenia 1 : 1.23 1: 0.17 1: 0.25 Bucknall, 1989
Beekman 1 : 1.12 1 : 0.18 1 : 0.48 American Farmland Trust, 1989
Dix 1 : 1.51 1: 0.27 1 : 0.31 Schuyler County League of Women
Voters, 1993
Farmington 1 : 1.22 1: 0.27 1 : 0.72 Kinsman et aI., 1991
Fishkill 1 : 1.23 1 : 0.31 1: 0.74 Bucknall, 1989
Hector 1 : 1.30 1 : 0.15 1: 0.28 Schuyler County League of Women
Voters, 1993
Kinderhook 1 : 1.05 1 : 0.21 1 : 0.17 Concerned Citizens of Kinderhook,
1996
Montour 1 : 1.50 1: 0.28 1: 0.29 Schuyler County League of Women
Voters, 1992
Northeast 1 : 1.36 1: 0.29 1 : 0.21 American Farmland Trust, 1989
Reading 1 : 1.08 1: 0.26 1: 0.32 Schuyler County League of Women
Voters, 1992
Red Hook 1 : 1.11 1: 0.20 1: 0.22 Bucknall, 1989
Ohio
Madison Village 1 : 1.67 1: 0.20 1 : 0.38 AFT and Lake County Ohio SWCD,
1993
Madison Township 1 : 1.40 1: 0.25 1: 0.30 AFT and Lake County Ohio SWCD,
1993
Pennsylvania
Carroll Township 1 : 1.03 1: 0.06 1: 0.02 Kelsey, 1992
Rhode Island
Hopkinton 1 : 1.08 1 : 0.31 1 : 0.31 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
Little Compton 1 : 1.05 1: 0.56 1: 0.37 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
West Greenwich 1 : 1.46 1:0.40 1:0.46 Southern New England Forest
Consortium, 1995
Utah
Cache County 1: 1.27 1: 0.25 1 : 0.57 Snyder and Ferguson, 1994
Sevier County 1 : 1.11 1 : 0.31 1 : 0.99 Snyder and Ferguson, 1994
Utah County 1 : 1.23 1: 0.26 1 : 0.82 Snyder and Ferguson, 1994
Virginia
Clarke County 1 : 1.26 1 : 0.21 1 : 0.15 Piedmont Environmental Council,1994
Washington
Skagit County 1 : 1.25 1 : 0.30 1 : 0.51 American Farmland Trust, 1999
Wisconsin
Dunn 1 : 1.06 1: 0.29 1 : 0.18 Town of Dunn, 1994
-_.•.•,. :
commumty
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JOINT SENATE COMMITTEE LISTENS TO REPORT ON COSTS OF SPRAWL
Yesterday (Feb 1) a joint meeting of the Senate Environment and Agriculture
Budget Division, Governmental Operation Budget Division and Transportation
Budget Division was held to hear initial results of a study funded by the
Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources and jointly conducted by
Center for Energy and Environment, Minnesotans for an Energy Efficient
Economy and 1000 Friends of Minnesota on the economic, environmental and
social costs of sprawl. The study compares impacts oftwo scenarios for
future development in the broad Twin Cities region, one with an average
housing density of 1.8 units per acre (the average density ofnew
construction in recent years) and the other with an average density of 5.0
units per acre. Among other findings, the study revealed an additional $3
billion in capital infrastructure costs in the low-density 'sprawling'
scenario over the 20 year period of the study.
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Population Statistics
Feb 1999
Annual increase
Projected 2050
5,966,000,000
78,000,000
9,298,000,000
United States
1950 152,271,000
Feb 1999 271,840,000
I-year increase 2,658,000
Projected 2050:
middle 394,000,000
high 519,000,000
Nebraska
I July 97 1,657,000
I-year increase 8,000
Lancaster County
July 97 233,319
I-year increase 2,239
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, www.census.gov
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WHY ARE THERE SO MANY OF US?·
Description and Diagnosis oja Planetary Ecopathological Process
by Warren M. Bern
originally published in Population and Environ-
ment, March 1, 1990. Reprinted by permission.
... the human population
has allfour characteristics
ofa malignant process
Statement of the Problem
The most stunning feature of the human popula-
tion In the twentieth century Is Its rapid. unre-
strained growth. Yet this phenomenon Is not new.
Several spurts tn human population growth have
occurred. One began with the end of the Paleolithic
and the beginning of the agricultural revolution;
another occurred at the begmmng of the Industrial
Revolution (Deevey, 1960;
Hassan, 198Il. As of 1990,
more humans have been added
to the total world population
In the past forty years than In
the previous three million years
(Keyfttz, 1989). Between 7 and
8% of all human beings ever
born are alive today (Weeks,
1989). Until recently. the rate ofgrowth of the human
population has been Increasing, which means that It
even exceeds exponential growth (Demeny, 1986:
Bartlett, 1978). While the current rate ofgrowth has
slowed slightly, It remains exponential at approxi-
mately 1.7% per yearwith a population doubling time
of about 40 years. There is wide disagreement about
the prospects for future growth of the human popu-
lation and whether, as well as under what circum-
stances and when, It will stop growing.
Accompanying this rapid population growth has
been the Increasing pace of human destruction of the
global ecosystem. Small scale human assaults on the
environment had little or no lasting Impact durtng the
early Pleistocene, although local and regional Im-
pacts began to be seen tn the late Pleistocene and
Neolithic (Martin, 1980; Angel, 1975; Darby. 1956).
Begtnntng with the Industrial Age, large portions of
previously Intact ecosystems that had previously
experienced little or no human perturbation have
been destroyed. As the 20th century draws to a close.
human activities are seriously and perhaps Irrevers-
Ibly dlsrupttng features of the global ecosystem that
are necessary to the preservation of human species
and other life forms. Global atmospheric carbon
dioxide levels, for example, have Increased 25%
during the last century (Mooney, 1988). Three of the
warmest years In the past 100 years occurred In the
19808 (Schneider, 1989). Severe seasonal reductions
FOCU51Spring 1992
In the ozone layers over Antarctica, and perhaps even
the Arctic, are matters. of great concern to atmo-
spheric scientists (Graedel & Crutzen, 1989). Photo-
chemical smog has become a permanent problem tn
most of the major cities of the world, and "rnegactties"
are beginning to contain most of the earth's Inhabit-
ants (Dogon & Kasarda, 1988). Enormous areas of
the world's rainforests are being burned each year.
and these conflagrations result In layers of smoke
haze that cover tens of thou-
sands of square kilometers.
Innumerable species have
become extinct as the direct
result ofhuman activity. and
the rate of extinctions Is In-
creasing (Zlswller, 1967;
Hoage, 1985; Wilson, 1988).
Wilson (1990) estimates that,
at the present rate of ecosystem destruction, as many
as 25% of all living species will become exttnct wlthtn
the next fiftyyears. Today, one 011 tanker captain can
wipe out a whole ecosystem; tncldents of this kind ftll
dally headlines. At the same time, there Is growing
consciousness of our global ecosystem and the need
to preserve It (SCEP, 1970; Bouldmg, 1973; Ehrlichet
al, 1977; Lovelock. 1979; Russell, 1983; Myers, 1984;
Rambler et al, 1989; Sahtourts. 1989; Daly & Cobb,
1989).
The human population has often been compared
to some kind of planetary disease (Gregg, 1955;
Elsley, 1961; Russell, 1983; Odum, 1989). Oeologtst
Peter Flawn, speaking to students at Northwestern
University tn 1970, said that the earth's crust has a
skin disease, a case of microbes mtecung Its crust,
and that sickness Is man (Flawn, 1970). Diagram-
matic VIews of human settlements do have a certatn
similarity to some kinds of pathological lesions, tn-
eluding various kinds of dermatitis. Flawn's and
other observations stimulate a search for other
pathologic models. Lewis Mumford's book, The City
inHistDry, Is suffused with references to large cities as
pathologic processes. Geddes (1915), Included a
scheme of cities that Included "Patholopolls". Be-
cause spectacular growth and mvasrveness are out-
standing characteristics of the human population,
the similarity of the human species to a cancerous
process comes readily to mind, especially to a physi-
cian. A schematic view of the growth of London from
1800 to 1955 looks like nothing so much as an
expandtng, Invasive, metastatic, malignant tumor
(Johnson, 1972; Figure II. A nearly Identical pattern
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WeekS
An important learning objective is to prepare students to find information on land use issues
both for use in the course and after the course is completed. Many books, journals, and
organizations are listed in the reference handout (see week 1). The internet is also an excellent
source ofinformation. The students spend one hour ofthis class in the computer lab becoming
familiar with some ofthe many web sites containing information on land use, and with sites that
provide information ofuse to the project groups. The remaining class time is devoted to project
group meetings.
Materials in this section:
Internet resources lab handout
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Urbanization ofRural Landscapes
10 February 1999
Internet Resources Lab
The internet provides access to a wealth of information regarding farmland loss and preservation,
land use, urban design, sustainability, planning, and other issues related to the urbanization of
rural landscapes. The purpose of this exercise is to familiarize students with a few of the most
important web sites. All students will take about 15 minutes to look at two sites of general
interest. The remainder ofthe hour is spent conducting research in support ofthe student
projects. The sites listed below for each project are good starting points, with lots of links to
other sites.
General sites (all students)
(I) American Farmland Trust: http://www.farmland.org
The premier website on this topic. While at this site, be sure to click on Farmland Information
Library in the Farmland Protection Resources section ofthe table of contents.
(2) The Sprawl Resource Guide: http://www.webcom.com/%7epcj/sprawllsprawll.html
Designed to familiarize you with several of the key issues associated with sprawl, and direct you
to some of the wealth of information already available on the Web.
Ecological Footorint Analysis GrOJlll
http://www.greenchannel.com/sltlsubstant.htm#footprint
From the Sustainable London Trust: Reducing London's Ecological Footprint
http://www.ecouncil.ac.cr/rio/focus/reportlenglishlfootprintl
Ecological Footprints ofNations
Sustainability Indicators Groyp
http://www.subjectmatters.com/indicatorsIHTMLSrc/Indicators.html
Hart Environmental Data Sustainability Indicators webpage
Comprehensive Planning Group
http://www.sustainable.org
Sustainable Communities Network: Linking citizens to resources and one another to create
healthy, vital, sustainable communities.
http://www.greenchannel.com/sltlintro.htm#sust&cities
From the Sustainable London Trust: Creating a Sustainable London
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Week 6
The main topic this week is legal aspects ofland use and legal tools for farmland and open space
preservation.
The class includes the showing oftwo videos. Houses in the Field (1995,27 minutes) illustrates
the conflict between agriculture and development in southeastern Minnesota including legal,
social, and economic issues. /t can be obtainedfrom the Land Stewardship Project, 2200 4th St.,
White Bear Lake, MN 55/ /0, (6/2) 653-06/8. Farmland Forever (/8 minutes) by American
Farmland Trust, shows interviews with fanners on why they sold their development rights and
what they gained by doing so. Available from AFT, httpt//www.farmland.org/.
A lecture by Dr. Joe Luther ofthe Community and Regional Planning Department describes the
legal basis ofcity planning, zoning, and the Comprehensive Plan. Dr. Luther also oversees a
decision case study exploring the diversity ofviews regarding development ofa farm near the
urban edge, and the possibilities for compromises among divergent stakeholders and interest
groups. Students play the role ofvarious interest groups after being provided with some
background on the situation. Roles include the farm owner, developers, environmentalists.
county planning commission, and neighboring land owners.
Materials describing the Provincial Agricultural Land Reserve ofBritish Columbia, Canada
illustrate a much different legal system with regard to private property rights and the authority
ofthe state to regulate land use. These are provided to the students as an interesting contrast
with Us. attitudes.
Readingsfrom Under the Blade include Chapter 3, The Law ofthe Land, a thorough overview of
the genesis ofcurrent land use law andproperty rights, and ofstate andfederal laws and
regulations influencing land use. Three case studies help to understand the role oflaw in land
use changes: Case Study IO describes the successful legal defense ofthe DeKalb County, /L
Comprehensive Plan. Case /2 describes the Land Stewardship Project, their efforts in achieving
passage ofMinnesota's statewide Community-based Planning Act, and the Green Corridor
Project. Case 15 describes the detrimental effects ofdevelopment on the poultry industry in
northwestern Arkansas, and some ofthe legal strategies for reducing conflicts between
agriculture and development in this region.
Materials in this section:
Lecture outline: Comprehensive Planning and Zoning (Joe Luther)
Sample decision case study sheet: Developing the Picard Estate
The British Columbia Agricultural Land Reserve
Green Corridor Project fact sheets
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Lecture outline: Comprehensive planning and zoning
Dr. Joe Luther
Community and Regional Planning
, LJ COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
AND ZONING
• Luther
• 2.1: Enabling Legislation
• 2.2: Process of Comprehensive Planning
2 LJ 2.1: ENABLING LEGISLATION
• Enabling legislation as "rules of the game."
• Must have a copy, on your desk, of all
applicable enabling legislation.
• A grant of power from the state government
to the local government;
• "ENABLING" the local government to do
planning and zoning.
3 LJ CONCEPT OF POLICE POWER
• Within most state constitutions
• "Any county, city, town or township may
make and enforce within its limits, all such
local police, sanitary and other regulations as
are not in conflict with general laws."
Washington State Constitution, Article XI, Section 11
4 LJ STANDARD STATE ZONING
ENABLING ACT
• u.s. Department of Commerce - 1926 (rev)
• A "model" for states to use in establishing
their own enabling acts.
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• Purposes of zoning are stated in the first 3
sections of the document. It became a
"textbook" with extensive footnotes.
• Also defined the scope of zoning.
5 CJ STANDARD STATE ZONING
ENABLING ACT
• Section 1: Grant of Power. -- For the purpose of promoting
the health, safety, morals, or the general welfare of the
community, the legislative body of cities and incorporated
villages is hereby empowered to regulate and restrict the
height, number of stories, and size of buildings and other
structures, the percentage of lot that may be occupied, the
size of yards, courts, and other open spaces, the density of
population, and the location and use of buildings, structures,
and land for trade, industry, residence, or other purposes.
6 CJ STANDARD STATE ZONING
ENABLING ACT
• Section 2 Districts -- For any or all of said purposes the
local legislative body may divide the municipality into
districts of such number, shape, and area as may deemed best
suited to carry out the purposes of this act; and within such
districts it may regulate and restrict the erection,
construction, reconstruction, alteration, repair, or use of
buildings, structures, or land. All such regulations shall be
uniform for each class or kind of buildings throughout each
district, but the regulations in one district may differ from
those in other districts.
7 CJ STANDARD STATE ZONING
ENABLING ACT
• Section 3. Purposes in View -- Such regulation shall be made in
accordance with a comprehensive plan and designed to lessen congestion
in the streets; to secure safety from fire, panic, and other dangers; to
promote health and the general welfare; to provide adequate light and air;
to prevent the overcrowding of land; to avoid undue concentration of
118
population; to facilitate the adequate provision of transportation, water,
sewerage, schools, parks, and other public requirements. Such
regulations shall be made with reasonable consideration among other
things, to the character of the district and its peculiar suitability for
particular uses and with a view to conserving the value of buildings and
encouraging the most appropriate use of land throughout such
municipalities.
8 LJ STANDARD STATE ZONING
ENABLING ACT
• Subsequent sections of the Standard Act
provide for a procedure for adopting the
zoning ordinance and making amendments,
including provisions for protest by
neighbors.
• The Act calls for the establishment of a
zoning commission, which may be a
planning commission, which makes
recommendations on zoning.
9 LJ STANDARD STATE ZONING
ENABLING ACT
• The Act also permits the establishment of a
Board of Adjustment to hear appeals from
enforcement of the ordinance, to hear and
decide special exceptions (i.e.., special
permits) and to give variances.
• Finally, the Act contains provisions for
enforcement of the regulations.
10 LJ SO WHAT ???
• Substantive local zoning outside the scope of
the enabling act can result in a holding of
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invalidity by the courts.
• Zoning can also be held invalid if the
procedures established by the enabling act
are not followed.
11 LJ DEFINITION OF PLANNING
• PLANNING IS:
• Anticipating change
• Dealing with change
• Achieving desired change
12 LJ TYPES OF PLANS
• COMPREHENSIVE PLANS
• GENERAL PLANS
• MASTER PLANS
• STRATEGIC PLANS
• TACTICAL PLANS
13 LJ STANDARD CITY PLANNING
ENABLING ACT (1928)
• Title I: Municipal Planning and Planning
Commissions
• Title II: Subdivision Control
• Title III: Buildings in Mapped Streets
• Title IV: Regional Planning and Planning
Commissions
• Title V: Miscellaneous Provisions
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14 Ll STANDARD CITY PLANNING
ENABLING ACT
• 1.2. GRANT OF POWER TO A
MUNICIPALITY. -- Any municipality is
hereby authorized and empowered to make,
adopt, amend, extend, add to, or carry out a
municipal plan as provided in this act and
create by ordinance a planning commission
with the powers and duties herein set forth.
1S Ll STANDARD CITY PLANNING
ENABLING ACT
• 1.7. PURPOSES IN VIEW. -- In the preparation of such plan the
commission shall make careful and comprehensive surveys and studies of
present conditions and future growth of the municipality and with due
regard to its relation to neighboring property.
16 Ll STANDARD CITY PLANNING
ENABLING ACT
• The plan shall be made with the general purpose of guiding and
accomplishing a coordinated, adjusted, and harmonious development of
the municipality and its environs which will, in accordance with present
and future needs, best promote health, safety, morals, order, convenience,
prosperity, and general welfare, as well as efficiency and economy in the
process of development; including among other things, adequate
provision for traffic, the promotion of safety from fire and other dangers.
adequate provision for light and air, the promotion of the healthful and
convenient distribution of population, the promotion of good civic design
and arrangement, wise and efficient expenditures of public funds, and the
adequate provision of public utilities and other public requirements.
17 Ll DIRECT LEGAL EFFECT OF
THE PLAN
• The plan is a declaration of policy and
intention and generally has no regulatory
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effect.
• As a result, it usually has no legal effect.
• Most zoning enabling acts require that
zoning be "in accordance with a
comprehensive plan."
18 LJ PLANNING ENABLING ACTS
• 2nd and 3rd CLASS CITIES
• COUNTIES
• CHARTER CITIES
• OTHERS
19 LJ THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
• May consist of a map or maps;
• diagrams;
• charts;
• reports;
• and descriptive materials.
20 LJ THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
• Enabling legislation generally requires:
• A Land Use Plan;
• A Transportation Plan (streets & arterials);
• A Housing Plan.
21 LJ THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
• Other Elements of the Compo Plan:
• Urban Design;
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• Historical Preservation;
• Open Space and Recreation;
• Agricultural Lands;
• Capital Improvements.
22 LlIMPLEMENTATION
OF THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
• Official Map Ordinance
• Zoning Ordinance
• Subdivision and Platting Ordinance
• Capital Improvements Program
• Community Development Program
23 Ll ANALYSIS FOR PLANNING
• WHAT WAS
• WHAT IS
• WHAT COULD BE
• WHAT SHOULD BE
24 Ll THE PLAN DOCUMENT
• Letter of Transmittal
• Introduction: authority, purpose, & who;
• Summary: general land use map and text;
• Background-History: how it came to be;
• Elements: goals, objectives, details, maps;
• Technical appendix.
25 Ll THE PLANNING PROCESS
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• READ: Solnit text, pp. 1-8 and 38-57
• READ: Course Reader - "Introduction" to
Lincoln's Plan
26 Ll THE PLANNING PROCESS
• SOLNIT'S 10 CRITERIA THAT A
WORTHWHILE PLAN SHOULD MEET
• pp.44-48
27 Ll THE PLANNING PROCESS
handout
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1 Ll WEEK 8
SUBDIVISION OF LAND
• Read: Solnit, pp. 125-146
• Read: Tide 26 - Land Subdivision
• Read: "Design Standards for Subdivision
Regulations"
2 LJ SUBDIVISION
• The process of laying out a parcel of land
into lots, blocks, streets and public areas.
• Purpose is to transform raw land into
building sites.
• Most states define as "the division of a tract
of land into five or more lots."
• See Solnit, pp. 33
3 Ll Lincoln Title 26.07.170
SUBDIVISION
• Subdivision shall mean the division of a lot,
tract, or parcel of land into two or more lots,
sites, or other divisions of land for the
purpose, whether immediate or future, of
ownership or building development, except
that the division of land shall not be
considered to be subdivision when the
smallest parcel created is more than ten acres
in area. See Solnit, pp. 127
4 Ll Lincoln Title 26.07.170
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LOT
• A portion of real property containing at least
the area required, at the time it was created,
by the zoning district in which it is or was
located, abutting at least one public street or
private roadway, or
• A parcel of real property with a separate and
distinct number or other designation shown
on a final plat approved by the city .
5 1=:1 STATE LEGISLATION
• Nebraska Revised Statutes § 15-106 and §
15-901
• City of Lincoln requires conformance with
this legislation - by reference in Title 26
6 LJ NRS §15-106
• Additions
• How Platted
• Approval
• Process
7 Ll NRS §15-901
• Real Estate
• Subdivisions
• Platting
• Standards
• Process
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8 Ll NRS § 15-901
• Subdivision shall mean the division of a lot,
tract, or parcel of land into two or more lots,
sites, or other divisions of land for the
purpose, whether immediate or future, of
ownership or building development, except
that the division of land shall not be
considered to be a subdivision when the
smallest parcel created is more than 10 acres
in area.
9 Ll LOT SPLITS
• In many states, the division of land into four
lots or less is known as a lot split.
,
• In many jurisdictions, this escapes the public
improvement requirements of subdivision
regulations.
• Often used as a legal loophole to sell lots
without upfront-costs of improvements.
• See Solnit, pp. 128
10 Ll RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
PLANNING COMMISSION
• Ensure that new developments pay for the
costs they create.
• Ensure the project does not disrupt existing
services.
• Ensure the project doesn't create health or
safety hazards,
128
• Ensure the project provides for the future.
11 0 Administrative Subdivision
• Lincoln Title 26.11.015 (Reader pp. 252)
• Planning Director ... empowered to administratively approve
subdivisions under the following conditions:
• No new street or private roadway is accepted or needed
within the area of the new lots ....
• Only used to create a maximum of four lots ...
• Etc. etc.
• Like a lot split, but with conditions.
12 0 PRELIMINARY PLAT
• See Reader at pp. 143
• See Solnit, pp. 27
• The first formal submission by a subdivider
is usually in the form of a map with
accompanying documents providing the
information about the proposed subdivision
as required by the local subdivision
ordinance.
13 0 PRELIMINARY PLAT
LINCOLN
• See Title 26.11.020 - A plat shall be required
for all subdivisions (except for
administrative subdivisions)
• Staff Review
• Planning Commission Hearing
• Criteria: "... satisfy the requirements of this
'1 "nt e ...
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• Authority to proceed with improvements
14 0 FINAL PLAT
LINCOLN
• See Reader at pp. 258 §26.11.039
• Requisites for Final Plat Approval
• Improvements have been installed and
approved.
• Petitions for assessment districts ...
• Bonds, escrow or security agreements ...
15 0 DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
• See Reader at pp. 261 Ch.26.23
• General Requirements and Minimum
Standards
• Conformity with Comprehensive Plan
• Relation to Adjacent Street System
• Street and Right of Way Requirements
• etc. etc.
16 0 DESIGN STANDARDS FOR
SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS
• See Reader at pp. 265
• Minimum Improvements
• What about Optimum?
17 0 PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENTS
130
• See Reader at pp. 131
• See Solnit at pp. 26 and 129-146
• A self-contained development, often with a
mixture of land uses and densities, in which
the subdivision and zoning controls are
applied to the project as a whole rather than
to individual lots, as in most subdivisions.
18 Ll LINCOLN
PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENTS
• Zoning Ordinance at §27.60
• Intended to permit private or public
development or redevelopment of areas
throughout the city which shall be
substantially in accordance with the
comprehensive plan of the City of Lincoln.
19 Ll LINCOLN
PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENTS
• The proposed development shall provide a
desirable environment and shall be
harmonious with the general and
surrounding uses while permitting flexibility
in overall development.
20 Ll LINCOLN
PLANNED UNIT
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DEVELOPMENTS
• GENERAL PURPOSES
• Permit flexibility in the regulation of land development;
• Encourage innovation in land use and variety in design,
layout, and type of structures constructed;
• Achieve economy and efficiency in the use of land, natural
resources, energy, and the provision of useful open space;
• Provide improved housing, employment, or shopping
opportunities particularly suited to the needs of an area.
21 LJ LINCOLN
PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENTS
• PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS
• Zoning Ordinance at §27.60.030
• Preapplication
• Sketch Plans
• Preliminary Plan - Form
22 LJ PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENT
• Mixed Uses
• Gross Density
• Net Density
• Cluster Development
• Affect on Environment & Client & Residents
• Enhancing the Human Experience
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Example decision case role
(Joe Luther)
PICARD'S ROLE
SITUATION (FACT PATTERN):
The Picard's estate, some 1,000 acres, has been in their family's
ownership since 1790. Their ancestors are buried on this land. The old family
home dates to 1795 and once hosted Meriwether Lewis, as well as other noted
historical figures: it is on the National Re~ster of Historic Places. Mr. Picard,
a retired ship's captain, has had wine grape stems imported from Burgundy at
a significant cost. They have just planted some 500 ages of their land in
grapes and have had an architect draw plans for a winery on this site. This
winery will include a sales area, a gift shop, a tasting room, tours of the
facility, and a rest(iurant beside a small scenic stream and waterfall (apparently
in the flood plain)'. His wife, Beverly, a retired physician, has developed
extensive plans for these facilities. They have applied for several
development loans from various Federal agencies.
Their land and house are located in the county on the south side of the
urbanizing area. The Picard's land is currently zoned Agricultural with a
permitted density of 1 dwellin& unit per 10 acres.
The city and county have just updated (1996) their respective
Comprehensive Plans that show the Picard's land as part of the city's future
urban development with a future density of 3 dwellin& units per age. In
anticipation of future urban development in this area, the city's Capital
Improvements Program indicates that a major water main and wastewater
system line will be extended along the length of the Picard's' road frontage ..
some 2 miles. The road fronting their property is being improved to four
lanes of pavement. The Picards must pay their fair share of the assessment
for these improvements.
The Picards realize they might subdivide and develop some of their
acreage in order to pay for these changes, as well as increased taxes. Captain
and Dr. Picard have come to the planning department, with their attorney,
seeking help and advice. Their previous encounters with local government
have been distasteful - the politicians and staff have been both bumptious and
erinaceous in affect. Frantic to save their dreams, they have reluctantly come
to ask the following questions of the planning department:
How can we BEST develop our property so that we can continue with our
farming and wine industry, but still make enough money to justify the tax
and utilities assessments? In other words, how can we combine farming, a
vineyard, a winery, retail and wholesale operations, and maybe some limited
housing development? We are interested in creating a housing project with
a small French village motif.
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http://www.landconunission.gov.bc.ca/main .html
The use ofland and the allocation of natural resources
will continue to be important concerns of the people of
British Columbia. Rapid population growth in urban
regions, the search for sustainable employment
opportunities, the desire to protect our natural
environment, and the need to resolve negotiations with
First Nations, all present challenges that must be
addressed.
Highlights
The Provincial Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) is an independent
Provincial agency dedicated to protecting the scarce supply of agricultural land
that is important to the current and future needs of British Columbia. The ALC
encourages the establishment and maintenance of farms, to provide a basis for
sustainable economy and a secure source of food. The ALC, in partnership with
local governments, established the Agricultural Land Reserve or ALR, a
Provincial land use zone that protects scarce soil resources and provides
agriculture a place to do business.
The Forest Land Commission (FLC) is an independent Provincial agency
dedicated to preserving the integrity of a Provincial commercial forest land base
to provide economic, environmental and social benefits to all communities in
British Columbia. The FLC is responsible for the Forest Land Reserve, which is
an essential part of a Provincial land base strategy to create a sustainable future
for British Columbia.
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http://www.landcommission.gov.bc.ca/alc/alnnap.htmi
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'\LR FAQ http://www.landcommission.gov.hc.ca/alc/faq/alrfaq.html
My property is in the ALR. What does this mean?
If your property is in the ALR, it means that it is subject to the Agricultural Land Commission Act which
was established to preserve agricultural land for present and future generations and to encourage the
establishment and maintenance of farms as a secure source of food.
The ALR can be thought of as a provincial land use zone in which agriculture is recognized as the
priority use. Fanning is encouraged and non-agricultural uses are regulated. If you wish to subdivide or
use your land for non-farm purposes or exclude your land from the ALR, you must submit an application
to the Commission and obtain its approval.
Should you wish to make an application, contact your local government office (i.e. the municipality,
regional district or Islands Trust office in which your property is located). lnformation may also be
obtained from the Agricultural Land Commission office.
How do I make an application?
Contact your local government office and ask for the Applicant's Information Package. Follow the steps
outlined. You may also contact the Agricultural Land Commission office for information.
Where do I get an application form?
Application forms are available from your local government office or the Agricultural Land Commission
office. Also ask for the Applicant's Information Package which contains useful information tor preparing
your application.
How much does an application cost? Will I get a refund if my application is
refused?
Application fees vary depending on the type of application you are making. Ask your local government
office for a copy of the Applicant's Information Package which contains information on fees and types of
applications.
The fees represent a portion of the costs involved in processing your application. A portion ofthe
application fee is retained by the local government and the balance of the fee is submitted to the
Agricultural Land Commission office.
Will I get a refund if my application is refused?
Application fees are non refundable. However, in instances where the local government does not
authorize your application to proceed to the Commission, the portion of the fee normally submitted to
the Commission is returned to you. In cases of hardship, there are provisions to waive the application
fees. Ask for information on the Commission's policy on Waiving of Fees to determine if you qualify.
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ALRFAQ
How long does an application take?
http://www.landcommission.gov.be.ca/alc/faq/alrfaq.html
The Commission strives to process your application within 90 days of receipt. However, the length of
time to process your application depends on the type of application and its complexity. Delays can occur
if your application is incomplete or does not have the necessary documents or fee enclosed. Delays can
also occur if the Commission feels it requires additional information such as an on-site inspection of
your property by its farm advisors, staff agrologist, or members ofthe Commission.
Additional information may also be required from the local government or other government agencies.
Most types of applications are submitted directly to the local government office, which, in tum, forwards
your application to the Commission.
How will I find out the Commission's decision? Can you tell me the
decision over the phone?
You will be notified of the Commission's decision on your application by letter. The Commission has a
policy of not relaying its decisions over the phone in order to avoid any misinterpretation or
misunderstanding as in many instances, decisions are complex and contain extensive rationale and
stipulations.
Telephone calls to staff asking for this information only adds to delays as the time spent advising you
that the information cannot be given over the phone and the reasons for this take away from the time
staff can spend on processing your application.
What information does the Commission consider? What are my chances
for success?
The information the Commission considers is noted in the Applicant's Information Package which can
be obtained from your local government office. The chances of success of your application depend
entirely on the specific circwnstances involved. The more information you supply, the better the
Commission can understand your request. How does your proposal benefit agriculture? Does your
proposal impact negatively on the potential for farming in your area? How docs your proposal relate to
the responsibility of the Commission to preserve agricultural lands? These issues are paramount to the
Commission's decision.
If my application is refused, can the decision be appealed or reconsidered?
If your application is refused, it will not be reconsidered by the Commission unless there is new
evidence that was not available at the time of its original decision, or if the decision was based on
evidence that was in error or false.
There is no avenue for appeal except on a question of law or excess ofjurisdiction by way of stated case
to the Supreme Court. The remedies of the Judicial Review Procedures Act also apply.
What is the Commission? Who are the Commissioners? Where are they
from? Do they work full-time? How often does the Commission meet?
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The Commission consists of five or more members appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council
upon the recommendation of the Minister of Agriculture & Food. The Commission has the
responsibility for administering the Agricultural Land Commission Act. The Commissioners reflect a
wide range of agricultural and land use experience and come from a variety ofregions within the
province. The Commissioners do not work full time for the Agricultural Land Commission. They meet
approximately five days every month during which time they decide on applications amongst many
other duties. Meetings take place at the Commission office in Burnaby as well as in local government
offices throughout the province.
Can I develop my property as allowed by local zoning?
Not unless the proposed use or subdivision is one that is allowed by the Agricultural Land Commission
Act or Regulations or has been specifically approved by the Commission by way of an application.
Does the Commission's decision overrule local government?
Local government bylaws and the Agricultural Land Commission Act regulate the use of ALR lands. lf
an approval is granted by the Commission, you must still comply with the local government regulations
as well as any other legislation that may apply to your proposal.
Will the Commission allow my proposal if local government supports my
proposal?
Not necessarily. The Commission values the opinion oflocal governments but it may disagree.
What is the minimum lot size allowed in the ALR?
There is no minimum parcel size established by the Commission for lands within the ALR. While local
government subdivision and zoning bylaws may establish minimum parcel sizes, this does not
necessarily mean that the Commission wil1 approve an application to subdivide to the parcel size
permitted by local zoning.
How many dwellings are permitted per parcel?
One single family dwelling per land registry parcel is permitted within the ALR. Additional permanent
dwellings may be permitted if they are required for fun time, legitimate, bone fide farm operations.
A single-wide mobile home may also be permitted on a temporary basis for a relative or farm help
subject to certain conditions. Ask for information on the Commission's General Order on Temporary
Mobile Homes.
Any other dwellings must be approved by the Commission based on an application.
Is there a time limit on an approval? Can the approval be transferred to a
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subsequent property owner?
hltp://www.landcornmission.gov.bc.ca/alc/faq/alrfaq.html
There is no time limit on an approval of the Commission unless specifically noted as a condition of
approval. The approval runs with the land and therefore is transferable to subsequent owners of the lane!
unless stipulated otherwise as a condition of the approval.
What is the soil classification or agriculture capability rating of my
property?
The Commission uses the Land Capability Classification System for Agriculture in British Columbia
and where this mapping is not available, the Canada Lane! Inventory mapping, to determine the
agricultural capability ofland. Both systems identify land according to its potential and limitations for
agriculture using a rating system of Class I to 7. Information on the agriculture capability classification
of your property can be obtained from the Geographic Information Department ofthe Commission. Staff
will need to know the legal description of your property in order to provide this information.
Your local government office may also have this information.
For further information on the agriculture capability rating system, ask for a copy of the Commission's pamphlet "What is
Agricultural Land?" or see the onlineversion.
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GREEN CORRIDOR PROJECT
Proposed Green Corridor Opportunity Areas
What is the purpose ofthe Green Corridor Project?
The Green Corridor Project is dedicated to helping Chisago and Washington counties' residents keep
the beautiful countryside, farmland and special natural areas that make them great places to live.
What is a 'green corridor'?
Green corridors are farmland, natural areas, environmentally sensitive lands, and scenic areas that
are linked together throughout the community. The Green Corridor will link these lands with
already protected public and private lands in Chisago and Washington counties.
What will happen in the Green Corridor?
It is proposed that owners of lands in the Green Corridor would be eligible for incentive-based
land conservation tools that they can use in considering the future oftheir property. The Green
Corridor Project will work closely with local government and land owners to selectively apply
the following four land protection tools to lands located in the designated green corridor: donated
conservation easements, purchased development rights (PDR), transferred development rights
(TDR), and land acquisition. Lands to be protected must meet the criteria for each tool and must
be owned by landowners interested in participating in the programs.
How were the Green Corridor Opportunity Areas determined?
The Green Corridor Project determined the criteria oflands that would meet each of the main four
program objectives: protect agricultural land, preserve natural habitat diversity, protect
environmentally sensitive areas, and preserve scenic areas. Data were mapped for each ofthe criteria
to guide the mapping work. At public forums in the fall of 1997, more than 250 citizens provided
information on their conservation priorities and lands that they would like to see protected. A Green
Corridor Advisory Team, of more than a dozen people with specialized technical expertise, used all
ofthis information to map three corridor options of lands that best met all of the program objectives.
During the fall of 1998, more than 260 citizens attended 6 public forums and another 60 local
government officials and staff attended special local government meetings to review the three
options. Input from these meetings and selected community plans were reviewed by the Green
Corridor Advisory Team to help create the Proposed Green Corridor Opportunity Areas.
What will happen next?
The Green Corridor Project will be scheduling meetings with townships and cities in the
Proposed Corridors early in 1999 to review the proposed corridors. The collaborative team is
providing technical and limited financial assistance to communities and watershed districts
interested in implementing conservation programs. A roundtable of community officials and
staff, land owners, real estate interests, conservationists, and others is exploring development of
proposals for implementing Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) and Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) programs. The Minnesota Land Trust is working with landowners
interested in donated conservation easements.
If you or your cornmunity is interested in helping to implement the Green Corridor, please
contact 1000 Friends ofMinnesota or any of the project collaborators.
Funding for this project approved by the Minnesota Legislature: MLl997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9(d)
as recommended by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund
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The Green Corridor Project...
Keeping Open Spaces for Tomorrow
The Green Corridor Project is dedicated to helping the residents of Washington and Chisago
Counties keep the beautiful countryside, farmland, and special natural areas that make this a
great place to live.
Green corridors are areas of farmland, natural areas, scenic areas and other open spaces that
are linked together throughout the community. Green Corridors help communities keep the
landscape they love while accommodating growth. This is achieved through incentive-based
programs that provide interested landowners with new options.
Open Space: Save It or Say Goodbye
Ourcommunities are growing very fast. We can continue to grow and thrive, but we need to
plan proactively for where we want growth to go. Ifwe don't, we can say goodbye to the
landscape we love.
• Every day in Minnesota, an area the size ofthe Mall ofAmerica is paved over.
• Minnesota is the fastest growing state in the upper Midwest.
• The 13-county Twin Cities area is the fastest growing metropolitan region from the
northern plains to the eastern seaboard.
• This metropolitan area also is one ofthe most sprawling (land and resource
consuming) ofthe top 25 metro regions in the country.
• Washington County is one ofthe fastest growing counties in the state and the country.
• By June 1994, Chisago County had already passed its projectedpopulation growth for
the year 2000 by 41 percent.
Sprawl Costs Us All
Property taxes continue to increase in Minnesota, and more and more communities are finding
that explosive, sprawling growth is part of the problem.
Growth can expand a community's tax base, but it also increases demand for costly roads,
schools, police, fire, sewer and water lines and other services for which the community must
pay. There is mounting evidence that inefficient, sprawling growth is actually a net drain on
community tax coffers.
• Houses Cost More than Farms: A 1994 analysis of three Minnesota cities shows that
residential development costs more tax dollars than it contributes in tax revenues. For
every $1 paid in taxes, farmland demands $ .47 in services, while residential development
demands $1.04 in services.
Tax revenues Cost of services demanded
Farmland $1.00 $ .47
Residential develonment $1.00 $1.04
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• Sprawl Costs Taxpayers More: Economic research done in Minnesota shows that compact developments save
taxpayer dollars because services can be provided more efficiently. In Wright County, when service costs of
residential development were compared with the revenue they generated, low density residential development
had a net deficit which was more than four times that of high density residential development.
Green Corridors Protect More than Open Space
Around the Midwest and throughout the country, green corridors have worked to help communities accommodate
fast growth and still keep the landscapes they love. Green corridors provide connections between communities,
between already protected lands, and between people and the land. Green corridors protect our green
infrastructure, providing a legacy for future generations.
Communities in places from Massachusetts and Michigan to Colorado and Oregon have used green corridors to
improve the appeal of neighborhoods and support their long-term tax base. Economic studies around the country
have demonstrated proximity to open spaces, agricultural land, and parks boosts property values and enhances the
appeal ofneighborhoods.
• A study in Boulder, Colorado found that properties immediately next to green corridors had market values 32
percent more on average than similar properties without green corridors nearby.
• In Minnesota, 61 percent ofproperty owners living next to the Luce Line Trail noted an increase in their
property values. Realtors confirm that proximity to the trail enhances the appeal and selling value of property.
• An Oregon study found that urban land next to agricultural land was worth $1,200 more per acre that similar
land 1,000 feet away.
Tools to Keep Open Spaces
The Green Corridor Project will help people keep the landscape we love using four incentive-based tools.
• Donated Conservation Easements
• Purchased Development Rights (PDR)
• Transferred Development Rights (TDR)
• Land Acquisition
For more information on these tools, refer to the other fact sheets in this series.
Statistics for this fact sheet developedfrom: MN Dept. ofAgriculture, American Farmland Trust, National Park Service, US Dept. of
Agriculture, MN Dept. ofTrade and Economic Development, US Census Bureau, Metropolitan Council, & MN Demographer's Office.
Funding for this project approved by the Minnesota Legislature: ML1997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9(d) as recommended
by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund
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The Land Protection Toolbox
The Green Corridor Collaborative can help individual communities in Chisago and
Washington counties as they examine the toolbox. We can provide technical assistance and
references to other communities who have successfully applied these tools.
Transfer of
Development
Rights (TDR)
Land Acquisition
Purchase of Development Rights(PfR)
Comprehensive
.....--~~ Land Use .....f-------.
Plaarag
Donated
Conservation Easements
Donated Conservation Easements are voluntary legal agreements between a landowner
and a land trust or local government agency that allow landowners to permanently limit or
prohibit development on their property. Conservation easements run with the title so that all
future owners of the land are bound by the original agreement.
Transferred Development Rights (TDR) are enabled by local ordinances that create
sending areas, or preservation areas, and receiving areas where communities encourage
additional growth and development. Landowners in the sending area receive development
right credits which they can sell in exchange for not developing their land. Real estate
developers, speculators, or the local unit of government can then purchase the development
right credits and use them to increase existing or planned densities in receiving areasLand
Acqnisition - is used in select cases when willing landowners want to conserve their land
by selling or donating it outright to a public agency or land conservation organization. This
mechanism allows the public agency to have full control over a property's future.
Purchased Development Rights (PDR) are voluntary legal agreements that allow owners
of land meeting certain criteria to sell the right to develop their property to local government
agencies, state govemment, or to a nonprofit organization. A conservation easement is then
placed on the land. This agreement is recorded on the title to permanently limit the future
use ofthe land to agriculture, forestry, or other open space uses.
Communities that are concerned about the long-term impacts of development pressures on
their farmland and natural areas can look at a number of options. While each of these tools
can playa valuable role in maintaining a critical mass of open space and agriculture, no
silver bullets can meet all of a community's needs. The most effective strategy is to use the
combination oftools that make the most sense for your own city, county, or township.
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Land Protection Tool Pro Con
Donated Conservation Easements • Permanently protects land from • Tax incentives may not provide
development pressures. enough compensation for many
• Landowners may receive income, landowners.
estate, and property tax benefits. • Little local government control
• No or low cost to local government. over which areas are protected.
• Land remains in private ownership and
on the tax rolls.
Purchase of Development Rights • Permanently protects land from • Can be costly for local unit of
development pressures. government.
• Landowner is paid to protect their land.
• Landowners may receive estate and
property tax benefits.
• Local government can target locations
effectively.
• Land remains in private ownership and
on the tax roles.
Transfer of Development Rights • Permanently protects land from • Can be complex to manage.
development pressures. • Receiving area must be willing to
• Landowner is paid to protect their land. accept higher densities.
• Landowners may receive estate and • Most successful programs
property tax benefits. typically require a strong real
• Local government can target locations estate market.
effectively.
• Low cost to local unit of government.
• Utilizes free market mechanisms.
• Land remains in private ownership and
on the tax roles.
Land Acquisition • Provides maximum flexibility for local • Can be costly for local unit of
unit of government to determine future government.
use ofland. • Government takes on the costs
• Financial incentive for landowner. and liability ofland management.
• Local government can target locations
effectivelv.
Comprehensive Land Use Planning - Each of these land protection tools has pros and cons which must be
weighed by the local unit of government. To most effectively utilize a combination of these tools, the local unit
of government should develop a new comprehensive land use plan, or amend an existing plan, to ascertain its
unique needs and apply the most appropriate tools for the situation. Comprehensive plan changes should
always be undertaken with a maximum level of citizen participation from throughout the community. Land
protection tools can complement effective zoning to carry out the goals of the comprehensive plan.
Funding for this projectapproved by theMinnesota Legislature: ML1997, Chapter216, Section15, subdivision 9(d) as recommended
by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, fromthe Environmental Trust Fund
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Conservation Easements
and Tax Benefits for Landowners
What Is a Conservation Easement?
A conservation easement is a legally recorded agreement by which landowners may
voluntarily restrict the use of their land. A conservation easement protects important land
resources and can be held by a qualified conservation organization (such as the Minnesota
Land Trust) or local unit of government. Provided that certain conditions are met, donors of
easements may be eligible for income, estate and/or property tax benefits. One condition is
that there must be an established, recognizable public benefit, such as protecting rare
species, public water supplies, or scenic vistas visible from roads. Public access is not a
requirement.
Although the duration of a conservation easement can vary depending on the desires of the
landowner, tax benefits are available only for perpetual easements. Many land trusts will
only accept perpetual easements, since they provide permanent protection by subjecting all
future landowners to the same restrictions. Conservation easements are also the principal
legal mechanism used to protect land in a Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) or
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program (see other fact sheets in this series).
What Types of Land Can Be Protected through Conservation Easements?
Any type of undeveloped or sparsely developed property can be protected with a
conservation easement. Conservation easements can be used to protect agricultural land,
forested land, wildlife areas, wetlands and other scenic or natural lands.
What Effect Does This Agreement Have on My Property Rights?
A landowner who conveys a conservation easement retains all rights to use the land for any
purposes that do not interfere with the conservation of the property as stated in the terms of
the easement. The landowner retains the title to the property, the right to sell it, the right to
restrict public access, and the right to give it to whomever he or she chooses. However,
most or all of the rights to develop are restricted or eliminated. The terms of a conservation
easement are individually tailored to reflect each landowner's particular needs, situation and
property. For example, one landowner may want to prevent any future development.
Another may want to retain the right to construct an additional barn or shed. A third
landowner may want to reduce, beyond what is allowed by current zoning, the number of
homes that may be built on a certain parcel. The easement can be written to apply to the
entire property or to only a portion of it.
How Is the Easement Value Determined?
Land ownership can be viewed as owning a variety of separate rights on the property. These
rights include, but are not limited to, the right to farm the land, the right to build on the land,
and the right to exclude the public. When a conservation easement limits any of these
rights, the value of the land is affected. The value is determined by having a 'before' and
'after' appraisal completed by a qualified appraiser who meets IRS requirements. First, the
land is appraised in light of its full development potential. Then the land is appraised again,
taking into account the easement restrictions which limit some or all of the property's
development rights. The difference between these two figures is the value of the easement.
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In instances where the easement is donated and qualifies under IRS regulations, this amount also is the value of a
charitable contribution which can be taken as an income tax deduction. Appraisal costs are the responsibility of
the landowner considering donating a conservation easement.
What are the Tax Benefits of a Donated Conservation Easement?
Federal Income Tax Benefits-Under the IRS code, the donation of a qualified conservation easement may be
treated as a charitable contribution. The value of the contribution can be deducted at an amount up to 30
percent ofthe donor's adjusted gross income in the year of the gift. Ifthe easement's value exceeds 30 percent
of the donor's income, the excess can be carried forward and deducted (again, subjected to the 30 percent limit)
over the next five years, if needed.
Estate Tax Benefits-Donation of easements, whether during the landowner's life or by bequest, can reduce the
value of the land upon which estate taxes are calculated. This can greatly benefit the landowner wishing to
transfer land to relatives. The estate tax benefits of a conservation easement can often mean the difference
between heirs having to sell property to pay estate taxes or being able to keep the property in the family.
Property Tax Benefits-The conveyance of a conservation easement may reduce a landowner's property taxes.
This depends on current zoning and land use, current assessed value, and whether the owner participates in a
current-use assessment program like Green Acres or Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves Program. Under
Minnesota law, county assessors must take a conservation easement into consideration in establishing the
market value of the land subject to the easement. However, existing tax basis, assessed value, and current
zoning of each piece of property are important factors in determining the potential benefits of any easement.
The exact terms of each individual easement also have a bearing on its effect on property taxes.
What Criteria Must Be Satisfied?
To be eligible for most of the above tax benefits, the agreement must be entered into with a qualified
conservation organization, such as the Minnesota Land Trust, or a local unit of government. In addition, the
terms of the easement must be perpetual and they must meet other IRS requirements. The criteria that must be
satisfied for the Minnesota Land Trust to accept such a donation are available upon request.
What Rights Does the Easement Holder Have to My Land?
If the Minnesota Land Trust or another qualified organization accepts an easement on your land, it is obligated to
oversee and enforce the easement's terms and conditions. For example, an organization has the right to enter and
inspect the property (usually once a year) to ensure that the terms of the agreement are being upheld. Except in
unusual circumstances, these visits are scheduled with the landowner. The organization does not have the right
to use your property, nor does the easement allow public access to the property since it remains privately owned.
To learn more about donated conservation easements, contact the Minnesota Land Trust.
Funding for this project approved by the Minnesota Legislature: ML1997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9(d) as recommended
by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund
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Description
Where It Is Working
Appraised Value
of
Development Rights
Appraised Value
for -
Agriculture/Conservation
General Approach - Appraisal Method
Appraised Value
for
Development
Closer to home, Dunn Township, Wisconsin, located near Madison, initiated a PDR
program in 1996. In 1997, the Minnesota legislature passed enabling legislation to explicitly
allow local units of govemment to develop and utilize PDR programs.
Considerations
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs have been used successfully in many
areas around the nation. They were pioneered in Suffolk County, New York in 1974 and
have since been used across the nation to preserve an estimated 400,000 acres of farmland
alone. Programs focused on natural areas and other open spaces have protected additional
acreage.
Under a PDR program, a landowner voluntarily sells his or her rights to develop a parcel of
land to a public agency or a charitable organization interested in natural resource
conservation. The landowner retains all other ownership rights attached to the land, and a
conservation easement is placed on the land and recorded on the title. The buyer (often a
local unit of govemment) essentially purchases the right to develop the land and retires that
right permanently, thereby assuring that development will not occur on that particular
property. The landowner is generally compensated for the value of the right to develop the
land through the following formula:
Purchase of Development Rights
One of the most successful PDR programs in the country is run by the Agriculture Preserve
Board of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. It has preserved over 23,500 acres offarmland
since 1981.
The Green Corridor Project is working to develop one of Minnesota's first Purchase of
Development Rights program.
When considering where PDR fits into a community's land conservation plan, one should
consider the cost involved in purchasing development rights on a significant amount of land.
In areas with high growth pressure, the cost of a PDR program can be high as the difference
between development value and conservation value increases. Used strategically, however,
a PDR program can be an effective tool to help maximize a community's conservation
efforts. Money for PDR programs can be raised through a variety ofmeans, including
bonding initiatives, private grants, and various taxation options. Many communities have
found matching dollars from state and federal sources. Additional considerations are noted
on the back side of this fact sheet.
Selected State and Local PDR Programs
Jurisdiction Year of Acres Farms Funds Spent Funding Source
Inception Protected Protected to Date
Selected State PDR Programs
Colorado 1994 1,878 3 $610,000 A portion of lottery
proceeds, FFP
Delaware 1991 15,961 65 $18,950,000 Appropriations from special
capital fund, FPP
Maryland 1977 128,031 884 $140,637,690 Agricultural transfer tax,
(not including portion of real estate transfer
admin costs) tax, FPP
Massachusetts 1977 39,334 430 $95,000,000 State bonds, FPP
Michigan 1994 79 2 $709,600 Withdrawal penalties from
state circuit breaker program,
FPP
New Jersey 1983 34,972 234 $167,826,221 State bonds, FPP
Pennsylvania 1988 91,813 730 $186,000,000 Cigarette tax, state bonds,
county allocations, FPP
Selected Local PDR Programs
Marin Co., CA 1980 25,504 38 $17,000,000 State bonds, 10% of
unallocated county funds
Sonoma Co., CA 1990 22,850 60 $34,000,000 .25% sales tax, state bonds
Peninsula Twp., MI 1994 724 10 $1,253,000 Property tax increase, state
grants, FPP
Suffolk Co., NY 1974 5,568 139 $26,000,000 Municipal bonds, FPP
Forsyth Co., NC 1986 1,236 20 $1,869,965 Countybudgctreserve,FPP
Virginia Beach, VA 1995 48 1 $267,016 Property tax increase,
cellular phone tax
King Co., WA 1979 12,691 209 $54,113,724 Municipal bonds, FPP
San Juan Co., WA 1990 670 5 $1,419,401 Real estate transfer tax
Dunn, WI 1996 174 1 $260,000 Property tax increase
Source - Tables 3.1 and 3.2 in "Saving America's Farmland: What Works", American Farmland Trust (1997) pages 86-87
FPP: Federal Farmland Protection Program.
Program in Colorado is a multi-purpose programs; the figures in the table represent easement acquisitions on farmland.
Detailed information on setting up a PDR program is available in the Green Corridor Project's publication:
"Protecting Your Communities Natural Resources: A Land Protection Toolbox of Local Government"
Funding for this project approved by the Minnesota Legislature: ML1997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9(d) as recommended
by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund
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Transfer of Development Rights
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) programs use market forces to simultaneously
promote conservation in high value natural, agricultural, and open space areas while
encouraging smart growth in developed and developing sections of a community.
Successful TDR programs have been in place since 1980, and have protected tens of
thousands of acres of farmland and open space throughout the country.
Description
In a TDR program, a community identifies an area within its boundaries which it would like
to see protected from development (the sending zone) and another area where the
community desires more urban style development (the receiving zone). Landowners in the
sending zone are allocated a number of development credits which can be sold to
developers, speculators, or the community itself. In return for selling their development
credits, the landowner in the sending zone agrees to place a permanent conservation
easement on his or her land. Meanwhile, the purchaser of the development credits can apply
them to develop at a higher density than otherwise allowed on property within the receiving
zone.
The attached sheet provides a visual example of how TDR can work in a community.
Considerations
TDR programs have the advantage of using free market mechanisms to create the funding
needed to protect valuable farmland, natural areas, and other open space. However, many
people find TDR programs complex and administratively challenging, requiring the local
unit of government to make a strong commitment to administering a potentially complicated
program and educating its citizens and potential developers. TDR programs must be
combined with strong comprehensive plauning and local controls in order to be successful.
Where It Is Working
Montgomery County, Maryland, near fast growing Washington, D.C., established its TDR
program in 1980. By the end of fiscal year 1997, the TDR program had protected 39,180
acres (out of a total sending area of 89,000 acres) under protective easement. Prior to 1980,
, the county lost an average of 3,500 acres of farmland per year to development. In the first
decade following the establishment ofthe TDR program, the county lost a total of 3,000
acres to development, a drop of approximately 92 percent.
The New Jersey Pinelands, an environmentally unique and sensitive area of about one
million acres, was targeted for protection through The New Jersey Pinelands Protection Act
of 1979. The Pinelands Commission, the regional land use authority, established a TDR
program in 1980 which had protected 5,300 acres by 1991.
In 1997, the Minnesota legislature passed enabling legislation to explicitly allow local units
of government to develop and utilize TDR programs. The Green Corridor Project is
working to develop Minnesota's first formal Transfer of Development Rights program.
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Transfer Of Development Rights
Hypothetical Example
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"Note - the actoal density bonus is set by local
ordinance and need not be this high.
Detailed information on setting up a TDR program is available in the Green Corridor Project's publication:
"Protecting Your Communities Natural Resources: A Land Protection Toolbox of Local Government"
Funding for this project approved by the Minnesota Legislatore: ML1997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9(d) as recommended
by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund
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Land Acquisition
Land acquisition is a process in which a public agency or nonprofit land conservation
organization purchases all the ownership rights to the land from a willing seller.
WHAT ARE THE PUBLIC BENEFITS OF ACQUIRING LAND FOR CONSERVATION?
• Special Management Needs of Waterways and Other Sensitive Areas Can
Be Met
• People Can Enjoy Public Access for Education and Recreation
Public ownership ofland may be the best choice when local governments need full control of
the land. Drinking water sources and land by lakes and rivers may need special management
to protect water quality. Environmentally sensitive lands such as steep slopes and areas with
native plants or wildlife may need special care. People may want public access to the land for
education and recreation.
WHAT ADVANTAGES CANTHE LANDOWNER ENJOY?
• Landowner Paid Full Fair Market Value
• Landowner May Receive Tax Benefits with a Donation of the Land's
Value
• Landowner May Exchange Land to Avoid Tax Liability
Landowners are paid full fair market value based on an independent appraisal of their land.
They may enjoy tax benefits by donating all or part of the value of their land or by exchanging
land (purchasing another property within a short period oftime).
How DOES A PUBLIC AGENCY OR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION ACQillRE LAND?
WHAT IS THE PROCESS?
First, the landowner and a public agency or a nonprofit conservation organization (such as the
Trust for Public Land) negotiate an option or an agreement to purchase the land at a certain
time and at a price based upon the appraised fair market value. The agency or the nonprofit
organization then identifies and secures funding for purchasing the land and takes care of real
estate transaction details: appraisal of the land's fair market value, environmental assessment,
title investigation, and land survey. The final step is transferring the land's ownership and
payment on a specific date, known as the closing.
WHAT ARE SOME WAYS TO STRUCTURE A PURCHASE TO MEET PUBLIC AGENCY
ANDLANDOWNER NEEDS?
• Landowner Can Continue Living on the Land
• Payment Can Be Spread Out Over Time
To provide fora landowner who wants to continue living on the land, a public agency can
delay public control of all or a portion of the land by negotiating a life estate or a lease-back
arrangement. With a life estate, the public agency pays the landowner fair market value for the
land minus the value of the landowner's use during his or her lifetime, which depends on the
projected life span of the landowner. The landowner receives payment during his or her
lifetime and continues to live on the land.
lSI
For tax planning reasons, a landowner may prefer to receive several payments spread over time instead of one
large sum at closing; lease-purchase and annuities are two potential methods to meet the landowner's needs. In a
lease-purchase, the agency purchases the land after making lease payments through an agreed-upon time period;
the title is conveyed to the agency when the last lease payment is made. The total cost is usually the land's fair
market value at the time ofthe agreement plus interest. With an annuity, a buyer purchases an annuity benefiting
the seller and receives title to the land. The seller receives annuity payments, a set dollar amount, over time.
Payment by the agency can be spread out or made in one lump sum. For budgetary reasons, a public agency may
prefer to pay over time. With a lease-purchase involving only the seller (described above), the agency pays the
seller directly over time. When the seller wants to receive a lump sum, but the agency can only pay over time, the
agency can use a variety of financing strategies to purchase the land. Please refer to the Financing Land Protection
Fact Sheet in this series for more information on financing public purchase ofland for conservation.
WHERE DO PUBLIC AGENCIES SECURE FUNDS TO PURCHASE LAND?
Funding is available from many different sources, both private and public. Local sources used elsewhere in the
United States are property taxes, special assessment districts, sales and use taxes, real estate transfer taxes, impact
fees, bonds, and user fees. Other public sources are state matching grants, mitigation funds, and habitat protection
funds. Corporations, foundations, and individuals may contribute private funds. Being creative about funding
strategies and assembling funding from several sources may make land protection possible when it would
otherwise be difficult. The Financing Land Protection Fact Sheet in this series provides more information about
funding sources.
How CAN LAND PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT BE COMBINED?
• Limited Development May Be a Solution
In some cases, the most important part of the land can be protected while the rest of the land is developed in a
manner which is compatible with the public open space and is sensitive to community interests. Limited
development may generate sufficient funds to preserve open space without public funds.
To learn more about purchase ofland by public agencies or nonprofit organizations, contact the Trust for Public Land.
For more information on these tools, refer to the other fact sheets in this series.
Funding for this project approved by the Minnesota Legislature: ML1997, Chapter 216, Section IS, subdivision 9(d) as reconunended
by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund
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Two new survey reports now available from the Trust for Public Land:
Surveys of Voter Attitudes Toward Open Space
Protection in Washington and Chisago Counties
The executive summaries andreports oftwo public opinion surveys in Washington and Chisago counties are now available. These surveys
were designed to help local leaders in the two counties evaluate land conservation and public fmancing options for their communities. It
.how. tbat 85'Y. of voters in eacb oftbe two counties feel it is important to protect more open 'pace and a majority are willing to
pay for it.
The Trust for Public Land (TPL) is a nonprofit land conservation organization whicb assists communities nationwide
in achieving their park and open space conservation goals. We have conducted public opinion polling on open space
and fimding priorities for communities to plan land protection and fimding strategies. When a community decides to
acquire land, we can handle details ofthe real estate transaction, provide assistance in identifying and securingfimding,
cocrdinate fimding sources, and help mobilize public support in bond referendum campaigns and other public finance
situations.
The Green Corridor Project" is an independent network of eight local public and private organizations working to
protect land in Minnesota's Chisago and Washington counties. The members oflhis collaborative are: 1000 Friends
of Minnesota, Chisago County, Land Stewardship Project, Minnesota Farmers Union, Minnesota Land Trust, Rural
Community Initiative, The Trust for Public Land and Washington County.
Ifyou would like to order either or both of these surveys, please fill out and return the form below.
-Fundingforthisproject approved by the Minnesota Legislature: ML1997. Chapter 216, SectionLS, subdivision 90 as recommended bythe Legislative Commission on
Minnesota Resources, from theEnvironmental Trost Fund.
A Survey of Voter Attitudes Toward Open Space Protection
I am a government official or
staffmember in Chisago or
Washington County. Send me
a free copy.
Through the generosity ofthe Legislative
Commision on Minnesota Resources, free
copies ofthe handbook are available to local
government officials and staffin Chisago and
Washington counties. Check the box belowfor
afree copy.
D
=$--
=$--
=$--
=$--
=$--
=$--
TOTAL =$__
$3.00 x copies
$5.00 x copies
$3.00 x copies
$5.00 x copies
Chisago County
Executive Summary (5 pp.)
Report (29 pp.)
Washington County
Executive Summary (5 pp.)
Report (33 pp.)
Sale. Tax: Minnesota residents
add 6.5% sales tax Subtotal x 0.065
Shipping (for one set of executive summary and report)
$1.50 x __copies
Name. Organizationj _
Address -"Phone. _
City, State.Zip _
Send order form and a check payable to the Trust for Public Land, 420 N. Fifth Street, Suite 865, Minneapolis, MN 55401. For more
information, call TPL at (612) 338·8494.
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If you care about the future of your land, you'11 want to order
these two books from 1000 Friends of Minnesota:
Preserving Family Lands - Essential Tax
Strategies for the Landowner and
Book 11- More Planning Strategies {or the Future
If you have land you love, you may have an estate tax problem. The land may have become so valuable
that it has to be sold to pay the estate tax. Written by tax attorney Stephen J. Small, these books are in-
valuable tools for landowners in such a situation. The first volume (99 pages) provides an introduction to:
=> Conservation easements.
=> Income and estate tax benefits available for donations of conservation easements.
=> Estate and gift tax rules.
=> Gifts by will and gifts of remainder interests.
=> Appraisal issues and information about potential donee organizations.
Book II (119 pages) covers:
=> How the basic estate and gift tax rules work.
=> Why you should never put family land in a corporation.
=> Basic rules about partnerships and trusts.
=> When charitable remainder trusts, private foundations and life insurance may
be useful planning tools for landowners.
=> What every landowner should know about estate planning.
These books are being made available by the Green Corridor Project. This initiative is an independent net-
work of eight local public and private organizations working to protect land in Minnesota's Chisago and
Washington counties. The members of this network are 1000 Friends of Minnesota, Land Stewardship Proj-
ect, Chisago County, Minnesota Fanners Union, Minnesota Land Trust, Rural Community Initiative, The
Trust for Public Land and Washington County. Funding of this project approved by the Minnesota Legisla-
ture: ML 1997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9D as recommended by the LegislativeCommission on
Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund. Formore information on the Green Corridor
Project, call Michael Pressman at (65\ )312-1 000.
Preserving Family Lands
$5 for Vol. 1; $6 for Vol. 2 (add $2 for book rate shipping &
handling; the $2 will cover shippingfor either one or two books;
call (651) 312-1000for information on bulk orders; Minn.
residents add 6.5% sales tax.)
V.I- $5.00 x copies
V. 2- $6.00 x copies
Minn. residents
add6.5% sales tax
$2.00 (shipping& handling)
TOTAL
~$-­
~$--
~$._-
~$-­
~$---
Name Phone _
Address. _
City, State, ZIP _
Send order form and a check payable to 1000 FOM to: 1000 Friends of Minnesota, 370 Selby Ave, Suite 300, Saint Paul, MN
55102; for information on bulk orders, call (651) 312-1000. 154
A 1000 Friends of Minnesota Project Video
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Green Corridors:
Open Spaces
for Tomorrow
A Video Program About Tools to Help Keep the Landscape We Love
This IS-minute video discusses ways communities can pro-
tect the beautiful countryside, farmland and special natural
areas that are being developed at a phenomenal rate in many
regions. In an entertaining, easy-to-understand manner, it
describes how citizens and organizations in Wisconsin,
Maryland, Pennsylvania and California have used innova-
tive land protection tools to preserve their special land-
scapes. This program, which was produced by award-
winning Blue Moon Productions of Minneapolis, is one of
the resources being offered by the Green Corridor Project'
This initiative is an independent network of eight local
public and private organizations working to protect land in
Minnesota's Chisago and Washington counties. The mem-
bers of this network are 1000 Friends of Minnesota, Land
Stewardship Project, Chisago County, Minnesota Farmers
Union, Minnesota Land Trust, Rural Community Initiative,
The Trust for Public Land and Washington County. For
more information on the Green Corridor Project, call
Michael Pressman at (651)312-1000.
... Keeping
Open
Spaces
For
Tomorrow
"Funding of this project approved by the Minnesota Legislature: ML 1997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9D as
recommended by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, from the Environmental Trust Fund.
Green Corridors:
Open Spaces for Tomorrow
$12 per copy (includes postage & handling)
$12.00 x__copies =$, _
Minnesota residents
add 6.5% sales tax =$ _
TOTAL =$__
Name, _
Address _
City, State, ZIP _
Send order form and a check payable to 1000 FOM to: 1000 Friends of Minnesota, 370 Selby Ave, Suite 300, Saint Paul, MN
55102; for information on bulk orders, call (651) 312-1000.
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A new handbook now available from 1000 Friends of Minnesota:
Protecting Your Community's
Natural Resources: A Land Protection
Toolbox/or Local Government
A local government's how-to guide to protecting the landscape we love.
This 128-page handbook is a step-by-step practical guide to effective tools for
protecting land. It details how local communities can create land protection pro-
grams using land acquisition, donated conservation easements, purchase of
development rights (PDR), and transfer of development rights (TDR). This
manual concludes with a hand glossary of terms.
Some of the nation's leading authorities on land protection helped put this publi-
cation together. It was written by Biko Associates, Inc., for the Green Corridor
Project. * This initiative is an independent network of eight local public and
private organizations working to protect land in Minnesota's Chisago and Wash-
ington counties. The members of this network are 1000 Friends of Minnesota,
Land Stewardship Project, Chisago County, Minnesota Farmers Union, Minne-
sota Land Trust, Rural Community Initiative, The Trust for Public Land and
Washington County. For more information on the Green Corridor Project, call
Michael Pressman at (651)312-1000.
Through the generosity ofthe Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, free
copies of the handbook are available to local government officials and staff in
Chisago and Washington counties. Check the box belowfor afree copy.
"Funding of this project approved by the Minnesota Legislature: ML 1997, Chapter 216, Section 15, subdivision 9D as
recommended by the legislative Commission on MinnesotaResources, from the Environmental Trust Fund.
Protecting Your Community's Natural Resources:
A Land Protection Toolbox for Local Government
$14.75 per copy
$13.25 for 1000 Friends of Minnesota members
(add $2.80 for shipping and handling;
Plus lvIinn. residents add 6.5% sales tax)
$14.75 x__copies =$ _
$13.25 x__copies =$ _
Minnesota residents
add 6.5% sales tax ~$, _
$2.80(shipping) x__ copies =$ _
TOTAL ~$,,----,------,.
O I am a government official or staffmember in Chisagoor Washington county. Send me a free copy.
Name, Organization _
Address Phone. _
City, State, ZIP _
Send order form and a check payable to 1000 FOM to: 1000 Friends of Minnesota, 370 Selby Ave, Suite 300, Saint Paul, MN
55102; for information on bulk orders, call (651) 312-1000.
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Week 7
The main theme for this week is ecological design and alternatives to conventional suburban
design.
Designing with nature can greatly increase the energy efficiency ofnew developments while
reducing their impact on ecosystem processes. Sustainability requires knowledge ofplace and
working with nature. Having completed and handed-in their knowledge ofplace quizzes, the
students have a goodfoundation for a lecture on principles ofecological design.
Few developers are able or willing to do ecological design or anything unconventional. They
level the site and superimpose the usual model. Why take a risk when everything they build sells?
Antelope Commons is a new development in Lincoln NE that is designed to foster a sense of
community and to respect the naturalfeatures ofthe landscape. It offers a mixture ofhousing
types, commercial enterprises on-site, common open space, housing clusters, traffic calming,
pedestrian trails, and solar access for each home site. The designers ofthe development, Alex
Maller (UNL College ofArchitecture) and Keith Dubas, present a lecture describing the
development, the barriers imposed by city regulations, and the principles that guided their
planning. The architectural guidelines for the development are presented in this section.
Readings from Under the Blade include Case Study 14, a detailed look at Antelope Commons,
and Chapter 6, Ethics and Aesthetics in the Loss ofFarmland. Our land ethic, or lack ofone, has
a great deal to do with our land use decisions. Our response to the built environment is often an
aesthetic response.
Materials in this section:
Example answers for Knowledge ofPlace Quiz
Sun trajectories diagram
Lecture notes and illustrations: Principles of Ecological Design (Cecil Steward)
Journal article: "Completely off the grid" (first page only)
Flier: Lincoln Green Building Group
Antelope Commons architectural guidelines (Maller, Dubas)
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Knowledge ofPlace Quiz
All questions should be answered in relation to the place where you live. Depending on the scale
of the question, this would be your house/apartment or your town/city.
Your name: Richard Olson
Street address of your dwelling: 4233 Y St, Lincoln, NE 68503
Longitude and latitude ofyour dwelling: Longitude: 96°40' W, latitude: 40° 49' 30" N
Brief description ofyour dwelling and the lot it is located on:
Single-level house, 600 square feet, on a heavily-treed 40' x 100' foot lot in a residential
neighborhood.
Hydrology
1. How many gallons of water does your household use per year? 18,000 gallons
2. Describe the path that water takes from the time it falls as rain until it flows from your faucet.
Precipitation falls within the Platte River watershed above Ashland, NE; water from the Platte
recharges the groundwater at Ashland, NE; the main Lincoln wells are just south of Highway 6;
water is treated at the Ashland Water Treatment Plant, then pumped approximately 25 miles to
Lincoln.
3. During a heavy rain, describe the first hundred miles ofthe path that water takes after it runs
off your property.
Runs off onto Y Street and into storm sewer at 42nd and Y; gravity flow is generally
north/northwest to Deadman's Run, which flows into Salt Creek, which flows northeast to the
Platte River, which flows east from its intersection with Salt Creek until it enters the Missouri
River.
4. Is your dwelling located in a floodplain? No.
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Nutrient cycling and waste assimilation
I. Describe the path and ultimate fate ofyour waste after the toilet is flushed.
Flows northwest in sewers to treatment plant at 27th and Theresa Street; treated effluent is
discharged into Salt Creek, while sludge is spread on farm fields throughout the county or placed
in Lincoln landfill.
2. Where does your garbage go? How many years until that repository is full?
BluffRoad Sanitary Landfill located north of Lincoln at Highway 77 and BluffRoad. According
to Mike DeKalb of the Lincoln Planning Department, the landfill has 20 years capacity
remammg.
Energy
1. How many kilocalories of solar energy fall on each square meter of your site each year?
http://solstice.crest.org/renewables/solrad/data/hllindex.html(National Renewable Energy
Laboratory): For Omaha, NE, a flat-plate collector at 0° tilt receives an annual average daily
solar radiation load of 4.2 kWh/m2/day. At 860 kcallkWh x 365 days = 1,318,380 kcals.
Pimentel and Pimentel (1996), p.13: 1.4 x 1010 kca1lha/yr is a good average for total amount of
solar energy reaching the earth's surface in the temperate region. This equals 1,400,000
kcallm2/yr.
2. On the longest day of the year, what direction should a solar collector face and what angle
should it be tilted (relative to horizontal) to maximize energy capture? On the shortest day ofthe
year?
Solar collectors operate at optimum efficiency when placed perpendicular to the path of the sun.
Collectors should be mounted facing due south (not magnetic south). At the summer solstice, set
the tilt angle (relative to a horizontal line) at the local latitude minus 150. At the winter solstice,
set the tilt angle at the latitude plus 150. For Lincoln, solar collectors would be set at an angle of
25° on June 22, and 55° on December 22 (Schaeffer 1992).
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3. How many kilocalories of energy does your house or apartment use each year in the form of
electricity? natural gas? heating oil?
Annual natural gas use: 1040 ccf (hundred cubic feet) = approximately 26,208,000 kcal.
(From http://www.naturalgas.comlconsumer/measuring.html. 1 cubic foot of natural gas equals
on average 1000 Btu.)
(For comparison, an average person's food requirement is 2000 kcal/day x 365 days = 730,000
kcal/year.)
Annual electricity use: 2750 kWh x 859 kcal/kWh = 2,362,250 kcal
Average annual residential use of electricity by Lincoln Electric System customers was 9500
kWh in 1997. National residential average was 10092 kWh.
4. Where and how is your electricity generated? What percent of your electricity comes from
each source?
Station name Location Fuel % ofLES electricity
Laramie River Wheatland, WY coal 36%
Cooper Nuclear Nebraska City, NE uranium 25%
Sheldon Hallam,NE coal 11%
Gerald Gentleman Sutherland, NE coal 18%
Western Area Power Missouri River hydro 5%
Administration
Rockeby Station SW 12th oil or gas 1%
8th & J Station 8th&J
Mise purchases ----------- ----------- 4%
Wind wind tiny
Source: Russ Reno, Public Information Supervisor, Lincoln Electric System
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5. What percent of your food is grown within Nebraska?
The Rodale Press funded the Cornucopia Project in the late 1970s to analyze food systems of
various states. The estimated proportion of food consumed that was imported from out of state
was: Kansas (41%), Colorado (45%), Texas (31%), New York (75%). With the increasing
globalization of the food system, these percentages are likely to have increased by 1999. From
conversations with various experts, estimates ofthe percent ofNebraska's food consumption that
is produced within the state ranged from 10% to 50%, with the lower percentages most likely.
Neil Hamilton (Drake University) estimates that 10% ofIowa's food is produced within the state.
6. What is the average distance that a bite of food travels from the field to your table?
1300 miles (figure commonly cited for U.S.)
7. How many calories are expended in growing, processing, and transporting each calorie of food
that you eat?
10 calories (Gussow 1991)
Climate
1. What is the average annual precipitation? 26.9" at Lincoln Airport
2. During the ten-year period 1986 through 1995, how many years had average precipitation
(defined as +/- 10% oflongterm average)?
Two years; 1990 and 1991.
3. On average, how is total annual precipitation distributed among Jan-Mar, April-June, July-
Sept, Oct-Dec. (% in each quarter)
12/40/33/15
4. What are the average dates of the first and last frost?
October 17, April 20 (Hanson 1990)
October 15, May 15 (Hodges, pers comm)
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5. What is the mean monthly maximum and minimum temperature for January? For July?
January average maximum = 30.4OF; average minimum = 8.9°F
July average maximum = 89.5°F; average minimum = 65.6°F
6. What is the predominate wind direction in winter? Summer?
Winter: from the northwest
Summer: from the southeast
(Climatic Atlas ofNebraska)
Topography and soils
1. Describe the main soil Order of your site.
Mollisol; formed under grasslands; characterized by thick, dark surface horizon with high levels
of soil organic matter and bases; excellent agricultural soils. (Brady, The Nature and Properties
of Soils)
2. What is the elevation ofyour site? 1195 feet
3. What is the slope and aspect of the site on which your dwelling is located? Aspect is
northwest, slope < 2%
4. What direction does your house or apartment face? North
Natural communities
1. What is the name of the main vegetation type that occupied the region in which you live
before European settlement?
Tallgrass prairie
2. Name five of the main native plant species of this vegetation type.
Big bluestem, little bluestem, indiangrass, switchgrass, sideoats grama
3. Name five native mammals of your region.
Bison, grey wolf, coyote, white-tailed deer, eastern cottontail
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Human community
1. What is the population of your city or town?
Population of Lincoln is 210,000 (Omaha World Herald, 31 Jan 99, p. R-59).
2. What is the rate of growth ofthe population (per cent per year)?
Growth rate July 1, 1990 through June 30,1995 was 1.3% (Lincoln Journal Star). Increase from
July 1996 to July 1997 was approximately 1.0% (US Bureau of the Census).
3. At this annual rate, how long will it take the population to double?
At 1% annual increase, population takes 70 years to double.
References
Gussow, J.D. 1991. Chicken Little, Tomato Sauce and Agriculture: Who Will Produce
Tomorrow's Food? Bootstrap Press.
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Principles of Ecological Design
W. Cecil Steward
Facts Out of Context and Elsewhere
Number of cokes drunk per minute around the world: 311, III
Amount spent in 1993 by the Kellogg Corporation to advertise and promote Fruit Loops cereal:
$43 million
Amount spent in 1993 by the U.S.-based Heart and Stroke Foundation to promote healthy eating
for heart and stroke prevention: $500,000
Miles the typical mouthful of food in the United States travels from farm to dinner plate: 1,300
Of the I billion pounds of insecticide used in the United States each year, less than I% actually
reaches a pest.
Proportion of all adult Americans who, once out of school, have never read a single book: nearly
60%
Number of Americans with two or more homes: 10 million
Number ofhomeless Americans in 1990: 300,000
Estimated number ofpeople worldwide who live on less than $1 per day: I billion
One fifth of the world's population receives 80% ofthe annual income, while the bottom one
fifth receives 2% of the income.
For every 4,000 miles driven, one ton of carbon dioxide goes into the atmosphere.
By improving automobile efficiency by only 3 miles per gallon, the US could eliminate Mideast
oil imports.
The construction, maintenance and operation ofbuildings, plus the transportation ofpeople and
goods in the US account for 74% of energy consumed.
Percentage ofUS energy needs that could be provided by wind power (US govt study): 100%.
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Some observations:
• Prosperity is not inevitable.
• Change is inevitable.
• The pace ofchange seems to be quickening.
• The human-created systems of science, technologies, economics, social relationships, and
political considerations are becoming more chaotic, more diverse, and more complex.
• The natural systems are threatened by human systems.
• Waste, once produced, must be recycled into useful resources.
• People are part of a closed system, and the processes of the natural environment, being
unitary, must be a part of the design and planning process.
• There are interrelationships between the man-made and natural environments, and any
changes to part of the system affect the entire system.
Sustainability requires a transition:
FROM measures of quality of life by counting possessions, TO measures through the quality of
surrounding natural systems and personal relationships (community).
FROM an economy of centralization, remoteness, and global characteristics TO localization,
self-sufficiency, and regional cooperation.
FROM a culture of consumption and disposability TO reuse, recycle, and conserve.
FROM a culture that values new more than old or historic TO a respect for history and
preservation.
FROM a commercial vision of bigness TO small, incremental, local responsibility.
FROM a culture ofmobility, impermanence and independence TO permanence and
interdependence.
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Society is comprised of five interacting domains: environmental, political, economic,
technological, socio-cultural (EIPETS). A sustainable society will require certain attitudes and
actions within each domain.
ENVIRONMENTAL
• Education and values which recognize the earth as a finite, fragile ecological system.
• Cultural acknowledgment that humans are the greatest threat to the natural systems of the
earth, and that by separation of human systems from natural systems we pose the greatest
threat to our survival.
• Every decision that we make -locally, nationally, and globally - has environmental
consequences.
POLITICAL
• A political system that encourages and facilitates citizen participation in decisions
affecting the environment, the social/cultural community, technology, and the economy.
• A political system that employs the processes ofplanning, policy-making, design and
action for sustainability in both governmental and private sectors.
ECONOMIC
• An economic system that is able to generate surpluses and knowledge on a self-reliant
and sustained basis.
• A production system that respects the obligation to preserve the ecological systems of the
planet.
• An economic system that promotes equity ofboth input and returns among people.
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TECHNOLOGICAL
• Technology has been the instrument of the rapid depletion ofthe planet's natural
resources.
• Technology and design often create the opposite of the intended effect.
• New and developing communications may, however, allow new patterns of community
and sustainable life-styles to emerge.
SOCIO-CULTURAL
• A social system that provides for community and group solutions to the tensions among
people.
• A framework of communities which support the development of shared cultural values,
visions of the future, and celebrations.
• A respect for the preservation and memory of human history.
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ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
• Resilience, not stability.
• A sys1ems property/interdependence ("System: Elements that share one or more
relationships to form a set of interacting components.")
• Ecosystems are characterized not only by their parts, but also by the interaction among
these parts.
• Ecosystems have evolved in time and are defined in part by their history.
• Ecosystems are not homogeneous structures, but present a spatial mosaic of biological
and physical characteristics.
• Ecosystems present a variety of structural properties such as thresholds, lags, limits,
controls, and discontinuities.
• Ecosystems are also characterized by flows of energy, and by cycles of matter.
SUSTAINABILITY VALVES/ATTITUDE
An Environmental Design Ethic:
The welfare of human endeavors and domains (E/PETS) depends upon the ecological
sustainability of natural systems.
The present state of progressive degradation ofthe environment by human actions is
unacceptable.
Natural resources are limited.
An appreciation of the fragility and beauty of nature and ofthe interdependence and equal
importance of all life forms.
An appreciation of the dependence of human life on the resources of a finite planet.
A commitment to identify the interrelationships and interdependencies between E/PETS and the
sectors of human organizations and governments.
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Green Development Design
Design to fit the site.
Design to respect the context.
Design to foster community.
Design for resource efficiency.
Design for minimum waste (construction, operations, rehabilitation).
Design for a healthful indoor environment.
Design for adaptability.
Design for durability and easy maintenance.
Design for profit and economic vitality.
The Four Process Elements of Green Development
Whole-systems thinking
Front-loaded design
End-use/least-cost considerations
Teamwork
Men will not believe what does not fit in with their plans or suit their prearrangements.
Barbara Tuchman
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From Environmental Design
& Construction
French for Sun House, Chez Soleil in Austin, TX, exemplifies green building
techniques including passive solar, photovoltaics, rainwater catchment, a wetlands
septic system, and more.
By Stephen K. Beers
On first glance, this appealing limestone home has it all- comfort, modem appliances, along with a
beautiful view ofrugged hills and a nearby lake. On closer inspection, however, what's most astounding
about this residence is what it doesn't have - no utilities whatsoever, except for the telephone. There
are no wires for electricity and no pipes for water or wastewater.
The owner/designer of this unique home, Paul Breaux, is quick to tell you that this is not an eccentric
flight to primitivism. "As you can see, this isn't a Unabomber shack," he jokes. The house, called Chez
Soleil (French for Sun House), is designed to be a demonstration of solar energy technology that is
completely self-sufficient and operating off the utility grid. A three-bedroom, two-and-a-halfbath house
with 2,000 square feet ofliving space, Chez Soleil provides all standard creature comforts of a fairly
luxurious middle-class home, but it runs entirely on renewable resources.
Breaux, a physicist, conceived the idea for a completely self-sufficient house while still a graduate
student in the late 1970s. President Carter's speeches inspired him to think about what he could do to
help cope with the nation's energy crisis. While he pursued a career in optical science in the
defense/aerospace industries, Breaux continued tinkering with solar home designs in his head. In the
1980s he built a model for his home, read journals and attended various workshops. Then, his move
from New Mexico to Austin, TX, in the early '90s suddenly sparked a more active phase of his longtime
interest in solar living. In Austin, Breaux met kindred spirits in the Sustainable Building Coalition, the
Sierra Club and other groups who encouraged his interest in energy and green building.
When Breaux decided to build Chez Soleil in 1994, his first challenge was location. While Austin's
green builders and solar tinkerers inspired Breaux, he had to go outside the city limits to build his dream
home. "I knew that I had to get away from subdivisions and from city codes, that a lot of them actually
forbid some of the features I wanted to use, often for no apparent reason, other than aesthetics. Metal
roofs are forbidden in a lot of subdivisions, because people don't think they look good, even though
they're by far the most efficient and long-lasting roofmaterial you can get."
Breaux finally found his 10-acre rural home site along Lime Creek Road, several miles northwest of
Austin, near the town of Leander. Cedar-clad slopes in a rugged canyon afforded pleasing views of
nearby Lake Travis. No municipal water or sewer services were available as yet. This was no problem to
someone who wanted to build a self-sufficient home.
The core ofBreaux's design for renewable self-sufficiency is passive solar architecture. The home is
partially dug into a hill on the north side ofthe dwelling, what Breaux terms an "earth-coupled high
thermal mass design." This partially earth-sheltered design takes advantage of the fact that underground
temperatures are more stable than surface temperatures. Breaux notes, "Around here and throu/lh the
whole South, the average ground temperature is 70 degrees, deep down, all year round, which IS
perfect." As a result, the temperature inside the house doesn't fluctuate more than two or three degrees a
day. Concrete floors and the foot-thick double limestone and cinder block walls act to connect the house
thermally to the ground temperature and also, to decouple it from the outside air temperature. The
exterior shell wall acts as a radiant barrier.
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SUSTAINABILlTY:
meeting our needs in the present without compromising the potential of future
generations meeting their needs.
Sustainable building practices consider environmental and human health and well-being, in addition to the
traditional criteria of function, cost and aesthetics. Conservation and continuous cyclic use of materials,
methods, water, natural resources and energy are major considerationswhen designing and building
sustainably.
Green orsustainable building Involves three main Issues:
1) Effident use of all resources (energy, water, material, and land) and minimization of waste,
2) Conservation of the natural environment,the source of all of our resources,
3) Creation of a healthy built environment for existing and future generations.
--U,S. Department of Energy, Federal Energy Management
Characteristics of Sustainably Built Environments
··Sarah Holland and David Foley, Holland and Foley Building Design, Northport, Maine USA
Health
Sustainable buildings provide healthy indoor air,
non-toxic materials, natural daylight, good
acoustics, and a sense of place. They avoid
poisons, disorientation, noise, and stress. We feel
strong, Whole and calm in them, not sick and stifled.
Adaptability
Buildings which are hard to change get torn down.
Sustainablebuildings can change and adapt to new
uses and new needs. Adaptable buildings are
continually improved. Upgrading a building usually
takes fewer resources and less money than
building from scratch. BUildings which evolve come
to be loved.
Resource Stewardship
Sustainable buildings use materials efficiently and
avoid materials which despoil the environment.
When possible, old materials are salvaged and
reused, new materials are made from recycled
ones, and waste during construction is minimized.
Energy Efficiency
Sustainable buildings are easy to heat, cool and
light. Thick insulation and south-facing glass lower
oil bills and tanker spills. Home workplaces lessen
commutes and new highway construction.
Compact fluorescent bulbs cut the electric bill and
the need for new power plants.
Comfort.
Sustainable environments provide simple comfort,
helping us feel fully alive and at peace. They are a
pleasure to be in. Sustainable buildings fit our
patterns of life, engaging our minds, nourishing our
hearts and delighting our senses.
Spirit
Sustainable environments speak to our souls and
strengthen our bonds to nature and the universe.
They encourage reflection, and support our fUll
range of feelings. We are reminded of life's
passing, but shown a glimpse of something eternal.
Space Efficiency
Good design can provide our needs without
wasting space, freeing our budgets for high-quality,
healthy and durable construction. Compact
buildings are easier to tailor to sites, cost less, are
easier to heat and maintain, and focus on long-term
value, instead of short-term glitz.
Respect
Sustainable environments can't be created by
arrogance or greed, but only in collaboration with
their users, and with respect for those who do the
work. Sustainable buildings are good neighbors.
Sustainable buildings emphasize long-term value
over short-term profit. Above all, sustainable
buildings respect the future.
Durabllfty
Sustainablebuildings are designed and built to last.
They are easy to maintain and 1epair, avoid cheap
materials, fussy details, and shoddy work. They
have excellent drainage, sturdy structure, thorough
weatherproofing, and careful craftsmanship. They
are heirlooms.
Harmony with Place
A sustainablebuilding grows from its site, accepting
the site's gifts and respecting its limits. The
bUilding's design is tailored to a unique place and
climate.
By the Green Building Group of Lincoln, NE.
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March 1998 See page 221 for a model ofAntelope Commons.
ANTELOPE COMMONS ARCHITECTURAL
GUIDELINES
PHASE ONE.
Single Family Dwellings and Two Family Dwellings
notes:
1. The guidelines listed end described below ere In addition to the covenants of the
Antelope COmmons Planned Unit Development and an Integral pen of the Declaration of
COvenants and the Standards adopted by the Planned Unit Development.
2. The drawings available for review In the office of the Antelope COmmons Association,
describing In 1"=30' seele the existing and designed site features and attributes for each
block Included In phase one of the development, are an Integral pan of this guideline
document.
3. Permit requests must address the relevant guidelines and be submitted according to the
procedure Indicated In these guidelines.
1.0. Environmental guidelines
A, Native vegetation
a. Existing vegetation.
All vegetation in place, on private, common or public land shall be
considered as existing vegetation. Removal of existing vegetation which is not
indicated as preserved, [see block I clustersite plansI shall be shown on the
private site plan as part of the request for bUilding permit. The documentation
shall be attached to the site landscape plan and include: material to be removed,
methods of removal, location of removed material and relation to the new
landscape plan.
b. Preserved vegetation.
Vegetation specifically identified in the Planned unit Development
approved documentation is protected and should not be removed. Removal or
changes of preserved vegetation on private land maybe considered only by
special request to the Association. Approval of special request s will include a
determination by the professional representative of the contingent conditions
placed on the applicant by such approval. Unauthorized changes or damage to
this vegetation will require compensation to the Association for complete
replacement of the resource, including laborand management costsduring
establishment.
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B. Wetland protection
a. Designated areas and restricted use.
All areas identified in the" Mitigation Plan" submitted tot he Army Corps of
Engineers are designated areas for wetland protection. The use in the
designated areas is as specified in the Plan and is subject to the approval of the
Association.
b. Protected vegetation and plants.
All introduced or naturalized wetland vegetation species approved by the
Association is protected.
c. Pond Maintenance and Permanent Pond Elevation.
The Association shall be responsible to manage the maintenance of the
ponds, their construction, the life sustainability of vegetation, fishery and wildlife
according to the technical specifications on file with the Association. These
specifications may be updated from time to time by qualified experts.
2.0. Site design guidelines.
A, Topography and site features
a. Response to the character of land form and site attributes.
Each site has been located in a manner that optimizes the land form and
the site attributes. Trees marked on the plan have to be preserved and are
considered a site asset. Building location shall minimize the impact of cut and fill.
Additional attributes and restrictions for each individual lot are marked on the
landscape plans of the clusters on file with the Association.
b. Soil and foundation studies.
Soil studies shall be conducted for all buildings to be constructed along
wetlands' shores and on slope greater than 9%.
c. Site drainage.
All site plans must indicate surface drainage patterns. All grading within
the development must relate to and blend into the surrounding landscape.
Private drainage should be directed toward the common areas and not toward
neighboring lots.
d. Access, driveways, garages and parking.
Drives to aprons in front of garages must conform to the attached site
plan of the clusters. Each garage will be approached through a parking apron of
18' / 20", Adjacent drives must be separated by the setback areas of a minimum
of three feet from property line. The separation area of the two lots must be
professionally landscaped. The construction and maintenance of all driveways
shall be the responsibility of the owner. Driveways and parking areas must be
crowned and sloped for adequate drainage and safety.
Construction materials for driveways and parking shall be consistent with
the materials of the adjacent commons, restrict weed growth and maintain a
clearly defined edge between landscaped area and the driveway surface.
Materials shall withstand deterioration from winter snow plowing and erosion.
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The design and the finishes of the garage must be consistent with the
design and finishes of the main dwelling building [same style, same materials,
similar proportions, same architectural details]
Be Utilities,
note: All utility pedestals and transfonners shall be located In accessible areas
for service and yet not highly visible from adjoining common places or properties. Meters
and other utility boxes may be concealed with landscaping, provided utility personnel are
able to access equipment as needed.
a. Water.
Water systems are owned and maintained by the City of Lincoln Public
Works Department. Owners are encouraged to use water saving appliances and
devices in the design and building of the residences.
b. Sewage.
Sewage systems are owned and maintained by the City of Lincoln Public
Works Department.
c. Garbage and refusal disposal.
Garbage containers must be enclosed inside a constructed enclosure,
such as a garage, dedicated annex, closet, all to be placed inside the yardline
and may only be set out on collection days.
d. Exterior lighting.
[1] in the commons
Street lighting fixtures along 80th Street shall be located between the
pedestrian path and the traffic lanes. The lighting shall be of the "down" lighting
type similar to those used by the city and fixtures should emit approximately
12000 lumens below the horizontal. Lighting shall be coordinated in a manner
that illuminates intersections, the pedestrian crossing and the identification
signage for each common. Lighting shall not radiate into adjacent properties,
"Flood" lighting, if required for traffic safety, will be minimal.
Exterior lighting fixtures inside the commons and other footways shall be
of concrete or noncorrosive metal, and mounting height shall not exceed 13'
and be anchored to reinforced concrete pedestals of a minimum of 2' height.
Spacing should not exceed 175' with a light distribution of approximately 3000
lumen. The fixture shall conceal the light sources. The light shall be yellow.
Lighting shall be "down" type and shall not radiate horizontally.
Before installation the selection of fixtures shall be verified and tested in
full scale and real life conditions, by the professional representative.
[2] on private lots
Light sources shall be used only to accent the architecture, landscape,
artwork and safety lighting. Flashing, blinking or moving lights shall not be used.
Temporary holiday ornamental lights are allowed.
d. Solar energy and solar collectors.
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Solar collectors and all additional connected equipment must be
integrated in the design and construction of the building in a manner that reduces
the visibility of the equipment. The equipment shall be specified in the permit
request for review and approval. Solar energy equipment placed separately from
the building is prohibited.
e. Mail distribution.
Mail shall be delivered to common structures in clustered units located in
the commons according to the site plan.
C. Landscape
note: landscaping of prlvete lots should begin Immedletely fOllowing
substantial completion Ofthe exterior of the residence and must provide 100% ground
coverage within the current growing season.
a. Landscape theme
[1]. Commons.
"Urban Forest" is the theme of all types of commons which accept vehicle
egress. These areas will consist of a broad hierarchy of plants from overstory
trees to prostrate ground covers. Plantings will consist of recognized landscape
varieties with prejudice towards very hardy and naturalized selections that work
to protect and support each other. Turf or "grass" will not be accepted.
[2]. Private lots.
"Urban forest" landscape theme, as defined above, is the preferred form
for private landscape because it increases energy efficiency, protects natural
resources and increased privacy. Turf areas are allowed but shall not exceed
10% of the lot's area. Allowed turf types are: hard fescues, buffalo grass and
similar water wise and low maintenance varieties.
Kennels must be located adjacent to the structure and within the yardline,
so that screen walls act to integrate kennels into the design of the building and
the site.
[3]. Main Commons.
The Main Commons will be managed by the Association.
Landscape theme for the Main Commons is primarily "turf". This resource
is intended, along with the adjacent City of Lincoln Park on the project's southern
border, to provide the residents of Antelope Commons with active and passive
recreational areas and gardens. The access to the Main Commons will be made
available to all residents of Antelope Commons.
[4]. Community Gardens.
The Community Gardens will be managed by the Association and
assigned for use to residents of the multiple dwellings and townhouses for
predetermined periods of time.
[5]. Riparian Forestand Wetlands.
The Riparian Forests and Wetlands will be managed by the Association.
Landscape theme for the wetland complex and accompanying forest is
"native" vegetation. Colonizing, naturally occurring plants, and those suitable for
zero-maintenance environments are required.
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b. Topsoil.
Topsoil resource is required to a minimum depth of twelve [12] inches and
the construction process must preserve the existing topsoil for reuse in final
grading. Should any lot fail to contain sufficient topsoil for the minimum 12
inches, the developer will provide the necessary amount, at no expense, at the
request of the lot owner.
c. Subsoil.
Subsoil excavated in the process of construction shall be removed at the
expense of the lot owner.
d. Transition Areas.
Where formal or groomed plantings in the private lots give way to the
landscaping of the common spaces a transition must be provided. This transition
must give priority to the landscaping of the commons in the design of the private
landscape.
e. Edges.
Where formal or groomed planting gives way to the natural landscape, the
transition should be defined. This can be accomplished through a natural
transition using perennial wildflowers or shrub beds or through elements such as
pathways.
f. Screening.
Planting can be used effectively to screen yards and decks for privacy and to
avoid glare from sources such as automobile head lamps. Sightlines at roadways
shall be preserved by maintenance of 30" planting height. As a basic climatic
consideration, clusters of evergreens should be placed on the north and west
sides of a building to provide a wind break from prevailing winter winds.
Deciduous trees and shrubs shall be placed on the southern side to provide
shade in the summer months and allow sun to penetrate to the building during
winter months.
g. Plant selection.
Landscapes should give preference to native or adapted species. Plant
materials with historical maintenance problems may not be installed [the
approved list of plant materials is on file with the Association]. Plants located in
snow storage areas or in areas of snow and ice shedding should be able to
withstand the accumulated snow loads.
h. Stone, paving, poured concrete and otherhard surface.
Expansion joints should be executed according to approved details and
specifications. Prefabricated elements must be compatible with preapproved
industry standards and installed according to the requirements of the producer.
i. Gravel, cobbles and other flexible surfaces.
Execution of all and every type of flexible surface will be implemented
based on full scale samples approved by the professional representative of the
Association and available on site for verification. Samples will include all
attributes of the finished surfaces, such as composition, texture, size of
aggregates, durability and color.
j. Streetand commons furniture.
All items shall be executed or purchased based on a full scale sample
approved by the professional representative of the Association and available on
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site for verification. Location and installation of items shall be executed according
to fUlly detailed plans and specifications approved by the professional
representative of the Association.
k. Landscape Maintenance.
note: The Association shall be responsible for the maintenance of all Commons
according to the final plans and specifications Initially Implemented. Future changes need
to Include adequate maintenance specifications.
{fJ General.
The Association will be responsible for snow and leaf removal from all
commons. The removal will be performed using equipment of minimum level of
noise, air, water and chemical pollution.
{2J Hard surface finishes: Paving and Concrete.
The Association will be responsible for the maintenance of all hard surface
finishes in all common areas. This maintenance includes: paving replacement,
concrete repairs of surfaces, edges, culverts and curbs.
{3J Turf and plant maintenance.
The Association will be responsible to operate and maintain in all
commons the following systems and services: cleaning, irrigation, fertilizing,
mowing, over seeding, pest control, replacement and removal, trimming,
thatching and composting..
[4J Wetlandmaintenance.
The Association will be responsible to operate and maintain all systems
and services necessary to preserve the wetlands including: water levels, fishery,
silt and vegetation management.
{5J Lightingand outdoor furniture and common facilities and equipment.
The Association is responsible for the operation and maintenance of all
lighting systems and fixtures in the common areas. Also, the Association will be
responsible for common equipment and out door furniture in all commons such
as: mail box clusters, wells, signs and signage, trash receptacles, tables,
benches and recreational equipment. The service will include: daily
management, replacement, and seasonal and holiday installations and
maintenance.
{5J Recreationalactivities.
The Association will be responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of
activity areas and their utilities: interpretive centers, sledding, ice skating, fishing,
boating, cross-country skiing, walking trails, lawn bowling, croquet, boardwalk,
and open play turf areas.
{7] Community Gardensand Greenhouse.
The Association shall be responsible for the management and
maintenance of the Community Gardens and the Greenhouse including:
seasonal repairs, land upgrading, assignments of plots, winterization of garden
plots and complete maintenance of the Greenhouse inclUding the upkeep of tool
storage.
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p. Building Desjgn Guidelines
a. Building construction.
[1] All materials used for the construction of the building and the finishes of
the building's envelope [elevation, roofs, basements] must be of sustainable
performance quality [minimum 20 - 25 years with regular maintenance]
adequately treated of a minimal energy resistance of R38 for roofs, and R15 for
walls.
[2] The selection and composition of materials used on the exterior of the
building should be continuous and consistent around surfaces of the residence.
b. Entrances to buildings.
[1] Entrance level should be placed at a minimum of 20" above
surrounding finished grade
[2] Entrances to residences must be clearly visible from the common
areas, highly distinct from garage doors.
[3] Entrances should be accessed through covered and unenclosed front
porches of min.80 sq.ft. and max. 400 sq. ft. The area of front porches is an
integral part of the buildable area allowed on the specific lot.
[4] Soffits and ceilings of porches and entrance coverings shall not exceed
9 feet from the landing or porch floor.
c. Roof form.
[1] Relation to adjacent properties:
Buildings shall be designed in a manner that will minimize the obstruction
of southem sun light from the fenestration of adjacent buildings. [ note: see
diagrams in guideline plans]
d. Chimney, flues and vents.
[1] Chimney for fireplaces should be used to create visual contrast to the
dominant roof forms of the building. All fireplace flues shall be enclosed with a
chimney cap and fitted with a spark arrestor. All chimney forms shall relate to the
overall building. No chimney enclosure shall be clad in wood.
[2] Chimneys and flues shall be located to avoid smoke and fumes at
ground levels created by downdraft winds. Buildings designed with unique roof
configurations shall give special attention to down drafts. All chimneys shall be
located according to code.
[3] Building vents and flues for such functions as ventilation and exhaust
should be consolidated into structures, wherever possible, and should typically
be concealed from public view.
e. Air conditioners.
The air conditioning compressor and fan shall be the only mechanical
component permitted to be located outside the building. The compressor shall be
placed adjacent to the building, inside the yardline and concealed from public
view.
f. Building color.
Exterior color schemes throughout Antelope Commons shall include white
or organic colors. Large exterior wall surfaces shall be painted or stained with
white or organic colors. Attention should be given to the color contrast between
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basic wall surfaces and accented details. Changes in exterior color scheme shall
be submitted to the review of the professional representative and the approval of
the Association.
g. Energyconservation.
All residential bUildings shall meet the following minimum standards for
roof and exterior wall insulation:
Roofs: R - 38 [Ro 50 recommended]
Walls: R-15
Floors above uninhabited spaces: R ~ 19
Basement walls: R 0 15 0 if the basement is a finished habitable space.
R 0 9 - if the basement is an unfinished space.
h. Fireprotection regulation.
[1] Compliance with Fire District Regulation
Street signage shall be clearly visible to emergency vehicles from the
adjacent street at all times.
[2] Burning restrictions.
[2.1] There shall be no exterior fires whatsoever except barbecue fires
contained within properly designed receptacles. All bulk storage of combustible
fuels is prohibited.
[2.2] Fireplaces, wood stoves and Pellet stoves
Residents are encouraged to burn only natural gas or low emission solid
fuel in a solid fuel buming device such as a wood burning fireplace, wood stove,
or pellet stove. Solid material fuel, such as wood, may be stored on the property,
inside the yardline. in an area which is not visible from common areas or
adjacent properties.
Wood stoves are acceptable solid fuel burning devices, but must be fitted
with a catalytic converter and meet all clean air standards.
Chimney and flues shall be cleaned and checked regularly according to
the requirements of the manufacturer. Spark arrestors shall be provided around
the mouth of the chimney, or vent of any heater, stove or fireplace. Spark
arrestors shall be cleaned regUlarly to remove deposits.
[3] Sprinklers.
In-doors sprinklers are highly recommended to increase safety and
reduce insurance rates.
t. Construction regulations.
[1] Noise abatement and hoursof work:
Construction noises shall be prohibited earlier than 8 A.M. and later than
6 P.M.
[2] Construction staging and materialstorage:
All construction staging, including but not limited to, material storage,
equipment storage, construction trailers, etc., must take place within the lot for
which the building permit was issued unless an alternate staging area is
approved in writing by the Association.
[3] Trash containment and removal:
Trash and construction debris shall be kept in containers, and be removed
on a regUlar basis to insure sufficient room to store trash at the end of each
working day. It shall be the responsibility of the general contractor to remove and
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dispose of, at an authorized county trash fill, any excess trash and construction
debris.
[4] Tree andpropertyprotection.
Trees and other existing and protected vegetation need to be managed in
compliance with the above mentioned regulations [see paragraph 2.A.].
Construction practices must include care during grading and excavation to avoid
damage to existing trees, shrubs and their root structures. Trees to be removed
for excavation of the driveway, bUilding, etc., shall be identified with surveyor's
ribbon and shall be approved by the professional representative of the
Association. At this time trees to be protected by fencing shall be identified and
shall be fenced or protected by other means to prevent damage. The radius of
fencing shall be minimum 5 feet. Excavation shall not commence until this
process has not been completed.
All construction equipment and activity including stockpiling of materials
and topsoil must be kept within the perimeter of the lot unless written
authorization is received from the Association. Any adjacent property including
roads or commons damaged during construction shall be promptly restored and
revegetated to the satisfaction of the professional representative of the
Association. If such restoration is not completed promptly, the Association will
contract for the improvements with all costs charged to the person in whose
name the building permit was issued.
[5] Erosion control.
All disturbed areas of the site shall be protected from erosion during and
after the construction period. The site plan should include adequate erosion
control measures and include provisions for soil stabilization, sediment control
and timely re-vegetation.
[6] Construction site inspection.
It is the responsibility of the owner of the building permit to insure that the
contractor or builder does invite in due course the professional representative of
the Association for the necessary site inspections and approvals. The
professional representative will not inspect projects for building code
conformance. The representative will, however, from time to time review the
construction sites for conformance to the urban design standards and the design
guidelines. Each contractor will keep a site log in which written records of
reported site visits will be filled, signed and dated by the professional
representative. A copy of the record will be provided to the Association.
It is the responsibility of the permit holder and lor the builderl contractor to
contact the Lincoln Building and Safety Departments regarding all reqUired
inspections for building code conformance.
Eo Sign regylation,
a. Residence addresses.
Each dwelling shall display a brass plated number placed horizontally on
the front of the porch, near or above the front door, visible from the common
access.
b. Rea/-estate for sa/e.
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Sale signage of 5 sq.tt, shall be placed inside the lot boundaries. Any
additional placement of sale signage needs the approval of the Association
manager.
c. Signage for Antelope Commons.
The signage for Antelope Commons scheme will be maintained by the
Association.
d. Street &commons signage.
[1] The numbering of residences along 80th street will comply with the
codes of the City of Lincoln.
[2] The numbering of residences around the Commons will run
consecutively and the numbers shall be marked on the sign of each Common;
e. Interpretative & information installations and signage.
Structures and signage serving the interpretative station will be maintained
by the Association.
ANTELOPE COMMONS ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES
SUBMITTAL AND REVIEW PROCESS
A. Process:
The design review process must be followed for any of the following:
• construction of any building;
• renovation, expansion or refurbishing of the exterior of any building;
• major landscape, road or parking changes; and
• exterior lighting changes.
All plans submitted to the Developer / Association shall be of an
architectural quality prepared by a licensed architect or approved home designer.
The professional representative of the Developer / Association shall have the
authority to reject materials, designs and colors submitted with the plans, and the
plans themselves, if they are not compatible or are inappropriate with the overall
plan of the subdivision.
The Antelope Commons Design Review Process has two steps:
Sketch Plan Review and Final Plan Approval.
It is recommended that owners follow this two step process for any major
building project, however, owners may submit materials for Final Plan Review
and Approval without a Sketch Plan Review. In addition, the owner may appeal
the professional representative's decision to the Developer / Association Board.
B. Sketch Plan Review.
The Sketch Plan Review addresses the conceptual design of the project.
The review will address existing and planned site and building improvements,
building floor plans and elevations, roof design, architectural character or
expression, exterior materials, grading drainage and erosion control measures.
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See Sketch Plan Review Checklist and Evaluation Criteria for complete
submission requirements.
The Sketch Plan Review includes the following steps:
(1) Owner/Architect prepare and submit to the Professional Representative two
copies of the Sketch Plan which will include all the information required by the
Sketch Plan Review Checklist.
(2) The Professional Representative reviews sketch plan at scheduled meeting
and notifies owner in writing of the findings within 10 working days.
(3) If necessary the owner may resubmit a Sketch Plan or appeal within thirty
days.
C. Final Plan Review & Approval.
The Final Plan Review &Approval addresses the final design details of
the project. The review will address existing and planned site and building
improvements, building floor plans and elevations, building sections, roof design,
architectural character or expression, exterior materials, grading drainage and
erosion control measures. See Final Plan Review Checklist and Evaluation
Criteria for complete submission requirements.
The Final Plan Review includes the following steps:
(1) Upon the approval of the Sketch Plan the Owner/Architect prepare and
submit to the Professional Representative two copies of the Final Plan which
shall include all the information required by the Final Plan Review Checklist.
(2) The Professional Representative will notify owner in writing of the Final Plan
Approval decision within 10 working days. If no Sketch Plan was reviewed the
Professional Representative may delay the decision until 15 working days.
(3) Upon issuance of written Approval, owner may apply for building permit from
the Building and Safety Departments of the City of Lincoln..
Flow chart of review:
SKETCH PLAN REVIEW
Submit2 copies
to Prof. Rep.
FINALPLAN REVIEW
Submit2 copies
to Prof. Rep.
Review by Prof. Rep
notify owner In 10 w.d.
Review by Prof. Rep.
notify owner In 10w. days
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D. Plan review checklists:
Sketch Plan Review Checklist:
date: _____block: _ lot:
'-------
Owner's
name:,---,:-- tel.: address: _
Architect's
name: tel.: address: _
Builder's
name: tsl.: -:address: _
Prepare and submitto the Professional Representative 2 copiesof the
preliminary design in conceptual drawing form to describe the following:
1.[ ]
2.[ ]
3.[ ]
4.[ ]
5.[ ]
6.[ ]
7.[ ]
8.[ ]
Site plans indicating building envelope, floor elevations in relation to
site elevations [ 0 =+] easements, setbacks, existing trees,
stream corridors, landscape materials, new and existing contours
@ 1'0" intervals, site drainage, orientation of garage, driveway
materials and width, location of site section. [scale: 1/8"= 11
Roofdesign [1/8" = 1'0"] [to be included in the site plan] to clearly
show location and sizes of guttersand downsprouts.
Site section indicating ridge line location, % of slope, extent of cut
and fill, conformance with building height restrictions.
[scale: 1/8" = l' ]
Floor plans [scale: 1/8" =1'01
Exteriorelevations of all sides of proposed buildings [ 1/8" = 1'01
Exteriormaterials
Building Height Sketch showing height
Written statement summarizing setback, height, square footage and
proposed construction and whetherany variance requests will be
made.
Sketch Plan Review Evaluation and Criteria:
(a) Compliance with the covenants and guidelines [ ]
(b) Documentation is clear and accurate. [ ]
(c) All variances requests regarding these regulations are clearlydefined and in
writing. [ ]
NOTES:
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Final Plan Review Checklist
date: block lot
Owner's
name: tel.: address:
Architect's
name: tel.: address:
Builder's
name: tel.: address:
Two copies of all necessary materials for the Final Plan Review &
Approval must be submitted to the Professional Representative at least 10 days
prior to their scheduled meeting. The Professional Representative can only
approve a final plan submittal when each of the items listed below has been
submitted and approved.
1.0.[ ]
1.1.[ ]
1.2.[ ]
1.3.[ ]
2.0.[ ]
2.1.[ ]
2.2.[ ]
2.3.[ ]
2.4.[ ]
2.5.[ ]
2.6.[ ]
2.7.[ ]
2.8.[ ]
2.9.[ ]
3.0. [.....]
3.1. [.....]
3.2. [.....]
3.3. [.....]
3.4. [.....]
3.5. [.....]
GENERAL
Antelope Commons Plan Review Fee
Square footage summary
Statement of building height and building height calculations.
SITE PLAN [scale 1/8"= 1'] minimum requirements:
Property boundaries
Easements and setbacks
Existing and proposed contours at two foot intervals
Building footprint, including location of air conditioning compressor
Trash enclosure
Proposed walks, wall screens, driveways, parking, decks, pools,
patios, accessory buildings and all site improvements.
Materials to be utilized for construction of walks, driveways, decks,
pools, patios.
Surface drainage
Finished floor elevations.
LANDSCAPE and IRRIGATION PLAN [same scale as site plan]
Extent and location of all plant materials and landscape features
Final grading, extent of cut and fill
Plant schedule identifying material and quantities to be used
Proposed treatment of all ground surfaces [turf, ground cover.
mulch, pavers, etc.]
Extent of turf areas to be mowed and irrigated [transition zone
maintained, irrigation method indicated]
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3.6. [.....J Existing plant materials and natural site features [trees,
waterfrontsJ which are included and / or affecting the site.
3.7. [ J Proposed seed mixes and rate
3.8. [ J Lighting location, type and wattage
3.9. [ J Details of specific landscape features.
3.10.[ J Irrigation systems - specify:
4.0.[ J BUILDING DOCUMENTATION [1/8" = 1'01 minimum
requirements:
4.1.[ J
4.2.[ J
4.3.[ J
4.4.[ J
4.5.[ J
4.6.[ J
4.7.[ J
4.8.[ J
NOTES:
Floor plans
Roof plan including gutters and down sprouts
Sections
Elevations
Materials specifications
Solar verification, including solar energy equipment specification
Color scheme
Significant details
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Week 8
Primary topic: Lincoln/Lancaster County land use trends and planning.
Observing land use changes andplanningprocesses in one 'sown community is an important
supplement to reading and lectures. The city ofLincoln and Lancaster County provide a
laboratory for studying the urbanization ofrural landscapes--all ofthe elements ofthis complex
process are evident here.
A lecture by Mike DeKalb ofthe Lincoln/Lancaster County planning department provides
background on land use trends and condition for Lincoln and the surrounding county. The
handout from the lecture, which provides statistics for this area, is included in this section. This
material prepares the class for a half-dayfield trip from the urban center ofLincoln to the
suburban edge to the outer rural areas.
Readings from Under the Blade include three case studies from Virginia that provide a good
overview ofthe challenges facing planners in rapidly developing areas, and some ofthe options
for regulating growth andpreserving agricultural land and open space. Case Study 13 describes
the impact that school placement has on sprawl in Lincoln NE.
Materials in this section:
Information packet on Lincoln/Lancaster Co. planning and land use
Lincoln field trip information
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Lincoln/Lancaster County Trends, Conditions, and Plans
Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
March 3, 1999
~ By Mike DeKalb, Lincoln Lancaster County Planning
Department.
Part 1
What the Plan says, Trends; population, city growth, building permits, farming.
Part 2
Techniques and tools;
The Plan is policy , not law
Zoning; density and land use. Since 1926 in Lincoln, 1963 in Lancaster County
AG - 20 acre minimum lot size district
AGR - 3 acre minimum lot size zoning
Farmstead split off, to one acre
clustering is allowed by special permit, 20% bonus for environmental,
farming, or solar access design .
. overlays such as floodplain and airport approach zones
"Grandfathering" protects pre-existing legally crea,ted lots and uses.
Subdivision ( the creation of parcels 10 acres or less in size), requires water
information on quality and quantity.
Annexation - automatic with a plat abutting the city, required for city sewer and
water
extra territorial jurisdiction, Lincoln regs apply 3 miles from the city limits, since
1929, other towns have one mile jurisdiction.
Lincoln Municipal sewer and water must be in the city to receive (policy)
Two rural water districts in the S. E. part of the city and county, need city approval
to expand in the 3 mile.
School automatically moves with City Limits.
Fire Department moves with City limits, into Rural Fire Districts ( repayment
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formula)
Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) and County 1&6 budget. The government
infrastructure of where and when for pipes, roads, schools, bridges, trails, parks,
etc.
No other area may incorporate within 5 miles of an existing incorporated town.
Sanitary Improvement Districts (quasi governmental entities) for subdivision to issue
bonds for sewer, water, streets, etc.) must be approved by the jurisdiction and is
generally discouraged in Lincoln's jurisdiction.
Health Regulations are joint City and County for wells, septic tank, lagoons, etc.
The Lower Platte South NRD has all ( almost) of Lancaster County in a Ground
Water Management area.
Conservation Easements are allowed and sometimes required. Need local approval.
Taxation- "green belt" allows deferential assessment. Dual value of market and
farm with a three year rollback capture if the land is changed.
F:IFILESIPLANNINGISHORTlmikeylmarchcias.mvd.wpd
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Lancaster County: Dec. 9, 1996
Lancaster County is located in the southeast corner of Nebraska, approximately 32
miles west of Iowa and 37 miles north of Kansas.
Lancaster County is 846 square miles in area, being about 36 miles in width and
48 miles in length north-south. The population in 1994 was 225,743 persons, 90%
of whom lived in Lincoln. Lincoln is the County Seat as well as the State Capitol.
The city of Lincoln occupies about 70 square miles of the county.
Lancaster county was formed in 1855 by the Territorial Legislature. The first
European-American settler in Lancaster county arrived in 1856 and settled near
present day Roca.
There are 13 incorporated towns in the County; Bennet, Davey, Denton, Firth,
Hallam, Hickman, Lincoln, Malcolm, Panama, Raymond, Roca, Sprague, and
Waverly.
There are 1,359 farms in the county and 536,888 acres, 77% of the county, in
farm production.
There are 13 public school districts serving the county and 4 mayor colleges, the
University of Nebraska Lincoln, Union College, Wesleyan University, and Southeast
Community College.
The county includes over 400 miles of warm-water streams and 13 Recreational
Lake facilities ranging in size from 20 to 1,800 acres of water surface. The county
also has about 65 miles of trails.
The county is served by the Lincoln Municipal Airport. Rail service by the
Burlington and Union Pacific Rail Roads. Highways include the Interstate 80, U.S.
Highways 77, 34, and 6, and State Highways 2, 33, 43 and 79. The City of
Lincoln operates a local bus system named "Star Tran".
Public safety is by the Lancaster County Sheriff and the Lincoln Police Department.
There are 17 Rural Fire Districts and the Lincoln Fire Department. All county
emergancy services are coordinated through 911. There are three major hospitals in
Lincoln.
shared\ wp\county. mvd
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1990 census data reveals:
Population
• 75.530 households in Lincoln with population of 191.172
o 7.655 housaholds in balance of countywith population of 21.063
Income
o 1990 Madian Household Incoma: $28.056
• 20.521 [10.7%) persons were belowpoverty rate
o 42.9% incomes at or below80% of City median income
o Percentage of minority population in very-iow- and low-income categories greater than whites
o 11.261 owner-occupied households at or below80"1a median income. Greater than 36% are experiencing cost
burden problem.
• 43.2% of renters at or below 80% median income are experiencing cost burden
Housing
o In 1990, home ownership was 58.11 % in Lincoln and 85.4% in balance of county.
o 41 .9% of the units are occupied by renters and 14.6% in balance of county.
o 20.3% of the homes in Lincoln were constructed prior to 1939: 81% in the balance of the county.
o There was a 10"1a increase in single family units in Lincoln between 1980-1990; and 24% increase in multi-family
units.
o The 5 lowest census districts of home ownership are located in the central district.
o The central district has 38% of the City's occupied rental units.
Other facts and figures relating to Lancaster County.
Demographic trends that were extrapolated from 1990 Census and published by the Consortium for
Planning and Advocacy:
• . The population of Lancaster County has been growing at a faster rate than Nebraska as a whole.
Between the years 1970 and 1990, the popuiation of Lancaster County increased 27.2 percent,
compared to a 6.4 percent increase for the entire state.
o The population in Lancaster County is gradually aging, consistent with national trends. Between the years
1970 and 1990, the Lancaster County population under age 18 decreased 7.4 percent while the
population aged 65 and older increased one percent. .
o The nonwhite population in Lancaster County is gradually increasing with the most significant growth
occurring in the Asian American population.
Average sale price of single-family residential sales in Lincoln YTO 10/97 - $1 06,921; 10.66% increase
over 2 years ago.
Total number of dwelling units in Lincoln as of 1/1/96 is 90,600; multi-family 26,264; and single
family/duplex 64.336. .
Lincoln Housing Authority [LHA] owns and manages 1,044 units with 130 more units in development as
Wood Bridge Project. LHA provides tenant-ibased rental assistance for another 2,797 units. As of 11/97.
LHA had 2,303 applications for housing assistance on a waiting list; 1,779 of the requests are for Section 8
assistance.
u.s. Census annual estimates of population completed 7/1/96 for Lincoln and Lancaster County are:
o Lancaster County 231,765
• Lincoln 209,192
• Balance of County 22.573
There has been a 8.23% increase in population in Lincoln since 1990.
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Directional Growth Areas for
Long Term Planning:
Lincoln Urban Area The Analyois lISSIDDCd a County-wideJlOI"1lationbose of350,OOO persons,with noJRd--of growth. The areas were utilized to ca1culale
futurecapllalinfrnsuuc:t=: coots and to identify
other growth impacts.
The four Directional Growth Areas will fonn the
basis for further plamliog analysis .. part of the
South andEastBeltwayMIs, Antelope Valley MIS,
and otheron.png planningefforts.
The Dl=tional Growth Analyois included an
.....sment of growth contained within the "Future
Service Limit" boundary. This analysis waa
termed the "Build Out Scenario.'
Thismapdisplays the four major "Directional
Growth Areas' utilizedin the "Directional Growth
Analysis" prepared by CitylCounty staff and
prese:nted to the Supert:OIllllXlllS on November 22,
1996.
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~ PRIME FARMLAND (GENERALIZED)
SOURCE: S.C.S. - LESA PROGRAM. 1984 208
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Lancaster Co.
SOIL NAME
PRIME FARMLANDS
LANCASTER COUNTY, NEBRASKA
SOILS WITHIN THE FOLLOWING MAP UNITS ARE IDENTIFIED AS PRIME FARMLAND:
MAP
SYMBOL ACRES
WtB
WtC2
Zo
Zp
Bw Butler silt loam, terrace, 0 to 1 percent slopes y 2,050
Bu Butler silt loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes y 2,odo
Co Colo silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes y 2,900
Cr Crete silt loam, terrace, 0 to 1 percent slopes 4,000
Ct Crete silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 9,200
CrB Crete silty clay loam, terrace, 1 to 3 percent slopes 4,000
CrC Crete silty clay loam, terrace, 3 to 6 percent slopes 1,450
JfC Judson fine sandy loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes 330
JuC Judson silt loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes 29,500
Ke Kennebec silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 22,900
Lm Lama silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes y 1,800
No Nodaway silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 16,800
Sk Sharpsburg silty clay loam, terrace, 0 to 2 percent slopes 3,570
""'Ie she. Sharpsburg silty clay loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes 40,750
J w+ Wymore silty clay loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes 7,450
Wymore silty clay loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 6,350
Wymore silty clay loam, 3 to 7 percent slopes, eroded 91,500
Zook silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes y 4,100
Zook silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes y 2,250
.. Total 252,900 ..
'. :5 5~ J~Y Where drained. This soil generally has been adequately drained either by the ~
application of drainage measures or by incidental drainage resulting from fanning
operations, road building, and other land development.
tiE-T.G. Notice No. 153
Secti on II-0-2
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NE-SCS-December 1982
POPULATION FOR LANCASTER COUNTY AND LINCOLN
CENSUS
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
LANCASTER CO.
POPULATION
153
7.074
28.090
76.395
64.835
73.793
85.902
100,324
100.585
119,742
155,272
167,972
192.884
213.641
LINCOLN CITY
POPULATION
2.441
13.003
55.154
40.169 if
43.973 •
54.948
75.933
81 .984
98,884
128.521
149.518
171 .932
191 .972
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LINCOLN ANNEXATIONS: 1960 TO PRESENT
YEAR
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998 (To Date)
t(t/, S';:'
pd.7?,
17- . r9
'1 rf
ACRES
ANNEXED
(Base)
206.5
136.5
4,369.1
2,233.3
2,173.2
1,008.0
3,558.1
972.7
637.1
115.4
426.9
644.8
55.2
245.2
901.7
532.7
710.5
781.5
1,003.0
991.1
381.5
77.0
0.9
6.2
149.9
36.3
36.9
80.5
214.0
1,518.7
143.2
206.9
473.7 .
356.5
563.7
271.8
1,626.4
433.5
423.3
<;7 "0,"
/!5
(!J.t. ,'iii
O. &7-
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CUMULATIVE
AREA
(Square Miles)
25.54
25.86
26.08
32.90
36.39
39.79
41.36
46.92
48.44
~.12A4._..
49.62
50.29
51.29
51.38
51.76
53.17
54.00
55.11
56.34
.57.90 ..
59.45
60.05
60.17
60.17
60.18
60.41
60.47
60.53
60.65
.....6.Q-.9..L ..
63.36
63.58
63.91
64.65
65.21
66.09
66.51
69.05
69.73
70.39
May 7,1998
RESPONSE TO PC REQUEST #98-1
The following presents information for the City of Lincoln and Lancaster County as requested by
Planning Commissioner Cecil Steward at the Commission's January 14, 1998 meeting.
• Net Growth in Population
U.S. Census Estimates of Population
Date Lancaster City of Lincoln
of Census
or Estimate Population Annualized Population Annualized
Change Change
April 1, 1990 213,641 -- 191,972 --
July 1, 1991 216,756 1.16% 195,270 1.37%
July 1, 1992 220,047 1.52% 198,560 1.68%
July 1, 1993 223,708 1.66% 204,633 1.23%
JUly 1, 1994 226,209 1.12% 204,633 1.23%
July 1, 1995 228,638 1.07% 207,115 1.21 %
July 1, 1996 231,765 1.37% 209,192 1.00%
• Area Change to City Limits
Year Acres Annexed Cumulative Area
of Lincoln
1993 356.5 65.21
1994 563.7 66.09
1995 271.8 66.51
1996 1,626.4 69.05
1997 433.5 69.73
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Rural Residential Development
July 31, 1997
In response to requests from a number of groups and individuals for more accurate data about
acreage development in Lancaster County, the Planning Department, in cooperation with the
County Assessor's Office, has undertaken this study of residential land use in Lancaster County,
outside of the City of Lincoln. Major findings of the study include the following:
• There are 9,526 residential parcels of land in Lancaster County, outside of the City of
Lincoln.
• Of this total, 7,889 parcels are occupied and 1,637 are vacant. This is a vacancy rate that
approaches 20%.
• Of the total number of residential parcels, 29% are "acreage," 25% are "lots," 21% are
"farms," and 25% are village residential."
• For parcels typically viewed, as rural residential (neitherfarm nor village), there are 3,855
occupied residential parcels and 1,275 vacant residential parcels. This is a vacancy rate of
24.9%.
This report was not intended to address the many important policy questions regarding the future
of residential development in Lancaster County. Nor was it intended to address such market
questions as whether the vacant parcels are all buildable or if an inventory of 25% vacant parcels
UNCOLN CITY·lANCASTER COUNTY PLANNING DEAlIRTMENT
555.South 10th S1reet. Uncaln, Ne2~ • (402) 441·7491 • FAX: 441-6377
,,--,_ ... -
Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
6 March 1999
Field Trip
Land Use Trends and Issues in Lincoln, Nebraska
8 am: Depart Keirn Hall; Follow Holdrege to 16th Street heading south.
At Y street note channeled Antelope Creek, which emerges several blocks to the southeast from a
buried culvert. Bringing the buried portion of the creek to the surface within a greenway
paralleling a new four-lane boulevard is part ofthe proposed Antelope Creek project to reduce
flooding, improve downtown transportation, and spur investment in the Malone and Clinton
neighborhoods.
Tum east from 16th on Vine; go to the UNL Beadle Center parking lot for first stop (Figure 1).
Discussion ofproposed Antelope Valley project led by Richard Sutton. Note urban
redevelopment townhouses to east ofTrago Park.
Depart 8:35. East on Vine to 27th; then south on 27th.
Highway 2 marks the 1960 boundary of the city. On west side of 27th, an area between Highway
2 and Heide Lane (.5 miles south of Old Cheney) was annexed in the late 1960s. The area to the
east of 27th was annexed in the late 1970s. The area south of Ridge Line Road (1/3 mile north of
Pine Ridge Road) to the current southern boundary of the city was annexed in the early to mid-
1990s.
At Pine Lake Road, tum east and go to Beaver Creek Lane (roughly .5 miles west of S. 56th);
tum right on Beaver Creek Lane, then take second left onto Sugar Creek Road; continue to
undeveloped cul-de-sac at end ofroad. This is the southern edge of current city development
(Figure 2).
9:00: Discussion of south Lincoln growth patterns and future development with Ray Hill,
Lincoln/Lancaster County Planning Department. Sugar Creek houses as examples of subdivision
architecture.
Depart 9:30. South on 56th; note the many acreages just outside the city services boundary; cross
Yankee Hill Road, which is proposed for a four-lane arterial that would cross Wilderness Park on
an elevated roadway to connect south Lincoln with Highway 77. At 56th and Saltillo Road, turn
right to 54th, south on 54th to Bennet Road. The proposed route for the south beltway lies
between Saltillo and Bennet Roads (Figure 3).
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Drive east on Bennet to 68th; north on 68th .5 miles is proposed location of interchange for south
beltway; continue to Saltillo, east on Saltillo to 70th, north on 70th to Pioneers Blvd., east on
Pioneers to Antelope Commons (Figure 4), entering and parking by old Nebraska Nursery
building.
10:00: Tour and discussion of Antelope Commons development (Figure 5) with architect Keith
Dubas, a leader of the design team for the development.
Depart II :00. East on Pioneers. Note that the ridge line demarcating the Stevens Creek
watershed lies just east of 84th. The City/County Planning commission voted to recommend that
city services be extended into the western portion of the Stevens Creek watershed (Figure 6).
Stevens Creek crosses Pioneer Boulevard near 134th Street. Turn north on 138th; the route
selected by the Lincoln City Council and the Lancaster County Board of Commissioners for the
east beltway lies just to the east along 141st Street.
1/4 mile south of East Van Dorn, turn left on Retzlaff Lane and enter Stevens Creek Stock farm
(Figure 7), established in 1858, and listed in the National Register ofHistoric Places.
II: 15: Discussion with owners Dale and Rhoda Retzlaff, Marleen Rickersen, and other family
members about the history of the farm and the Stevens Creek area, and the impact ifthe beltway
is built.
Depart by 12:30. 138th north to East Van Dorn, west on Van Dorn to 134th, north on 134th to A
Street, west on A crossing Stevens Creek to re-enter proposed urban services area, then through
Walton, past more acreages, north on 84th along current edge of city. Major commercial
development underway at intersection with Holdrege. West on Holdrege to East Campus.
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Figure 5 Overall view of the Antelope Commons model. The
reconstructed wetlands and creek lie southeast to northwest
along the southern boundary of the development. On the western
side of the development, the Main Common is bounded by row
houses, single and duplex residences, and commercial space. The
eastern portion of the model shows a treed boulevard flanked by
clusters of residences each centered on their own commons.
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From The News, 21 January 1999, Waverly, NE.
Landowners dealing with
reality of pending beltway
By Jo<li Fuson
Staff Reporter
I don't want to be on hold for 10
years."
The Lemkes own 25 acres. A
major creek runs through their
property, something engineers will
RURAL LINCOLN - Recent have to contend with, Deb said.
adjustments in the And just east of the Lemke property
east beltway route have alleviated is farmland that has an extensive
headaches for some landowners and irrigation system. The beltway
created more for others; would cut the property in two,
Deb Lemke is one landowner making the system unusable, she
who is waiting to see where said.
additional adjustments might be Lemke questions several details
made. She and her husband, Rod, that have not been looked at, such
bought their home at about 141st as "Will the beltway have to go
and Alva Road nine years ago. over Waverly's wells south of
Originally the beltway was to cut town?" and have the studies been
through farmland east of their completed in the areas where the
home. But recent adjustments, so beltway jogs west. See map for
that engineers can avoid Waverly's beltway route.
high school, have altered that route Lemke believes area residents did
somewhat. "The way it's drawn not have fair representation on the
now, it would come close to our Lancaster County Board when the
back door," Lemke said. route was chosen. Only three of the
A recent map shows the corridor five members voted. Commissioners
proceeding north from the south closest to the issue, District 5
beltway along I4Ist Street and then representative Steve 'Svoboda, and
jogging back west at Alvo Road to District 4 representative Bernie
connect up with Interstate 80 and Heier of Walton, did not vote.
U.S. Highway 6 near 127th Street. Svoboda was absent, and Heier
"I want to see exactly where it's' could not vote because of a conflict
going to go, not "Can we move it of interest. He owns property in all
here or there?" Lemke said. "From. three of the east routes that were
our standpoint, we'd like to know. bt;jng studied.
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Lemke called the Lincoln City
Council' and Lancaster County
Board's Dec. 15 decision politically
motivated. "The reasons were not
justified," she said.
Landowner Marvin Hall plans to
live on his farm near 141st and
Havelock as long as he and his
wife Doris' health holds out. The68-y~ar-old retired farmer said 160
acres of his land could be affected
by the beltway.
He estimates 17 residences, arc
currently in its path. From his
calculations, the beltway would pass
within 30-60 feet of his house. "At
this point my house doesn't have
any value because it's in the
beltway corridor," he said. .
Hall has shared his concerns
about the decreased value of his
property with HWS engineers. And
as for his house? He has been told
that the corridor can be adjusted to
miss homes.
A meandering beltway could
potentially cut through. more
farmland and affect more residents.
Art Althouse said the beltway could
affect portions of 1000 acres his
family farms but not necessanly hIS
home ..
See BELTWAY on "age 10
He figures 20 acres per mile will
be lost to the beltway. More would
be lost atthe interchanges planned
for every two miles. Althouse based
his figures' on what Interstate 80
took when it went through.
A beltway would cut several
pieces of land in two, making. it
difficult to farm, Althouse said.
Althouse lives, at approximately
I34th and McKelvie Road.
He is somewhat discouraged
about the recent beltway corridor
choice because he believes the input
he provided' on the South and East
Beltway Citizens Advisory
Committee was ignored. Althouse
has served on the committee since it
was formed in 1995.
"The part that's really
disappointed us is they' took
advantage of us," Althouse said.
When he began his work on the
committee, he said there were two
goals presented. One was to study
whether a beltway was needed and
the other was to identify where to
locate a beltway. "It was I 1/2
years before we addressed whether
a beltway was needed, and then it
. was ignored," he said.
He added that the information
from the study showed the east far
route was the poorest choice. "Each
mile you moved it out you reduced
its use by 25 percent," Althouse
said.
And yet, during the committee
meetings, Althouse said he was told
it would be better to put the beltway
out in the country away from
developments. He believes farmers
were perceived to be less resistent.
"It (the beltway decision) wasn't
based on the facts that the engineers
presented," he added. "They really
don't have anything to substantiate,
their decision with. " ,
And it's even harder to swallow
that decision when the City of
Lincoln had a big say in that
decision. The vote was 4-2 in favor
of the far east beltway. "It's pretty
hard on you when the City of
Lincoln comes out and tells us what
to do with land we thought we
owned," Althouse said.
Farmer Rod Otley, too, will feel
the impact of the beltway if it goes
through 'where it is currently drawn.
He figures the road will come very
close to his house at I4Ist and
Adams Street. If it comes too close,
he said he'll move.
," Somebody did a better job
selling their idea, than we did,"
Otley said. He is a member of the
CARS group that was formed. to
represent landowners residing
between 134th and I48th streets.
CARS 'sfands for Citizens for
Accountable Route -Selection.
He believes the City Council and
Lancaster County Board went
against the beltway study findings
when they chose the east far route.
, The Dale and Rhoda Retzlaff
family feels especially wounded
because they say they didn't get an
opportunity to speak before the east
far route was added back into the
equation. It was onglnsttythrown
OUI after the beltway study showed
it was the least feasible route cost
wise and usage wise.
The east beltway would take
approximately 10 percent of the
Stevens Creek Stock Farm they ownjust southeast of Walton. The farm
is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
The south beltway will also have
impacts on the Retzlaff farm, but
Rhoda said the family can live with
it because it was proven it was~ the
best route.
Marleen Rickertsen, the
Retzlaff's oldest daughter, said she
doesn't have much faith in how
engineers will work around her
family's historic property and the 12
other historical sites she has
identified. "There is no writing or '
resolution to guarantee it won't
impact those sites," she said.
Karen Miller, Dale and Rhoda's
youngest 'daughter, and her
husband, John, banked on the fact
that Lincoln's comprehensive plan
showed no threat of a future
, beltway beyond 134th Street when
; they decided to star! a wholesale
tree nursery business. "When we
purchased the land in 1984 we knew
for sure we were free and clear,"
Karen Miller said.
Now their land, located at 141st
and Van Dom, lies right in the path
of the beltway.' "At this point, it
would ,take our home and our
nursery." Karen said.
"If it would have been a good
business decision where the facts
supported it, we would have taken
our lumps," John said. The decision
may force him to rethink what he
will do after he retires next year.
He had planned to live off of the
20-acre nursery operation. "Instead
of putting money in the bank, we:re
putting it in the ground," John said,
Alfred O'Dell is an example of a
small acreage owner living in the
beltway. The beltway would cUI
through to the west of his 2-acre
plot. "Most of the lot and buildings(his home, a garage and shed) are
in the corridor," he said.
"If they build thatthing they're
going to pave the road that,goes In
front of my house (Van Dom)," he
said. He doesn't want the added
noise from increased traffic 'on Van '
Dorn or froilQ' beltway.
"Any kind of super highway that
comes within a mile of me is
undesirable because of the noise,"
he said. An interchange is also
planned at Van Dorn Street.
"This highway is not designed to
relieve traffic congestion in
Lincoln," O'Dell said, He believes
the reason Lincoln City Council
members voted in favor of the
farthest out corridor is because they
didn't want a super highway going'
through prime development
property. And yet, city-county
planners are in no hurry to approve
development east of Lincoln,
according to a Jan. 5 Lincoln-
, Journal Star article.
O'Dell believes much of
Lincoln's traffic problems could
have been solved with better
planning. Every mile road should
have been widened, he said. "They
didn't do it right in the first place,
and they still aren't doing it right."
When the beltway will be built is
still up in the air. City and county
officials are hoping to secure federal
money to fund the project.
In the mean time, engineers will
be meeting with the estimated 200
landowners in the beltway area over
the next few months to discuss the
route in more detail, according to
HWS consultant Jim Linderholrn. A
meeting between government
officials is scheduled for earlv
February to discuss outstandingissues between all parties involved.
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::Beltway/141 st Street is likely route, but it could change
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'::'tar roufe. She said the study was on. million hours <\nd$8.7 million.a corndo~tbatbasbeen ..lectod. .
"'forcod to ignore other issues of that year in prevented accident costs. EnVU'Onm.ntal ,and cultural, im-
'area. iddl .' t pacts from a road also wilLreceiv.
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:::;:"j State Sen. Don W.s.ly, who will ed to cost.between $142.5 millionan return with actual roadway options
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d
~wee3milln.~9,000 and tios and homes.
reli.f for Lincoln. "By choosing a ~,~ ho~ a!1 .~, Ion a year "Not everyone will be happy with
'·dos.r route; we could have carried in accident savings, " the fmaldetails," Linderholm said.
'·;mor. traffic with a better costbene- • The far ro~t. was projected to It is also possible that further
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Week 9
Project groups meet, and then present briefstatus reports to the entire class. This provides an
opportunity for feedback and collaboration among the projects.
An in-class midterm exam addresses the following learning objectives:
Describe the majorfactors influencing land use decisions in the US. Questions #1, 5
Describe the patterns and consequences ofland conversion in the us. Questions #2a, 3a,b
Demonstrate a familiarity with land use planning tools, policies, and procedures. Questions #2b,
3c,4
Identify alternatives to sprawl and other typical development patterns. Questions #6
Example answers (provided in this section) are given to the students at the end ofexam, and then
discussed the following week.
Materials in this section:
Midtermexam
Midtermexam exampleanswers
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Urbanization of Rural Landscapes
10 March 1999
Midterm Exam
1. a. (1 point) What is the current population of the United States?
b. (2 points) The equivalent ofhow many Nebraskas are added each year to the U.S.
population?
2. Structure and function are closely related in landscapes. (a) (20 points) What are the structural
characteristics of conventional suburbs that work against human interactions and the fostering of
a sense of community? Remember that even within suburbs, structure can be analyzed at
different spatial scales. (b) (5 points) Give three examples of city regulations that impede the
development of community-friendly suburbs.
3. A developer purchases several farms in an agricultural area at the edge of a city with the
intention of converting the farms to acreage developments. He considers the average purchase
price of $6000 per acre to be a good reflection of the value of the land.
(a) (2 points) Define the term "externality" in the context ofland purchase and conversion.
(b) (22 points) Describe the negative externalities associated with the conversion to low-density
development of several farms in this urban-fringe agricultural area.
(c) (6 points) Describe two methods that a government might use to ensure that the price of
agricultural land for development more fully reflects the negative externalities associated with
development.
4. (25 points) As methods that a municipality could use to preserve farmland from development,
what are the strengths and weaknesses of (a) purchase of development rights, (b) transfer of
development rights, (c) exclusive agricultural zoning, (d) differential assessment for property tax
purposes, and (e) area-based allocation or "cluster" zoning.
5. (5 points) What is "friction of distance" and how does it relate to farmland conversion? Since
WWII, has the "friction of distance" in the United States generally increased or decreased? Why?
6. Conventional and ecological design can be contrasted in terms ofmany different issues or
characteristics. For example, the operation of conventionally designed buildings usually relies on
non-renewable energy sources such as coal and nuclear, while ecological design relies on
renewable energy sources such as solar and wind.
(a) (10 points) Contrast conventional and ecological design in terms of five other general design
issues.
(b) (2 points) Describe four structural elements that you might find in an ecologically designed
house in eastern Nebraska.
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10 March 1999
Midterm Exam
Example Answers
I. (a) (1 point) What is the current population of the United States?
(b) (2 points) The equivalent of how many Nebraskas are added each year to the u.s.
population?
(a) 272 million = US population
(b) 2.66 million (annual US increase) + 1.66 million (Nebraska population) = 1.6 Nebraskas
2. Structure and function are closely related in landscapes. (a) (20 points) What are the structural
characteristics of conventional suburbs that work against human interactions and the fostering of
a sense of community? Remember that even within suburbs, structure can be analyzed at
different spatial scales. (b) (5 points) Give three examples of city regulations that impede the
development of community-friendly suburbs.
(a) Positive interactions in shared common spaces are the glue that holds a community together.
When people wall themselves offphysically and mentally from their streets, and have no other
local sites for interactions, then communities become simply a grouping of individual dwellings.
Many ofthe structural elements ofmodern suburbs reinforce isolation.
Suburb-scale
The segregation ofcommercial, residential, recreational, and business enterprises in different
areas force a dependence on the automobile and greatly reduce pedestrian use of streets. The lack
of a comer store or dairy shop removes any focal point for community interaction. Restrictions
on "granny apartments," apartments above stores, and other lower-cost housing options reduces
the diversity ofpeople in an area and means that residential areas are fairly deserted during the
work/school day, and business/commercial areas are deserted at night. Instead of many small
parks, schools and churches integrated within neighborhoods, mega-churches, schools and
recreational complexes service wide areas and require access by automobile.
Gated communities segregate parts of the larger community from other parts. Liberal use of the
bulldozer to eliminate trees, topographic variety, and other natural features reduces the aesthetic
interest of an area and lessens the sense ofplace that makes people feel loyal to an area. One
neighborhood looks and feels like another.
Street-scale
Wide streets with fast moving or dense traffic are major barriers to pedestrians. Combined with a
lack of diversity in housing architecture, the result is a sterile environment with little of interest
to encourage walking. Street-side attached garages present a blank, uninviting wall to
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pedestrians, while allowing residents to drive directly into their homes with no chance of
interaction with neighbors. Lack of sidewalks and bike paths contributes to auto use in lieu of
walking. Dead-end cul-de-sacs force traffic onto major arterials and limit pedestrian routes.
Excessive covenants within a development strip owners of a sense of control and involvement in
creating their community, and result in a lack of structural diversity and an aesthetically
uninteresting street scene.
House-scale
The internal organization of individual houses can detract substantially from any communally-
owned feeling for the street and other common areas. Lack of windows facing the street, lack of
porches, walled back or front yards, and wide set-backs all isolate the house from the street.
(b) Examples include wide minimum street widths, large minimum set-backs for houses,
minimum lot sizes, and single-use zoning.
3. A developer purchases several farms in an agricultural area at the edge of a city with the
intention of converting the farms to acreage developments. He considers the average purchase
price of $6000 per acre to be a good reflection of the value of the land.
(a) (2 points) Define the term "externality" in the context ofland purchase and conversion.
An externality is a cost or benefit of a change in land use that is experienced by parties beyond
the seller and buyer and is not reflected in the market price.
(b) (22 points) Describe the negative externalities associated with the conversion to low-density
development of several farms in this urban-fringe agricultural area.
Public cost of infrastructure and services.
Reduction in the potential for local food production, food security, and the benefits of a local
agricultural economy.
Fostering of an impermanence syndrome for farming in the area and an increase in the
probability that other farmers will sell to developers.
Costs to neighboring farmers due to nuisance suits, traffic, and other negative interactions with
new non- farming residents.
Costs to farmers from increased property taxes and prices for acquisition of additional land for
farming or for entering farming.
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Reduction in ecosystem services and public goods such as wildlife habitat, recreation/hunting,
aesthetics, and perhaps hydrology/water quality.
Disruption of rural community and social structure.
(c) (6 points) Describe two methods that a govemment might use to ensure that the price of
agricultural land for development more fully reflects the negative externalities associated with
development.
Levy fees on developers to pay for infrastructure.
Impose capital gains or conveyance taxes on land sales with the proceeds earmarked for use in
reducing negative externalities such as the purchase of conservation easements on remaining
farmland. Where farmland has benefited from reduced property taxes as part of a greenbelt or
other program, make the back-tax penalty for conversion to development significant enough to
discourage speculation and to generate significant funding for PDR or other mitigating programs.
Require mitigation by developers for certain lost functions such as creation ofreplacement
wetlands or donation of conservation easements on other farmland.
Strict enforcement of environmental regulations such as no soil loss from construction sites or
protection of existing trees and natural features.
4. (25 points) As methods that a municipality could use to preserve farmland from development,
what are the strengths and weaknesses of (a) purchase of development rights, (b) transfer of
development rights, (c) exclusive agricultural zoning, (d) differential assessment for property tax
purposes, and (e) area-based allocation or "cluster" zoning.
Method Strength Weakness
PDR Permanently protects farmland Cost limits the amount of farmland that
Voluntary; landowner is paid for can be protected
easement Government may be outbid by developers
Landowner may receive estate and for key parcels, resulting in a fragmented
property tax benefits agricultural landscape
Government can target acquisitions
Land remains in private ownership and
on the tax rolls
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TDR Permanently protects farmland Can be complex to manage
Landowner is paid for easement Tricky to achieve balance between
Landowner may receive estate and sendingandreceiving areas
property tax benefits Receiving area must be willing to accept
Government can target acquisitions higher densities
Land remains in private ownership and Typically requires a strong real estate
on the tax rolls market for success
Low cost to government
Uses market mechanisms
exclusive Government can target locations Public opposition to takings may be high
agricultural zoning Contiguous blocks protected to ensure Uneven burden -- landowners in ag zone
critical mass of farmland may lose value while owners outside the
Low cost to government zone get a windfall
Reduces cost of public services by Subject to change as political winds shift
limiting sprawl Large zones will include pockets ofland
Value of land for agriculture may unsuited to agriculture
increase due to "permanence syndrome" Housingpricesmay increase due to
and reduction of nuisance problems restriction in developable land
Reduces speculative land price increases Requires diligent and competent
for development administration
Land remains in private ownership and
on the tax rolls
differential No acquisitioncosts Shifts property tax burden to non-
assessment Land remains in private ownership and agricultural lands
on the tax rolls Land is not permanently protected
Farmers shielded from increased taxes Tax savings and penalties for development
due to higher land prices for development often small compared to development
Government can target areas profits
Landowner receives property tax benefits Can subsidize speculation by reducing
holding costs of developers
area-based Low cost to government Fragmentation of landscape
allocation Development not precluded Widely dispersed clusters present an
Infrastructure costs reduced for each overall low density that may have high
development public infrastructure costs
Large portion of each parcel preserved as Protected areas may be too small for
open space underpermanent easement viable farming
Development can be sited to avoid best
farmland or environmental areas
5. (5 points) What is "friction of distance" and how does it relate to farmland conversion? Since
WWII, has the "friction of distance" in the United States generally increased or decreased? Why?
Friction of distance refers to the increase in commuting or transportation time and effort
associated with greater distance from a major population/employment center. In general, the
further removed in travel time that an area is from a population center, the lower the development
pressure. Construction of the interstate highway system and other road projects reduced travel
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time to many outlying areas, in effect reducing the friction of distance even though the actual
distance did not change. More recently, technological advances supporting telecommuting have
almost eliminated the friction of distance for many workers, allowing them to live where they
please. A growing population ofwealthy retirees can also decouple their choices ofliving sites
from consideration ofproximity to cities.
6. Conventional and ecological design can be contrasted in terms ofmany different issues or
characteristics. For example, the operation of conventionally designed buildings usually relies on
non-renewable energy sources such as coal and nuclear, while ecological design relies on
renewable energy sources such as solar and wind.
(a) (10 points) Contrast conventional and ecological design in terms of five other general design
issues.
There are many possible answers to this question. Five examples are:
Issue Conventional Design Ecological Design
Consideration of ecological Very little; standard designs Considers site and cultural
context imposed everywhere conditions
Design criteria Economics, custom, and Human and ecosystem health,
convenience ecological economics
Materials used in No consideration given to Local materials used when
construction source or recyclability possible; evaluated in terms
of ultimate reuse or recycling
Role of nature Large energy inputs used to Works with nature for
impose human conditions on processes such as wind for
environment cooling and solar energy for
heating
Sensitivity to local culture Homogenizes the world; Reflects local culture and
suburbs look the same from indigenous knowledge
city to city
(b) (2 points) Describe four structural elements that you might find in an ecologically designed
house in eastern Nebraska.
Some examples are south-facing windows and greenhouses for passive solar heating; straw bale
construction; limited window area on north side; landscaping with perennial warm-season
grasses; roof-fed cistern; wind-powered electrical generator; coniferous shelterbelt planted along
north side ofproperty; placement of cool rooms (e.g., closets and storage areas) on north side of
house; overhangs designed to block summer sun but not winter sun.
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Week 10
Community quality is a concept related to the degree to which the physical environment provides
opportunities for humans to fulfill their needs and desires (Smith et al. 1997) - i.e., the
relationship between structure andfunction ofthe local landscape. People commonly label as
ugly an environment that fails to meet their needs and desires. While they may not consciously
evaluate their surroundings in terms oflivability, connection or diversity, their aesthetic
judgement often represents an assessment ofthe functional quality ofthe landscape.
This weekfeatures an aesthetic quality exercise in which the students are shown 40 slides of
rural, suburban, and urban scenes selected to cover a wide range ofbuilt and rural
environments. Each student rates each scene in terms ofits visual appeal. The ratings are
compiled while the project groups meet, and then the class reconvenes to discuss and interpret
the results.
The purpose ofthe aesthetic quality exercise is to identify the types oflandscapes that are most
and least appealing to the class, and to identify the structural elements and arrangement of
elements that contribute to aesthetic appeal or lack thereof
Materials in this section:
Class exercise: Aesthetic qualities ofbuilt and natural environments
Selected results from aesthetic quality exercise
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Aesthetic Qualities of Built and Natural Landscapes
Community quality is a concept related to the degree to which the physical environment provides
opportunities for humans to fulfill their needs and desires (Smith et aI. 1997) - i.e., the
relationship between structure and function of the local landscape. Table I shows one approach
to categorizing the primary needs that we hope are met by our community.
Table 2 lists the basic structural elements of a community. The extent to which a particular
combination of these elements provides a sense of quality depends not only on the types and
quality of elements that are present, but on their spatial arrangement. For example, garages
located street-side present a sterile facade to pedestrians that reduces variety and interactions,
while garages set behind the houses on alleys have almost no effect on the street scene.
A structural element can have contradictory effects on quality. For example, fenced back yards
may increase privacy at the cost of community unity. Wide streets may increase auto-based
mobility while reducing pedestrian mobility.
The retention or inclusion of natural features in the built environment has an important effect on
community quality. E.O.Wilson speculates that humans have an innate need for contact with a
wide variety of species, a trait that he labels biophilia (Sutton 1999). Certainly the market
reflects this in the higher prices assigned to homes near green space or water, and in areas with
mature trees.
People commonly label as ugly an environment that fails to meet their needs and desires. While
they may not consciously evaluate their surroundings in terms oflivability, connection or
diversity, their aesthetic judgement often represents an assessment of the functional quality of the
landscape. " ...we can tell when a working landscape is properly designed. People show
significant agreement in their evaluation of what makes a landscape look good, and often these
are the same characteristics that promote necessary landscape functions....the aesthetic is a guide
to right form and function" (Sutton 1999).
The purpose of the Aesthetic Rating Exercise is to identify the types oflandscapes that are most
and least appealing to the class, and to identify the structural elements and arrangement of
elements that contribute to the aesthetic appeal or lack thereof. By recognizing these patterns, we
should be better able to participate in the design ofbuilt environments that are aesthetically and
functionally pleasing.
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Table I. Summary of needs and desires met by a quality community (Smith et aI. 1997).
Livability Character Connection Mobility Personal Diversity
freedom
survival sense ofplace fit accessibility control variety
health warmth continuity convenience expression choice
personal sense oftime unity activity pnvacy interest
environmental stability symbolism legibility affordability awareness
comfort aesthetics interaction
security belonging
Table 2. Physical form categories (Smith et aI. 1997).
Community
Urban block
Buildings
Streets
Pedestrian ways
Open space
Vegetation
Feature areas
General structure and pattern
General structure and pattern
General
Civic, community, institutional
Commercial, industrial
Residential
General
Parking: general
Byways
Main streets
Residential streets
Laneways
General
Sidewalks
Formal trails
General
Primary areas
Secondary and tertiary areas
Semi-public and private areas
General
Natural resources
Views
Smith, T., M. Nelischer, and N. Perkins. 1997. Quality of an urban community: A framework
for understanding the relationship between quality and physical form. Landscape and Urban
Planning 39:229-241.
Sutton, R. 1999. Ethics and aesthetics in the loss of farmland. pp. 217-246. In: R.K. Olson and
T.A. Lyson (eds.) Under the Blade: The Conversion of Agricultural Landscapes. Westview
Press, Boulder, CO.
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Name: _
Aesthetic Rating Exercise
The class will be shown a random sequence of 40 slides of a variety of urban, suburban, and rural
scenes, Each slide will be presented for approximately five seconds. Each student rates their
reaction to each scene on a scale of 1 to 5:
1 = very negative reaction; scene evokes very unpleasant feelings
3 = neutral reaction; no particular feeling good or bad
5 = very positive reaction; scene evokes very pleasant feelings
Please circle the number that corresponds to your reaction to each slide. Slides a-c are used for
warm-up,
Sillk Rating
a 1 2 3 4 5
b 1 2 3 4 5
c 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 2 3 4 5
2 1 2 3 4 5
3 1 2 3 4 5
4 1 2 3 4 5
5 1 2 3 4 5
6 1 2 3 4 5
7 1 2 3 4 5
8 I 2 3 4 5
9 1 2 3 4 5
10 1 2 3 4 5
11 1 2 3 4 5
12 1 2 3 4 5
13 1 2 3 4 5
14 1 2 3 4 5
15 1 2 3 4 5
16 1 2 3 4 5
17 1 2 3 4 5
18 1 2 3 4 5
19 1 2 3 4 5
20 1 2 3 4 5
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21 1 2 3 4 5
22 1 2 3 4 5
23 1 2 3 4 5
24 1 2 3 4 5
25 1 2 3 4 5
26 1 2 3 4 5
27 1 2 3 4 5
28 1 2 3 4 5
29 1 2 3 4 5
30 1 2 3 4 5
31 1 2 3 4 5
32 1 2 3 4 5
33 1 2 3 4 5
34 1 2 3 4 5
35 1 2 3 4 5
36 1 2 3 4 5
37 1 2 3 4 5
38 1 2 3 4 5
39 1 2 3 4 5
40 1 2 3 4 5
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Selected Results and Evaluation of Aesthetic Rating Exercise
Black and white pictures of these eight slides are shown on the following pages. The quality of
the original slides is obviously much higher.
Slide Rating Weighted
1 2 3 4 5
average rating
Slide 39 0 0 2 8 14 4.5
Slide 31 0 0 6 8 10 4.2
Slide 40 6 11 6 I 0 2.1
Slide 26 14 8 2 0 0 1.5
Slide 10 0 0 7 IS 2 3.8
Slide 18 17 7 0 0 0 1.3
Slide 38 I 7 10 4 2 3.0
Slide 32 8 12 3 1 0 1.9
Comments on results:
Slide 39. Rural landscapes rated highest, particularly if shot from high enough to show a broad
expanse with diversity of vegetation and landscape elements.
Slide 31. Some urban scenes also rated highly; scenes at a human scale, small buildings along
narrow streets (closure) without cars.
Slide 40. The conventional new suburban development with wide streets, large set-backs,
prominent garages, and no mature trees received low ratings.
Slide 26. Scenes of the suburban edge were rated lower than scenes of similar established
suburban developments. Some students commented that they felt a greater sense of loss when
viewing open space destined for development.
Slide 10. Higher ratings were given for older developments of smaller houses, front porches,
narrower setbacks, garages not visible, and larger trees.
Slide 18. The traditional strip sprawl with signage received the lowest ratings.
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Slide 38: This urban scene had the greatest diversity (spread) ofratings. The scene includes more
intimate scale buildings in the foreground with some diversity of architecture and vegetation,
while high rises and smog loom in the background. Different students seemed to focus on
different parts of the picture.
Slide 32. Although scenes with water are generally rated high, this extreme channelized stream
(drainage ditch) received a low rating. This argues for restoring streams and naturalizing
stormwater retention basins.
The average ratings of the forty slides covered ranged from 1.3 to 4.5. Eleven slides had ratings
in the range from 2.5 to 3.5, a result in some cases reflecting a lack of consensus and diversity of
opinions. However, the majority of scenes showed a clear trend in rating by the group; for 33
slides, two adjacent ratings accounted for more than 2/3s of the votes for each slide.
General assessment of exercise:
Students participated enthusiastically and the discussion was insightful. This is a good teaching
method for generating student involvement. It would be interesting to do the exercise at the
beginning ofthe course, and then toward the end to see if the students' perceptions changed.
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Week 11
The main theme is the relationship oflaws to the structure and appearance ofthe landscape.
Zoning and other land use regulations are words on pieces ofpaper, but those words have
important consequences for the structure andfunction oflandscapes. Regulations sometimes
translate into a different landscape than expected. It is difficult to visualize in advance the effects
ofa particular law.
The Department ofLandscape Architecture at The Pennsylvania State University has developed
a software package (PA BLUPRINTS) that allows the user to view the effects ofdifferent
regulations on urban, suburban, and rural landscapes. The connection between laws and the
landscape is nicely illustrated. We run the CD-ROM on a server so ten students can use the
package simultaneously in the computer lab. An overview ofPA BLUPRINTS (including how to
order it) and the instructions for our computer exercise using this software are included in this
section. This was one ofthe most popular exercises in the class -- students had to be told to stop
so others could use it. PA BLUPRINTS was developedfor use by communities in Pennsylvania.
but it is broadly applicable, especially as a teaching tool.
When students are not in the computer lab, they meet with their project groups.
Readings from Under the Blade include case studies for southeastern Pennsylvania, the
landscape within which PA BLUPRINTS was developed, and Florida.
Materials in this section:
PA Bluprints flier
Interactive computerexercise instructions
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PENNSTATE
~
"
College of Arts and Architecture
CommunicationslPublic Relations Office
203 SchwabAuditorium
University Park. PA J6802-2806
(814) 865·1871' Fax (814) 863.8054
David W.Johnson
Director
dwj4@J'lsu.edu
Two Penn State Department of Landscape Architecture faculty members have
developed an important new tool to help communities plan their futures.
PA BLUPRINTS (Best Land Use Principles & Results, Interactively Shown) is
a dynamic new multi-media CD-ROM created by a team of faculty and
consultants under the leadership of Kelleann Foster, project director, and
Timothy P. Johnson, technical director. It is designed to be used by taxpayers
and professionals alike, including solicitors, developers, municipal engineers
and those looking at economic impact issues.
Inspiration for the CD-ROM came from Foster's work with rural areas in
Pennsylvania struggling to control growth that threatens to erode the
positive characteristics of their communities. Foster notes that communities
have choices they can make about their future, but often are not aware of
them. "I knew that there are effective ways to make those choices a reality,"
she recalls, "but the challenge was to devise a way to illustrate many of them
while also suggesting ways to make them happen in any Pennsylvania
community.
"Just as blueprints for a building explain what goes where and how it will
look, zoning regulations act as a blueprint for a community, telling us what
can go where and what it will look like," Foster continues. "Communities
need to be able to control their destinies, and PA BLUPRINTS is a tool that
helps them do so."
PA BLUPRINTS contains a series of the best approaches to land use
regulations supplemented by easy-to-understand illustrations, as well as
pictures of actual examples of these in Pennsylvania. Everything contained
in FA BLUPRINTS can be implemented now in any community in
Pennsylvania with no state or federal prohibitions. Changes might be
necessary within local zoning codes. Foster emphasizes, "These are practical,
proven approaches that enable a community to retain cherished
characteristics and direct growth in a desired manner."
--- over ---
An EqU:lJ Opportunity University
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According to Berks County Planning Commission planner Tina Kerr, who
reviewed PA BLUPRINTS in the development stage, "We think it will be
useful, especially when people can manipulate photos to see the long-term
effects of their planning decisions."
The CD-ROM begins at a home screen that highlights topics related to
agriculture, community character, natural systems, signs, streetscapes and
trees/woods. A simple mouse click jumps to one of these areas to explore
regulatory approaches and place illustrations. BLUPRINTS contains
66 sets of images, some of which have as many as 30 simulations each.
Another important feature of PA BLUPRINTS is the notes section
accompanying the best land use principles and images. These notes address
questions and concerns typically voiced by taxpayers, solicitors, developers,
municipal engineers and those looking at economic impact. The notes also
contain a reference section for further study.
"I'm looking forward to using PA BLUPRINTS," says Ken Joseph, a real estate
attorney with the firm of Rose, Schmidt, Hasley & DiSalle, P.c. in Pittsburgh.
"I expect that it will save me time and save my clients money by making the
review of municipal ordinances and regulations easier."
The Center for Rural Pennsylvania, The Claneil Foundation and other
Pennsylvania foundations provided support for the development of PA
BLUPRINTS. Through their support and the College of Arts and
Architecture's Department of Landscape Architecture, each county in
Pennsylvania is receiving three CD-ROM copies of the PA BLUPRINTS.
Counties will decide how best to serve their individual municipalities, and
are being encouraged to make one CD available to the general public through
institutions such as libraries. Information contained is in the public domain,
and users are welcome to print out the text and images for reference and use.
To order a copy of the PA BLUPRINTS CD-ROM, send a check for $14 made
out to Penn State to the Department of Landscape Architecture, The
Pennsylvania State University, 210 Unit "0", University Park, PA 16802-1429.
The cost covers the disk plus postage and handling. This version of PA
BLUPRINTS is tailored to Pennsylvania's municipal code but can be of use to
communities in other states as well. The CD-ROM runs on both Mac and
Windows platforms.
Foster and Johnson are both associate professors of landscape architecture at
the Penn State's University Park campus in State College, PA. Professor
Foster may be reached at (814) 863-8133.
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Pa. BLUPRINTS
Best Land Use Principles & Results, Interactively Shown
•• Now Available ••
BLUPRINTS is an educational multimedia
presentation of innovative, yet practical,
land use regulatory techniques. Everything
shown can be applied in and is readily
accessible to communities in Pennsylvania.
Exemplary land use regulatory prin-
ciples cover six topics: Agricultural
Preservation; Community Character;
Natural Systems; Sign Control;
Streetscapes; and Tree Preservation
Each topic is supplemented by fur-
therinformation targeted towards
different audiences: Solicitor's
Notes; Citizen/ Taxpayer Info.;
Engineer' & Developer's Notes;
Economic Impacts; and Resources.
SuppQrted by:
Richard King Mellon Foundation
Center for Rural Pennsylvania
Claneil Foundation
Produced by:
Landscape Architecture Department
Penn State University
BLUPRINTS' goal is to enhance public
awareness of, and understanding about,
alternative regulatory options for guiding
development and protecting natural and
cultural resources in a community.
BLUPRINTS also includes a collec-
tion of dynamic image simulations
and graphics to clarify and illustrate
regulatory concepts that are currently
difficult to understand in typical text-
based ordinances.
TQ order a CQPY of the BLUPRINTS CD-ROM, send a
check for $14 (to cover disk and pQstage/handling),
made out to "Penn State University," to, Penn State
Landscape Architecture Dept. 210 Eng. Unit "0",
University Park, PA 16802-1429
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Pa. BLUPRINTS Interactive Computer Exercise
Introduction
During the 24 March class, we evaluated the aesthetic appeal of a variety of rural, suburban, and
urban scenes. Tonight's exercise expands on that analysis and ties it to the law chapter and some
of the case studies in Under the Blade by considering the relationship ofland use regulations to
the look of various landscapes.
Pa. BLUPRINTS (Best Land Use Principles & Results Interactively Shown) is a software
package developed by the Department of Landscape Architecture at The Pennsylvania State
University. It allows the user to interactively explore, through image simulations and photos, the
effect of various land use regulations on the structure and appearance of rural, suburban, and
town environments.
The objectives of tonight's exercise are to:
• learn the differences among and contrast the effects of one-acre lot size zoning, fixed-area
based zoning, sliding scale zoning, and TDR programs
• understand the effects ofregulations regarding street width, front setbacks, street trees,
and sidewalks on the character of suburban streets
• examine how building regulations can reduce the detrimental impact of new construction
on the character of older business districts.
Instructions
To start the program, click on the BLUPRINTS icon.
Read the two introductory panels. The key point is that words on a piece of paper - a
community's land use regulations - ultimately control or at least strongly influence how the
community and its landscapes look and function. Words matter, and it is important to understand
the effects on landscapes of different regulations.
Now click and move to the HOME page. Click on the rural portion of the community sketch,
then under land use choices click on residential, then click on the barn and silo tab to reach
rural residential: agricultural preservation. Scene I of4 shows a landscape with a small town and
surrounding agricultural lands. Follow scenario A to see the effects of one- to five-acre zoning on
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development patterns during periods of three, seven, and twelve years. Compare scenario A with
scenario B where agricultural areas are preserved through a TOR program.
The next step is to learn more about TOR and other approaches to land use regulation. Click 011'
the button (forwardlbackward arrows) at the upper right hand corner of the landscape
scene to go to scene 2 of 4.
At scene 2, read the descriptions of the regulatory approaches ofone-acre lot size, fixed area
based zoning, sliding scale zoning, and TOR. Through the simulations, note the different effect
that each approach has on the rural landscape. Be sure to scroll through and read the text
associated with each simulation.
Click the HOME button.
In class we have discussed some of the community regulations that influence the structure and
function of suburban developments. The next exercise takes a closer look at some ofthese
regulations. Click on the suburban portion of the community sketch, then under land use
choices click on residential, then click on the road tab located to the upper right of the sketch to
go to Suburban, Residential: Streetscapes.
Read the text describing some ofthe factors that a community can regulate to influence the
character and quality of a residential street. Then simulate different combinations of street width,
front setback, and amenities.
• What combination ofrequirements for these four factors do you think results in the best
streetscape?
• Start with the baseline scenario of street width = 36', front setback = 75', street trees =
none, and sidewalks = none. If you could change just one of the four factors to improve
the look and livability of the community, which factor would you change?
The final exercise examines how regulations can affect the impact ofnew development within an
existing town business district.
Click to return to HOME, then click on the town portion of the community sketch. Under land
use choices, click on business, then in the Town: Business introduction, click on the tab with
the icon of two small and one large buildings, which will take you to Town, Business:
Community Character. Read the text describing how appropriate regulations can preserve the
character of an older business district. Then look at each of the three simulations to see the
effects of different sets ofregulations.
This completes the formal exercise. We've only scratched the surface of what BLUPRlNTS
offers, so feel free to examine other parts ofthe program if you have any time left.
To exit BLUPRINTS, click on quit.
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Week 12
A jig-saw exercise provides a warm-up for the class period. Although the topic is five "myths"
concerning growth, the process is as important as the content. This exercise makes every student
a teacher as well as a learner, andfosters interactions among students.
The main topic ofthe session is regional planning. Successful land use planning requires a
regional land use approach. Interactions among different locations and communities make it
difficult for one locale to effectively plan alone. It is difficult, however, to develop a consensus
among a large and disparate group ofstakeholders. The Bluffs Region charette was held in
September 1998 to generate a common vision for the lower Platte River Corridor, an area of
great natural beauty between Lincoln and Omaha that is under intense development pressure.
The Charette Coordinator, Diana Allen ofthe Lower Platte South Natural Resources District,
provided a lecture overview ofthe planning process for the corridor, the main difficulties, and
suggestions for effective consensus building. The table ofcontents and introduction from the
final report ofthe charette is provided in this section.
Thefollowing Saturday, a class field trip toured the Lower Platte River Corridor and discussed
the planning recommendations that camefrom the charette. The field trip also visited the Joslyn
Castle Institute for Sustainable Communities in Omaha for an overview ofcurrent JCIprojects.
Materials in this section:
Jig-saw exercise regarding growth
Newspaper article: Farmers yielding to sprawl
Report of the Lower Platte River Corridor charette
Joslyn Castle Institute for Sustainable Communities projects
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Jigsaw Exercise Regarding Growth
The jigsaw method can be used to learn about several topics at once, mix a group ofparticipants,
and make everyone responsible for sharing information. Tonight, we will use the jigsaw method
to evaluate five common beliefs regarding urban growth that Fodor (1999) has labelled myths.
The exercise begins with the class divided into five groups (A, B,C, D, E) of approximately five
people per group. Each group takes fifteen minutes to learn about one myth (either 2, 3, 4, 6, or 9
from the list of twelve presented below. Each group reads and discusses a short excerpt from
Better not Bigger as a means of educating themselves. The reading plus the group members' own
knowledge are called upon in the discussion. Do you agree that the statement you are discussing
is a myth? Why?
Then, the groups re-mix so that five new groups are formed, each containing one member from
each of the original five groups. For example, the new group 1 will have one member from
Group A, one from B, etc. Each new group now includes expertise on each of the five myths.
Each person takes three to four minutes to teach the other members in the group about a
particular myth. At the conclusion of the exercise, everyone in the class will have a better
understanding of five concepts regarding urban growth.
Twelve Myths Regarding Growth!
1. Growth provides needed tax revenues.
2. We have to grow to provide jobs to people in the community.
3. We must stimulate and subsidize business growth to have good jobs.
4. Ifwe try to limit growth, housing prices will shoot up.
5. Environmental protection hurts the economy. We must be willing to sacrifice local
environmental quality for jobs and economic prosperity.
6. Growth is inevitable. Growth management doesn't work and therefore we have no choice but
to continue growing. You can't put a fence around our town.
7. If you don't like growth, you are a "NIMBY" (not in my back yard) or an "ANTI" (against
everything).
8. Most people don't really support growth management or environmental protection.
9. We have to "grow or die." Growth makes the economy strong and creates better-paying jobs.
10. Vacant or undeveloped land is just going to waste.
11. A person's visual preference is no basis for objecting to development.
12. Environmentalists are just another special interest. There is no such thing as the public
interest.
!From Fodor, E. 1999. Better Not Bigger. New Society Publishers, Gabriola Island, B.C.
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Corn Growers
Are Yielding
:To City Sprawl
:Continued Irom Page 1
'smoothed out for everything from
'crowded subdivisions to isolated acre-
:ages with one house onenough land for
:20.
: There is no agreement on whether
-the trend is good or bad. inevitable or
'controllable. For fanners in the right
'spot at the right time. selling the farm
can mean a big payday. Some people
'say it takes another bite out of Ameri-
:ca's ability to feed itselfand the world
.and drives up land prices in outlying
'areas.
Richard Olson. a researcher at the
.University of Nebraska-Lincoln's Cen-
'ter . for Sustainable Agricultural 51'S-
·tems. said there arc many reasons, led
:bymarket factors, why it is difficult 10
;l1eaJarmcr on theurbanedge.
, -:Butifurbim people decide theywant
.a landscape in the future that includes
.viable farmland nearby, he said, they
.need to guarantee it now by passing
zoning regulations and purchasing de-
velopmenirights.
: Marty Shukcrt. the former Omaha
;city planner who helped Douglas
'Counly draft its 59·page comprehen-
:sive development plan this year, said
~the conversion of land from agricul-
-tural to residential is the top land-use
:pol,icy question facingrural areasof the
:counly.
, StevenJensen, assistant planning di-
'rector in Omaha said the city's policy
.is to prolong farmingon prime agricul-
-tural land as longas possibleby requir-
:ing newbuilding to becontiguous with
'existing development. It is the city's
policy, however, that all agricultural
land in its local planning zone will
so.meday be developed - parcel by
pateet and farmby farm.
:Few communities plan to preserve
agdculture or to direct development
away from the h~"...t farmland, Oh\fll
said.
"But preserving opcn space isn't the
same as preserving uuricuhurc." he
said. "If we're not "'rn.:s~r\'ing agricul-
ture and the ag cconom\,. <111 W~ have IS
.Ii land bank for future devclopment."
Selling out is not a slmple issue for
fanners on the edge of developmcnt.
Olson said. Thcv consider the raweco-
nomics of their ~)rcration in the faceof
lucrative offers, Th~v consider how
d,o,l,e they arc tn retir~mcnt. They con-
sider whelher it's worth it to put mOlley
into terrul.:'CS, buildin!!~ and other im-
pro\'l:ment~ to propert), that is simply
in a holding. pattern for development.
The)' consider the hassles of de,ding
with ~uburbanitcs who complain about
pesticide drift, odors, noisc and slow-
moving equipment on roads - not to
mention the vandalism and unleashed
dogs th<11 arrive with the newcomcrs.
..All these things can add up to make
a fanner say it's just nol worth it any-
more," Olson said.
Petersen. the Elkhorn farmer who
lives ncar 180th and Fori Streets. said
he is on both sides of the issue. The
reason: TI1C' Pctcrsons own 40 percent
ofthe acres the)' farm and rent till' rest.
""It's a total different perspective if
you own the farm or if you rent it." he
said,
"If you own the land and arc ahle to
sell it. well. that's retirement for some
folks." he said...It is for us at our aac.
Bur if vou rent the land and it's tak~ll
up hy development. you have to move
farther out or vcu can't keep farmina."
For many [armcrs. suburban dcvct-
opmcnt offers a chance for the first
time in their lives to have a new house
or to secure their family's financial Iu-
turc.
Land outside Douslas County gener-
allysells forS1.700 to $2.200 an acre as
farmland. BUI a farm in the path of
Omaha's suburban push into the hot
Elkhorn uplands can fetch anywhere
from $5.000 to S30.oo0 an acre. The
price largely depends on the land's
proximity to existingstreets and to wu-
tor. sewerand clectrlcallines,
"Nobodvs buying land around here
with the vision that they're going to
farm it forever." Peterson said. "They
buv for its potential."
Likewise in Lincoln's Lancaster
County. where only on the fringes is
there a market for land for farming.
said Bruce Johnson. a UNL azricut-
tural economist. As in DOuc.las
County. most land values aroundthe
state's capital city <Ire driven bv de.
mand for acreagcs and the prospect of
future development. he said.
Olson calls thai the "impermanence
syndrome" and says it isn't limited to
metropolitan counties. Some farmers
s.(luth~ast of" Lincoln in neighboringSa-
~It1C C:0unty have argued against allow-
mg big bog-confinement farms not So
much because of odor and environ-
mental concerns. hc said, but because
the operations could reduce the devol-
opment potential of their farms,
"They see development and big
bucks and figure fanning is goingout."
he said, "and so it becomes a sclf-ful-
filli..ng prophecy."
Doualus Countv's vision of the fu-
ture fo~ the slice ()f the countv still in
its planning jurisdiction gcncr~lIy culls
for conserving prime agricultural land
between the Elkhorn River bluffs and
the Platte Rivcr .it the western edge of
thc countv. Land around Bcnnin2.ton
and Elkh{)rn is expected to be devel-
oped. but in a WJY lo preserve its rural
nature.
The action of sellinga farm to devel-
opers may be hard to s'Nallow. Peterson
said, but few farmers will let sentiment
stand in thc wayof a good deal.
"No matter how much work you've
put into the land, no matter how much
YOU'VC donc. no matter how many
,'cars vou've been at it - with the
prices :"omc developers will pay, YOU'd
be foolish not to sclL" Peterson said.
"When they wavc $20.000 an acre at
yllU, boom:it's gone.
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"You worked it. terraced it and took
care of it. You hate to sec it go into a
subdivision because you know thnt
good stewardship is not going to hap-
pen again to that land. But it's still just
<I pieceof lund."
Few farmers touch the moncv thev
,!let when the)' sell their farms.Theyrc-
Invest it in like-kindproperty as a way
to defer taxes. That s whal~Tom and
Sandra Thomsen did.
Thc. Thomscns arc spending their
[ast w inter on the 160-acre farm on
\:"hic:h Tom grew up northwestof 168th
Street.and Wcs.t Maple Road. They'll
move m the spnng to an 800~acre farm
thcv pieced together with their wind-
fall. It's just II mites north in Washine-
IonCounty. " e
"Every yCM, our family was losing
rented farmland to development. anJ
now it's time to move on." Tom Thom-
sen said. "You cnn't stand in the waytil"
progress. \\ c got a good price. I'm"not
bitter."
Thomsen, who works with his
brother John. of Elkhorn. once farmed
land at 156th and Biondo Streets.
Houses and a convenience shop now
COVeT that land. Other land he farms
along 1(18th and 204tl1 Streets is under
development pressure, The Elk Creek
Crossing subdivision on the northeast
corner of Ib8th and West Maplesits on
land he farmed.
Thomsen likes to say he can grow
something that nobody else can -
houses.
Thomsen's grandfather bought the
farm at 1681h and West Maple in 1929,
just before the hard times of the Great
Depression. Thirty years ago. Thomsen
said. his grandfather watched Omaha's
westward growth and said, "lt's got to
stop. It's gut to stop.vlt didn't.
Like his neighbors. Dale Logcmann
knew the day was coming when he
would have to decide when to sell the
farm that had been in his family for
more than 130 years. But when it ar-
rived.he wasn't rcadv.
"It wasn't for sale when the offer
carne." he said. "Omaha got here 15
years sooner than we thought it would.
Wc kept saying no. no. no, It took us
nine months to sort it out."
Loacmann sold his family's 250·
acrc farm near 156!h and Ida Streets in
rvlarch (0 a developer who is building
wha! will he the Stone Cre~k golf
course and housing development. He
sayshalf-jokingly thaI he madeenough
moneyon the sale to continue farming.
He left behind the deterioratingharn
built by his greal.grandfather in 1886
for the developer to remove,
""I didn't have the heart to tear it
down," h~ said.
He saved, however, the 69-ycar-
old fannhouse that his grandfather
built, moving it to land he owns in
WashingtonCounty.
Glock said that trend is hot across.
the Midwest from Columbus, Ohio. to.
Lincoln and beyond. Across the Mis-:
souri River fromOmaha in Ponawana..
mie County, permits for houses on:
acreages are up more than 22 percent
this year over the previous year, said
Kay Mocha, the county's planning and:
development director. :.
Iowa State Rep. Ed Fallon of Des
Moines. who pushed this year for u:
study of urban sprawl,said several bill>
probably will be introduced in the next
sessionof the Iowa Legislature to slow'
the pace of pavingover farmland.
"It's clear now," Fallon said, "that
while there are common themes state-
wide there won't be a one-size-Ius-all
solution."
Demand is so strong for acreages in
Omaha's southern suburbs thai five-
acre sites are commanding $50,000
with no water or sewer hookups. said
Ken Tcx, the planning and zoning di-
rector in Sarpy County. The county's
fast-growing subdivision developments
along Harrison Street between 156th
and 180th Streets and at 1681h Street
and Cornhusker Road were cropland
as recentlyas five yearsago,Texsaid.
Peterson has lived on the edge be-
fore. His father's farm was in what is
now Maple Village near 102nd and
Maple Streets in northwest Omaha.
then the city's largest subdivision. The
farmhouse stood where the Brass
Knocker Loungenowstands.
"We came out 10 miles and, after .'1
few years, people said 'we'd only be
here 25 years,' Peterson said. -w-n.
we've been here 35.yearsiI'm not com-
plaining. I don't think growth i.. h;1I1
"1 don't know whereall these PC"i
are coming from, but if they keep e,..
ing we'll be out of here 5000l..'r tli
later."
A Topic for the Classroom
with faculty members from several
departments. Two Saturday flt:ld
trips will look at the urban-rural
c.:d~t:s of Lincoln and Omaha.
Richard Olson. of the Center for
Sustainable Agricultural Systems at
UNL. will be the main instructor.
H~ is co-editor or a book. "Under
the Blade: The Conversion of Agri-
cuhurul Landscapes." to be p~J1).
lishcd next month bv W(.:sl\'I~W
Pre..... in B0uIJ\.'[. Colo. ~
Other instructors will include ag-
ricultural economist BruceJohnson,
community and regional planning
professor Kip Hulvershorn, weed
scientist Dave Mortensen and Col-
lcuc of Architecture De'1I1 cccil
SI~warJ.
Lincoln - ThL' University of Nc-
braska-Linco!n is offcrinu a new
class IK'\I semester IOllking at the
patterns. causes and wnsr.:lju~~('CS
of convening farmland to housing,
roads and other development.
The three-credit-hour class r-,
called Urbaniz.uion of Rural Land-
.scapcs. It will be held Wcdncsdav.
fflllll 6 r.m. 10 S:~() p.m, at Keirn
11;>11 on UNL·., Ea>l Campus. he-
~inning Jan. 13 and ending April
..H.
Students will work ill :'Ilnall
OrilUp'i. wit h computer-. planners~nd oowrnment of/kials from Lin-
colncand other communities. and
But the sale of farmland in Douplas
County and other U.S. metropolitan
areas ripple across the countryside in
another way. Land prices and valua-
tions outside metropolitan areas are be-
ing driven up somewhat by farmers
who sell high for urban development
and then reinvest in farmland else-
where, outbiddin9 local farmers. saidJohnson, the UNL agricultural econo-
mist.
In Nebraska. the price pressure also
comes from growingmidsize cities, like
Beatrice. Fremont and Norfolk and
along Interstate 80 and the Platte
River, said Rob Robertson of the Ne-
braska Farm Bureau.
Dean Glock. chief real estate officer
for Farmers National Co., a farm and
ranch management company based in
Omaha, said the positive side to the in-
flationary pressure is that it is keeping
land values rclativelv stable at a time
when the agricultural economy is sas-
. c
gmg.
A ·bigger national problem than los-
ina farmland to subdivisions, saidU~L's Olson. ore the 5-. 10· and )0.
acre acreages tha,t are popping up
across the countryside.
"They take" lot of land out of pro-
duction for very few new houses." he
said, "and that's lessefficient useof the-
land."
Lincoln and Lancaster Countv, for.
example, appear headed to a future a';'
a big city surrounded by acreages, OJ'
son said, So much Lancaster County
farmland is already tied up that acre-
age development is moving south into
the northern edgeof Gage County.
"People are sprawling OUI in big
houses on big parcels or land." Olson:
said.
Loccmann. who works with his
bfi.)[h~r, Ray, and son. Marc. said the
decision to sell W,I:-; made in part Ie)
give his son and nephews a future in
farming. He'll be moving 60 miles to a
farm he bought ncar Bancroft in north-
east Nebraska.
"If they're going to have a chance 10
farm. it isn't around here." Dale Loge-
mann said. "Somebody had to mow.
I'm looking at the next generation.
That's what my father and grandfa-
thers did. That's why theycall it a fam-
ily farm."
Booming development is changing
the face of the countryside in other
ways. too. Nearly all farmbusinesses in
Bennington and Elkhorn - feed, seed
and fuel dealers and blacksmith shops
- havedisappeared in the last 10years
as houses replaced farms.
The Bank of Bennington's assets
have doubled in the last six years as the
farmers' share of business shrunk to 4
percent from 30 percent. said President
Leslie Andersen.
Loren Cohrs. ownerof Knudsen Oil
& Feed in the village of Washington.
across the county line in Washington
Countv, has fewer fanners as custom-
ers. but more city folks on acreages
who need feed for their horses and pets
and propane to heat theirhouses.
The changes even reach into
churches. Zion Lutheran Church. a
112-year-oill Missouri Synod Lutheran
congregation at 142nd and Ida Streets.
has seen irs membership swell with
suburban newcomers, said the Rev.
Thomas Schmitt. A decade ago. the
congregation was almost totally rural.
Today. suburban families make up all
hut about five of the 200 families. Sun-
day worshipattendance has doubled in
two years.
"The question each Sunday is not if
we'll have visitors, but how many,"
Schmitt said.
A fund-raising campaign is under
way to expand the church and to per-
haps provide preschool and day-care
services. An elementary school has
been discussed.
Peterson, who knows that someday .1
developer will come knocking at his
door. said the lossof com and soybean
farms in the Omaha area won't hurt the
nation's ability to produce food. a con-
cern of the American Farmland Trust.
the Sierra Club and other organiza-
tions.
"The young farmers today arc doing
a much better job at producing bushels
per acre than we did. 'he said. "I'm not
worried about my grandchildren hav-
ing enough 10 eat. They say we're tak-
ing the good 1'lI1d away, but the truth is
they haven't got thegood land yet."
York County and other places across
Nebraska with better combinations of
irrigation and geography more than
make up for the loss. Peterson said.
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The Bluffs Region charette was held September 1998 to develop a vision and plan for the future
of the Lower Platte River Corridor. Following is the table of contents and the introduction from
the final report of the charette.
For more information contact:
Diana Allen, Coordinator
Lower Platter River Corridor Alliance
3125 Portia Street, PO Box 83581
Lincoln NE 68501-3581
Phone: 402-476-2729
email: dallen@nrcdec.nrc.state.ne.us
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Preparing for the Future while Preserving the Past
The arrival of the Institute for Sustainable Communities on the grounds of the Joslyn estate
represents the culmination of broad-based community input on how to save the Castle and
find a meaningful purpose for its use, The challenge of maintaining the historic and cultural
value of the Castle while also complying with the stipulation that the Castle be used for
educational purposes sparked years of discussion among interested community members,
It was agreed by those concerned that the best way to meet these objectives was offered by
W, Cecil Steward, Dean of the College of Arehjtecture-lJNL Dean Steward proposed that
an organization committed to the issues of community and sustainability guide the Castle
into its next phase.
The Institute, through its education, research and outreach programs, focuses on the built
environment to promote sustainable development. It seeks to improve the capacity of
communities to address issues of environmental concern in harmony with economic and
social development. Given that natural resources are the basis of a strong economy, the
Institute aims to provide for the needs of present generations without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
The Board of Directors includes high level architectural professionals from the offices of
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill (SOM), Henningson, Durham and Richardson (HDR), and
Leo A. Daly, and the publisher of the quarterly Design Intelligence with advanced strategies
for design professionals. The University of Nebraska is represented by faculty from the
College of Architecture in Lincoln and the College of Public Affairs and Community
Service (CPACS) in Omaha. The organizations located at the estate with membership on the
board are Landmarks, Inc. and the Nebraska Arts Council. In addition, Friends of Joslyn
Castle and the Joslyn Art Museum are represented. Dean Steward is the President of the
Board.
For more information:
Catherine McGuire
Joslyn Castle Institute for Sustainable Communities
3902 Davenport Street, Omaha, NE 68131
402-595-1902
cmcguire@unlinfo.unl.edu
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UN Best Practices and Local Leadership Program (BLP)
The United Nations Center for Human Settlements (UNCHS) best practices program
consists of an awards program and database. The awards recognize and create awareness of
outstanding and sustainable achievements. The database makes information on best
practices available via internet or CD Rom to an international audience.
JCI is a member of the Best Practices and Local Leadership program (BLP). One of 18
partners worldwide, the Institute with the College of Architecture at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL), is the designated Thematic Center of Architecture and Urban
Design. The institute helps to evaluate submissions for the awards program and develop the
database by encouraging submissions that highlight the benefits of sustainable design.
Green Bnilding! Eco Park Initiative
Omaha was selected as the site for an inner-city community-based development project, one
of 10 nationwide funded by an EPA Sustainable Development Challenge Grant. This
$75,000 grant funded a year-long planning process, including the identification of the
project location with existing building and outdoor space to be redeveloped according to
sustainable design principles. The management, consisting ofNebraska State Recycling
Association, the Inner-city Coalition on the Environment and JCI, formed an advisory board
made up ofprofessionals and local representatives to engage the community in the design
and planning process. JCI coordinated the Building Design and Landscape committees. A
technical report will guide the project through the design development, construction and
ongoing operations of the building. The report, combined with an interpretive display, will
help transfer knowledge and experience to others.
Nebraska Network 21 (NN2U
Sustainable Communities Action Team
The purpose ofNN2l is to bring together education and communities to find creative ways
to meet the leaming needs ofNebraskans in the year 2020. Funded by the W. Kellogg
Foundation, the network began with a statewide visioning process. A number of action
teams and demonstration projects emerged from the visioning with a focus on education,
community development, and food systems. JCI plays a leadership role in the Action Team
for Sustainable Communties. The team seeks to create greater awareness of sustainable
community issues by focusing on food systems. Working in four communities, the team
will take an inventory of food produced, processed, and consumed in the community as well
as food that was historically produced in the region, new crops that could be cultivated, and
jobs associated with food systems in production, delivery and waste management. These
activities are being conducted with the help of teachers and students participating in the
School at the Center program.
Sustainable Communities on the High Plains
This self-paced learning package on CD ROM uses the cultural and physical history of
approximately 15 actual or previously existing Nebraska communities as case studies in the
challenges of sustainability. It was developed by JCI in partnership with the College of
Architecture-UNL and the Nebraska Educational Television Consortium for Higher
Education (NETCHE).
State Agency Sustainable Energy Planning
JCI will consult with all state "code" agencies in Nebraska to implement the Governor's
recent Executive Order requiring each agency to assess and plan for improvements and
efficiencies in its patterns of energy consumption and the use of alternative energy sources,
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especially in buildings and for transportation systems. The variety of assessments of
buildings, functions, technologies, settings, and geographical contexts which this project
affords will be invaluable to the modeling of energy issues.
Mutual Self-Help Housing, Nebraska City
In this USDA-operated program, 22 families are constructing their own homes in what
promises to be a model project for sustainable community development. An innovative wall
system is being used that simplifies construction and provides excellent insulation. These
houses will be energy efficient, resulting in lower costs to the owners for heating and
cooling. The families are learning new skills at the same time they are gaining equity in
their new homes. The construction cost of each home is approximately $55,000, but the
value of the finished home is much higher.
JeI activities include the evaluation of typical house plans, providing an introduction to
green building and sustainable landscape principles, designing the training program for the
families and guidelines to assist others in similar housing development projects.
Projects and Visions for Omaha
This three-part conference series focuses on urban growth and the development of the
metropolitan area. The objective is to: I) develop a picture of Omaha in the future by
looking at major architectural projects that have been announced and 2) identify issues
relevant to the development of this community. Topics to be addressed include the history
of Omaha's development, demographic trends, the impact ofinformation technology, major
development projects in the city, and long-term community goal-setting.
The second conference will be held in conjunction with with President's Council on
Sustainable Development National Town Meeting, May 1999.
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Week 13
The main activity this week is a capstone exercise that requires the students to apply much ofthe
knowledge gained to date to a real worldproblem. In this case, the problem is the expansion of
the city ofLincoln into the Stevens Creek Watershed, which forms the city's eastern border.
Development ofthe currently agricultural watershed will occur, so how might it best be
developed?
Working in small groups, the students first prepare a vision statement describing an ideal future
Stevens Creek watershed. How would they like it to look? Then each group translates their vision
into a map. The USGS topographic map for the Walton Quadrangle is the base map on which
future land use patterns are drawn. City and county maps ofcurrent roads and development,
floodplains, and zoning are available as references.
The vision statements and maps are then hung on the walls ofthe classroom, and in a "gallery
walk, " the students circulate and comment on each group's landscape design.
Final readings from Under the Blade layout a vision and suggestions for a national land use
policy, strategies for preserving community agriculture, and a vision from Norway ofa different
way ofusing land.
Materials in this section:
Visioning exercise description
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Visioning Exercise
Stevens Creek Watershed
Stevens Creek watershed, which forms the eastern border ofthe city of Lincoln, is the subject of
intense debate regarding the extension of city services into this largely agricultural area and the
resulting transformation into an urban landscape. The proliferation of acreages within the
watershed combined with sharply rising land prices as the result of speculative investment is
already beginning to transform this area while promoting an impermanence syndrome based on
the perception that change is inevitable.
The type of change is still open to debate. From their testimony before the city council and
county commissioners, it is clear that the Lincoln Homebuilders Association and other
developers have no cohesive vision of the future ofthe Stevens Creek watershed. They simply
promote a free-for-all based on the development of individual parcels subsidized by massive
taxpayer spending for infrastructure. Given this lack of originality and forsight, the result would
no doubt be similar to what is happening now in south Lincoln or along North 27th Street.
The purpose of this class exercise is to apply the knowledge gained in the course to developing
alternative visions for the future of the Stevens Creek watershed. This is a much abbreviated
version of a charette or community planning exercise, but the basic process and goals are the
same - to map out a vision of an optimal future as a first step in achieving that future.
Introduction: A quick overview of the watershed will be provided at the start of the exercise.
Other resource materials available to the class include county land-use maps, floodplain maps,
topographic maps, and soil surveys.
The class will divide into four groups, each of which will develop a separate vision.
Vision statement: Each group will write a concise, one-sentence description of their preferred
future condition ofthe landscape in the Stevens Creek watershed.
Assumptions: City services will be extended to at least the western portion of the
watershed, and the entire watershed will have a much higher population density and
intensity of use in close conjunction with or as an actual part of the city of Lincoln.
The one-sentence description of an optimal future state for the Stevens Creek watershed (given
the constraints described above) is followed by a list ofperhaps six descriptive phrases or
sentences describing structural or functional components that contribute to the attainment ofthe
vision statement.
The complete vision statement is written on flip-chart paper and posted on the wall for discussion
during the break.
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Mapping: Each group then prepares a map of Stevens Creek watershed illustrating the spatial
pattern of different land uses that would reflect the achievement of their vision for the watershed.
The base map for this exercise is the USGS topographic map for the Walton quadrangle. Land
uses should be color-coded, and a key describing each landuse prepared.
The descriptions ofthe different land use types shown on the map should include the type of
zoning or regulations that would result in that type ofland use. This link between zoning and the
structure ofthe landscape was illustrated in the PA BLUPRINTS exercise conducted in an earlier
class.
Factors to consider in the mapping exercise include topography and floodplains, soil quality,
proximity to existing urban areas, and existing development in the watershed where known.
Students cannot consider in this short exercise current land ownership and desires of the land
owners - factors that would obviously be critical in any actual planning exercise for this area.
Discussion: Each group's results, consisting of vision statement, map, and land use key, are
posted on the wall, and the entire class engages in a discussion through a gallery walk. Each
group should have at least one member by their display at any time to answer questions.
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Linc(;IIi .needs a plan for trans-
forming farmland west of Stevens,
Creek into a 'mix of homes; acre:
ages, parks-and-businesses - and the ,
sooner the 'better, city and county of- .,- """""""""_......"""~
ficials agreed Friday. "
"Now is the time to let people They also touched on new methi:\ds
know we are moving into Stevens 01 paying for an estimated4160"riiil-
Creek," Councilwoman Linda 'Wilson lion in sewers, water-lines and roads
said. for the 12,20o-acrearea.
The area is being threatened by Votes will follow, but theCom-
developers, said Councilwoman 'Co~ mon'sjnfo~~al agreement topursue
leen Seng. "W~ need to get a plan a development plan marks a major
started so we do it the right way," policy shift
she said. "If we don't do it,these de-: ;°1 hesitate to.overdramatize it, but
velopers will come in there and ruin it's a longstanding taboo that .is be-
it" ing overturned." said development
Meeting as the city-county Com- attorney Mark Hunzeker.
mon, the County Board'and City Supporters of a dev~lopmetltl'lan
Council discussed ways to financea,
Stevens Creek development plan. More on STEVENS, Page 7A
'~4ratlaRQ;i,(:G,@ekDtaD '5"~~'!'~~~,~ .•., .:'." :.r ••'".;;',:i,jj", ...It,;-,i,l~,'~;'
i,'iteeded,officials say
IBYMARK ANDERSEN • Lines of.'pow~r
' andEDRU~SO . . . ,
LincojnJournal-Star LESha~identified to possible
routeslora new high-voltage
powerline.':"','\'-.
51:01")',P;t~~ 411'1
, .-'. ','" "-".,.-,,:"-
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Stevens/ria, needed, officials say
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Continuedfrom Page 1A
said it would head off future land-
use conflicts, reduce housing costs
and protect the area better than de-
veloping it piecemeal.
"It's a gorgeous area," said Inter-
im Planning Director John Bradley.
"Wecould really do it right."
Opponents, however, said they
would lose their homes and the
area's special character.
"What they're saying is: 'You
move out. We want your land,'" said
Molly Booth, who farms the area
with her husband. "I imagine it's
pretty much like what the Indians
felt." -
For decades, land east of Lincoln
has been off limits to dense, urban-
style development. But three weeks
ago, the city-county Planning Com-
mission recommended the city
study a possible expansion into Ste-
vensCreek.
Councilman Jeff Fortenberry
said a plan might specify ways to
mix dense development, acreages,
parks and farmland. The study envi-
sioned is similar to what's now going
on with the smaller Wilderness Park
area.
On March 29, the council and
board will hold a joint public hearing
on the city's eastward expansion.
While homebuilders have pres-
sured officials to give them more op-
portunity to develop housing lots,
many current residents oppose it.
The Booths own land that has been
in the family since the l860s.
"You put somuch of your life and
blood into a place for generations
back," Molly Booth said. "It's been
taken care of and loved. And now to
put houses and acreages on it -
somehow it seems to me that Iarm-
land is more important than all
that."
Rhoda Retzlaff, who lives on the
nearby historic Stevens Creek Stock
Farm, said eastward development
would be expensive. Lincoln already
has identified land north and south
that can accommodate an additional
110,000 people, she said.
"I think we should think strongly
before we destroy the beautiful
farmland in Stevens Creek when so
much has already been designated
to expand," she said.
Opening Stevens Creek to devel-
opment likely will affect Lincoln lot
prices and already is. inflating area
land values.
A year ago, an acre of watershed
farmland sold for as much as $10,000.
The current price has climbed to
about $15,000, said commercial real
estate broker Richard Meginnis.
Lincoln home lots, meanwhile,
are selling for $30,000 and more, said
Hunzeker, up substantially from a
few years ago.
"We probably won't see the price
of lots go down significantly," he
said, "but we will see the rate of in-
crease get closer to the rate of infla-
tion."
County Commissioner Bob Work-
man stressed that officials were ad-
vancing a plan, not development.
Developers, meanwhile, eagerly
await the chance to build in the wa-
tershed.
"I can't think of anybody who
won't," said commercial developer
Kent Thompson. "It's beautiful land
with nice, rolling contours."
The city has a rare chance to re-
serve land along meandering Ste-
vens Creek for parks and trails as
well as for such things as flood con-
trol, roads and utility easements, he
said.
Ken Hake, who has lived on an
acreage off 112thStreet for 25years,
prefers the area remain rural, but
he realizes that may be a dream.
But if the city grows east, Hake
hopes it doesn't "sprawl too much"
in that direction. As Downtown Lin-
coln Association chairman, "I'd like
downtown to remain the heart of the
city," he said.
Eleanor Francke, whose farm-
land is east of Stevens Creek, said
the study must involve area farm
owners.
!l!fiTOWN
~HALL
ON CITY ELECTIONS
Meetings will
help identify
your top issues
The Lincoln Joumal Star
wants to know your ideas
about the critical issues facing
Lincoln.
The paper will host lour
town hallmeetings in the
coming weeks to identify
issues that should be
discussed during the
upcoming elections lor city
council and mayor.
The meetings will be held in
each of four city council
districts:
• Wednesday, Feb. 24
-District 3, southwest,
Lincoln HighSchool media
center. .
• Monday, March 1
-District 4, northwest,
Goodrich Junior HighSchool
cafeteria.
• Wednesday, March 3 - ., ,
District2, southeast, ,
Southeast HighSchool Room
0100 (home economics
room).
• Thursday, March 4
-Disfrict,1, northeast,
Northeast High School
cafeteria.
Each meeting will start at
6:30 p.m. with a discussion
about issues voters believe
are important. Alter about 45
minutes, the district's council
candidates will be asked to
join the group and give
comments on how they would
address the issues, il elected.
The meetings will end at
8:30 p.m, Refreshments will
be served.
"If you just parcel people here
and there, that will have a negative
impact on the agriculture of the
area," she said.
"We need to conserve the farm-
land and conserve the resources in
the area and pay strong attention. to
the rights of the current owners of
farmland," she said.
"I think it's going to have to have a
lot of work before it's done."
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Week 14/15
The project groups hand in their final reports and give a 30-minute presentation, followed by
questions and answers, to the class and a panel ofoutside evaluators.
Materials in this section:
Evaluation form for student project final presentations
Ecological footprint project summary
Indicators of sustainability project summary
Comprehensive Plan review project summary
285
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Indicators of Sustainability for Lincoln, NE
Presentation Evaluation
Evaluator: _
Ratings - in terms of organization, clarity, and content -
of the following sections of the presentation:
project goals and objectives excellent good fair poor
background information excellent good fair poor
methods and procedures excellent good fair poor
results excellent good fair poor
summary and conclusions excellent good fair poor
recommendations/next steps excellent good fair poor
Ratings for technical aspects of presentation:
presentation/speaking styles
quality ofvisuals
quality ofhandouts
Comments
excellent
excellent
excellent
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good
good
good
fair
fair
fair
poor
poor
poor
••
•
Our Ecological Footprint Analysis of Lincoln, Nebraska
Final Project Presentation
April 21, 1999
Ecological Footprint Analysis
Method of estimating current levels
productive land
- resource consumption
- waste discharge
Determined for a particular population
Objectives
Measure Lincoln's footprint
Scenarios to reduce footprint
Make policy recommendations
Calculating Lincoln's Footprint
Define land uses and consumption categories
Measure consumption
Make data uniform
Convert to land area
Calculate footprint
Lincoln's Footprint is 7.02 hectares per person!
What does it mean?
Productive land available in U.S.
- 2.68 hectares per person
Lincoln's footprint is 2.6 times larger
Not sustainable!
Conclusions
Lincoln's current footprint is not sustainable
Conversion to wind energy reduces footprint:
- 50% wind, 4.52 ha/capita
- 75% wind, 3.28 halcapita
- 100% wind, 2.05 ha/capita
Conversion to renewable energy, like wind,
would decrease Lincoln's footprint.
Policy Recommendations
Needs to address:
- Education, incentives, and sanctions
Specific policy recommendations:
Pass LB 339 (Renewable Portfolio Standard)
. increase renewable to 10% of portfolio by 2012
- Pass LB 116 (Net-Metering)
. customer sales of renewable energy to utility
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Per Capita Ecological Footprint for a citizen of Lincoln Nebraska in 1994,
80 GJ Iha of energy 75,825.359 BTU/ha
12792 BTU/$ in 1994
U.S Population in 1994=258569000
lincoln Population in 1994=204633
Consumption Dollars Energy Enerav I Built Land I cree I Pasture I Range I Forest Garden I Total
Category (millions) (Btu) •••••••••• - - - - - - Per Capita Footprint {hectares' - - - - - •• - - - - - - - - -
Food 422.99 5.4E+12 0.349 0.001 0.516 0.176 0.561
·
0.002 1.605
At home 251.65904 3.2E+12 0.207
Eaten Ou 171.33161 2.2E+12 0.141
Housing 1,772.02 3E+13 1.941 0.044 .
· ·
0.449
·
2.434
Mortgage 1,654.22 2.1E+13 1.364
Household
Operations 117.80 9E+12 0.577
Transpcrtatlcn sq meters 1.1E+13 0.733 0.009 .
· · · ·
0.743
Car 260260812 2.4E+12 0.154
Bus 2648499 2.5E+10 0.002
Bicvcle 574254 1.8E+09 0.0001
Motor Vehicle
Sales 251.12536 9E+12 0.577
Consumer Goods 529.5 6.8E+12 0.437 0.012 0.022
· ·
0.192
·
0.663
Clothing and
accessories 38.3 4.9E+11 0.032 0.021
Home Furnishings 59.2 7.6E+11 0.049
Books/magazines 16.8 2.1E+11 0.014
Investments 360.3 4.6E+12 0.297
Electronic Products 31.1 4E+11 0.026
Tobacco products 23.8 3E+11 0.020 0.001
Miscellaneous
Services 1869.0041 2.4E+13 1.541 0.025 0.005 · - · - 1.571
Government 637.30072 8.2E+12 0.525 0.012 0.005
Health Care 716.2155 9.2E+12 0.590
Personal Care 36.826227 4.7E+11 0.030
Teiephone 64.9 8.3E+11 0.054
Leaal 41.240329 5.3E+11 0.034
Miscellaneous
Repair 15.3863 2E+11 0.013
Entertainment 31.024835 4E+11 0.026
Reliaious/Charitv 147.5 1.9E+12 0.122
Education 33.673296 4.3E+11 0.028
Social Services 26.73685 3.4E+11 0.022
rounsrn 118.2 1.5E+12 0.097
Footprint (ha/person) 5.001 0.091 0.543 0.176 0.561 0.641 0.002 7.015
Net Imports 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.000
-
Net Exports 0.000 0.000 0.060 0.020 0.062 0.000 0.000
LandfilllWaste 0.000 0.001 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 5.001 0.081 0.598 0.196 0.623 0.615 0.002
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• Summary •
were sent out on the list-serve and
we reviewed them based on the
Izaak Walton League Suggested
Indicator Documentation and the
Sustainable Seattle indicator cri-
teria.
We determined that the cho-
sen indicators were relevant, re-
flect community values, at-
tractive to the media, statisti-
cally measurable, logically
and scientifically justifIable,
reliable leading and policy
relevant..
Each of the indicators
was reviewed using this cri-
teria to gain consistency and
an objective ranking. From
the ranked list the indicators
were organizedinto atop tier,
a second tier, and a third tier.
The top tier was presented to
the group, we identified indi-
cators which fIt our interests
and areas of expertise.
In some instances indi-
cators from the second and
third tiers which were related
to the highest ranking ones were
combined into an overall indica-
tor. The final product of the rank-
ing exercise was a set ofindicators
for each of us to research.
Each of us then researched
and analyzed our indicators fol-
lowing a standard format Thefor-
mat we followed identified our
indicator, how it was to be mea-
sured, background, data sourceand
transformation, interpretations and
linkages.
Lincoln's Sustainability In-
dicators should be used by other
classes and groups as a foundation
for future work. It will be impor-
After we developed our defi-
nition ofsustainability we focused
on identifying indicators of
sustainability. Again we went out
onour own to review, research and
bring back ideas. Ittook our group
several meetings to identify indi-
cators, we debated and discussed
the merits ofindicators addressing
economic, political/social, and en-
vironmental factors.
Discussion focused on which
of these three areas most effected
the sustainability of a community.
Finally, each group member
brought a list of indicators which
This short definition: "Sus-
tainable Lincoln promotes and
maintains a healthy physical, so-
cial andeconomicenvironmentfor
current and future generations."
did not prove satisfactory for all
and a longer definition was devel-
oped:
"A sustainable community
flourishes in economic pro-
ductivity, environmental
well-being, andsocial
progress and is underscored
and realized through every
individual by an internalized
responsibility, ethic and
obligation to preserving and
improving the quality of life
for future generations. "
PROCESS
A group of nine people
came together to develop a
set of Indicators of
Sustainability for the City of
Lincoln, Nebraska. We all
brought diverseback grounds
and interests to the process.
The first thing we did was
develop a list serve to com-
municate with each other.
We then met as a group
to discuss sustainability. We
did anexercisewhere we read
about the different aspects of
sustainability and shared our
new knowledge with the
group.
The exercise first introduced
concepts of technological, social,
economic and environmental
sustainability. We tried to keep
these ideas in mind as we re-
.searched and brought back our in-
dividual definitions to the group.
We researchedwhat had been done
in other communities and looked
atliterature from around the world.
Upon sharing our individual
definition of sustainability with
the group, we discussed the merits
ofeach and developed a shortcon-
cise defmition which would guide
our work
The purpose of sustainable
indicators is to practically quan-
tifycertain aspects of a commu-
nity that lead to its environmental,
economic, and social well being.
The indicators should be used as a
tool to describe a situation to any-
one who is in the position to influ-
ence an indicator's trend.
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tant for future groups to under-
standthe processwe went through
to arrive at our definition of
sustainability and our indicators.
One thing we learned about the
process is true for any endeavor
whichaddresses human behavior,
the processand outcomesarevery
soft
The indicators and the be-
havior they measure are human
behaviorswhichareunpredictable
and sometimesirrational. The in-
dicator report should be used for
Summary
public information, education is a
very important part of changing
behavior.
Education is critical part of
influencing public policy. In-
formed, concerned citizens can
have an impact on decision mak-
ing bodies, such as city councils
andcountyboards,whothenmake
policy which impactsbehavior.
The exerciseshouldbe taken
out of the class room and into the
community. A neighborhood
might be considered as a special
•
project, with a focus on neighbor-
hood sustainability. High school
communityservicestudentsmight
be involved with the data gather-
ing.
The process needs to be in-
troduced to the community and
become a component in our dis-
cussionofdevelopmentin Stevens
Creekand beyond.
The philosophicaldiscussion
of "what is sustainable" is and its
activepursuit is critical to Lincoln
asit approaches the 21st century.
Sustainable development is"meeting the needs
of ·the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs. "
- UN World Commission on Environment
and Development's Brundtland Commission
report, Our Common Future, 1987.
"The earth is slowly dying, and the inconceiv-
able - the endoflife itself- isactuallybecoming
conceivable"
- Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands annual
Christmas speech in response to Concern for
Tomorrow, prepared by the National Institute
forHealthand the Environment (RIVM), 1988.
"Think Globally, Act Locally. "
- Hans Jonas, German Environmental Philosopher
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4. Water Consumption:
2. 'Total Electrical Energy Consumed:
3. Renewable Energy Use and Future Prospects:
7.. Investment in Older and Established Neighborhoods:
5. Sprawl Caused by Development of Large Acreages:
6. Automobile Dependence:
____e _A_12.Pendix e
Summarized Trends ofIndicators
1. Population Growth Rate: ~
W
l'
W
W
~
?
•
8. Environmental Report Card:
9. Consumer Solid Waste Generated (not recycled):
10. Consumer Waste Recycled:
11. Industry Commitment to Air Quality:
12. Student Performance in Lincoln Public Schools:
13. Unemployment Rate:
14. Lincolnites With Health Insurance:
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THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The comprehensive plan is a document that is developed by a community to serveas a guide for the
future development of that community. It becomes the template for zoning and subdivision regulations for
the community. It is not, as manypeoplebelieve, a law. The elected officials of the community adopt it as
a resolution instead. Therefore, since it is not a law it cannot be enforced by the police powers of the
community. It can be said that the comprehensive plan represents the common voices of the community
sayingthis is how we want our community to develop for the future.
The first comprehensive plan for Lincolnwas adopted in 1952. It included "recommendations for
Downtown renovation and a new northeast radial road connecting Downtown and northeast Lincoln."
Over the next forty-two years it wouldbe revisedthree times with the last revision occurring in 1994. The
current plan contains eightmajor chapters. They are:
• Chapter I - History of Planning and Development
• Chapter II - General Conditions and Analysis of the Community
• Chapter III - FutureNeeds and Land Use Plan
• Chapter IV - Transportation
• ChapterV - PublicUtilities
• ChapterVI - Community Facilities
• ChapterVII - UrbanDesignand Historic Preservation
• ChapterVIII - Plan Maintenance and Implementation
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The current state of development and growth in many of our communities "is one ofcontinuing to
accommodate the march oflow-density, auto-dependent, sprawlinggrowth; facilitating the loss of natural
landscapes that sustain us and other life on the planet; perpetuatingour irresponsible patterns of waste and
consumption; and witnessing the continuing decline in the bonds ofcommunity and qualityof our living
conditions. ,,2 It is also said, "current land use patterns do not acknowledge the fimdamental finiteness of
land, air, water and biological diversity." To addressthese concerns, a new approach must be taken. That
approach is the concept of sustainable development.
The term "sustainable development" has become popular in the last couple of decades. The
Bnmdtland Commission defined sustainable development as "that which meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs"." The National
Commission on the Environment provided a more comprehensive definition of sustainable development.
They defined it as "a strategy for improving the qualityof life whilepreservingthe environmental potential
for the future, of living off interest rather than consuming natural capital. Sustainable development
mandates that the present generation must not narrow the choices of future generations but must strive to
expandthem by passing on an environment and an accumulation of resourcesthat will allow its children to
live at least as well as, and preferably better than, people today. Sustainable development is premisedon
living within the Earth's means (National Commission on the Environment 1993, p.2)'"
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THE PROJECT
The 1994 Lincoln City-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan is a good plan in general. It addresses the
major topics that any comprehensive plan should, providing the citizens of Lincoln and Lancaster County
with a long range, general and comprehensive plan for the future. However, it is lacking in terms of
sustainable development. Although the term is mentioned in some chapters, it is only "lip service". While
a comprehensive plan is not law, it does set the tone for many regulations and standards for the community.
In order for those regulations and standards to reflect sustainability, the Plan must make reference to it
much stronger than it currently does. The goal of this project was to analyze and propose changes to the
content and use of the 1994 Lincoln City-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan in order to improve its
effectiveness as a mechanism for increasing the sustainability of Lincoln and Lancaster County, Nebraska.
The project analyzed the current 1994 Lincoln City-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan
document in terms ofthe sustainability, or lack thereof ofthe Plan and changes to it that would increase the
sustainability of Lincoln and Lancaster County. The evaluation process began with discussions and
assessment of the current pressures of growth facing the city and the county. It also included the adoption
ofa standard definition of sustainability that could apply to Lincoln and Lancaster County.
Each section of the comprehensive plan was then assigned to one project member. Each person
was responsible for becoming familiar with the content and structure of that section and developing
recommendations that would guide Lincoln and Lancaster County closer to sustainable development.
What follows is a brief description of each chapter in the Comprehensive Plan. What is lacking in
terms of sustainable development is highlighted and finally, recommendations are stated. The
recommendations are in two forms. Where a very specific recommendation or change could be made, it
was. Where it couldn't, because of being unsure ofthe exact wording to be used in a comprehensive plan,
the recommendation is a little less strong, suggesting to others that a change is needed, but leaving it to
them to develop the correct, legal terminology.
CHAPTER 1 - HISTORY OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
The first chapter of the comprehensive plan is a chronological outline of important events of
planning and development as they relate to Lincoln and Lancaster County. This includes important events
to planning in general. No mention is made of important events related to sustainable development. Such
events need to be added. While a detailed and thorough investigation of sustainable development would
need to be undertaken to uncover such events, two that stand out are the definitions of sustainable
development developed by the World Commission on Environment and Development and the National
Commission on the Environment. They are:
1987 The World Commission on Environment and Development, commonly know as the
Brundtland Commission defines sustainable development as that which meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
1993 The National Commission on the Environment defines sustainable development as a
strategy for improving the quality of life while preserving the environmental potential for
the future, of living off interest rather than consuming natural capital.
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Final Exam
Three weeks before the final exam, the students receive a list of31 questions covering all seven
learning objectives. They are informed that the final exam will be drawn from these questions.
The exam period is two-hours. Upon handing in their test, each student receives a set ofexample
answers to the exam questions.
Materials in this section:
List of 31 potential final exam questions
Final exam
Final exam example answers
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Potential Final Exam Questions
The purpose of the final exam is to evaluate the extent to which the student has met the course
learning objectives as listed in the syllabus. Each of the questions listed below address at least
one of the learning objectives.
The final exam will consist of a subset of the following questions, selected to ensure that each of
the learning objectives for the course is addressed. The questions are presented here in no
particular order.
1. Recite selected population statistics from the one-page handout.
2. The federal government has a negligible direct role in land use decisions on private lands, but
it has a major indirect influence on those decisions. Describe the main types of federal policies,
laws, and regulations that influence the patterns and rate of conversion of farmland to
development.
3. Describe the roles of the western Christian Church, Descartes, John Locke, and Adam Smith
in shaping the current American land ethic.
4. For each empty cell in the matrix, provide an example of a decision, action, or condition that
would influence whether a specific farm is converted to development.
SPATIAL SCALE
DISCIPLINE
law
economics
sociology
ecology
ethics
town/city state United States world
5. Describe five policy changes that the federal government can make to strengthen the role of
small farms in U.S. agriculture, and improve local food security and food systems.
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6. Describe four policy changes that the federal government could make that would most benefit
efforts to preserve farmland, and explain why these changes are important.
7. The U.S. government has a program to fund purchase of development rights to preserve
farmland, but funding is limited. (a) List and describe criteria for identifying priority regions for
funding. (b) Using these criteria, which five regions in the U.S. would receive priority?
8. Define sprawl, and list eight characteristics of sprawl.
9. Would an economy based solely on Adam Smith's theory ofthe invisible hand likely be
supportive or destructive of most landscape functions? Explain.
10. Listed below are five statements that are frequently made in support or justification of urban
growth. Describe why each statement is, or isn't, true.
We have to grow to provide jobs to people in the community.
We must stimulate and subsidize business growth to have good jobs.
If we try to limit growth, housing prices will shoot up.
Growth is inevitable. Growth management doesn't work and therefore we have no choice
but to continue growing. You can't put a fence around our town.
We have to "grow or die." Growth makes the economy strong and creates better-paying
jobs.
11. Describe the relationship between suburban sprawl and inner city decay, and the reasons for
this relationship.
12. What is cohousing?
13. Fixed-area based zoning, sliding-scale zoning, and large lot zoning: Define each of these and
contrast their effects on the landscape.
14. Describe the main characteristics - climatic, biological, and physical- of eastern
Nebraska. In relation to these characteristics, describe the main structural elements of an
ecologically designed house for eastern Nebraska.
15. How might an ecologically designed community in eastern Nebraska differ from a
conventionally designed suburb?
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16. Describe five sources ofinfonnation (web sites, books, journals, organizations) on the
preservation of farmland and open space. Be specific; general answers such as "the internet" are
not acceptable.
17. Describe a typical transfer of development rights program. What are its pros and cons relative
to a typical purchase of development rights program?
18. Private property rights are often described as analogous to a bundle of sticks. What are the
sticks in a bundle? How does purchase or donation of a conservation easement for a piece of
property relate to the bundle of sticks analogy?
19. The citizens of a town pass a bond issue to fund the purchase of development rights to
preserve farmland. The amount ofmoney is sufficient to buy the development rights of only a
small portion of the total farmland in the town. List five criteria that the town could use in
determining which farms to protect, and give the rationale for each criterion.
20. Define "takings" and "givings" in the context offannland preservation. How are the two
concepts related?
21. Oregon has one of the strongest farmland protection policies and regulations in the country,
yet Oregon farmland continues to be converted to development with no end in sight. What are
the major short-comings of the Oregon land use law, and how would you change it to make it
more effective?
22. When some land within a community is zoned for exclusive farmland use, who wins and who
loses? What strategies can be taken to spread the benefits more evenly?
23. Why is a Geographic Information System a particularly effective tool for landscape planning
and community education?
24. A community's zoning ordinances establish the framework or envelope within which the real
estate market operates. Communities can manage growth by controlling the size ofthe envelope,
that is, the amount ofland that is zoned for residential or commercial uses and the allowable
densities within these zones. What factors should a community consider in setting the size of the
development envelope? What are the implications of establishing too small or too large an
envelope?
25. Describe the four most important land use planning issues facing Lincoln, and give your
rationale for selecting them.
26. Describe the four most important land use planning issues facing the Lower Platte River
Corridor, and give your rationale for selecting them.
27. What are the key characteristics of an effective letter to the editor of the daily newspaper?
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28. In response to a short article presented as part ofthe final exam, write a draft letter to the
editor.
29. Describe the purpose and general structure ofa city Comprehensive Plan.
30. With regard to a community, define "indicator of sustainability," and list five characteristics
of a good indicator.
31. What is a community's ecological footprint? How is the energy use of a community
incorporated into the calculation of its ecological footprint?
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Final Exam
1. (a) (2 points) What is the annual increase in world population? (b) (3 points) How many
counties with a population equal to that of Lancaster County, Nebraska would be required to hold
one year's increase in the population of the United States?
2. (30 points) The federal government has a negligible direct role in land use decisions on private
lands, but it has a major indirect influence on those decisions. Describe the main types of federal
policies, laws, and regulations that influence the patterns and rate of conversion of farmland to
development.
3. (20 points) The U.S. government has a program to fund purchase of development rights to
preserve farmland, but funding is limited. (a) List and describe criteria that could be used to
identify priority regions for funding. (b) Using these criteria, which five regions in the U.S.
would receive priority?
4. (15 points) Define sprawl, and list eight characteristics of sprawl.
5. (30 points) Describe the main characteristics - climatic, biological, and physical - of eastern
Nebraska. In relation to these characteristics, describe the main structural elements of an
ecologically designed house for eastern Nebraska.
6. (10 points) Describe five sources of information (web sites, books,journals, organizations) on
the preservation of farmland and open space. Be specific; general answers such as ''the internet"
are not acceptable.
7. (25 points) The citizens of a town pass a bond issue to fund a purchase of development rights
program to preserve farmland. The amount of money generated by the bond issue is sufficient to
buy the development rights of only a small portion of the total farmland in the town. List five
criteria that the town could use in determining which parcels to protect, and give the rationale for
each criterion.
8. (15 points) Define "takings" and "givings" in the context offarmland preservation. How are
the two concepts related?
9. (20 points) Describe the four most important land use planning issues facing Lincoln, and give
your rationale for selecting them.
10. (30 points) In the form of a letter to the editor ofthe Lincoln Journal-Star, write a response to
the attached article "Business coalition to promote growth."
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Urbanization ofRural Landscapes
5 May 1999
Final Exam Example Answers
1. (a) (2 points) What is the annual increase in world population? (b) (3 points) How many
counties with a population equal to that of Lancaster County, Nebraska would be required to hold
one year's increase in the population ofthe United States?
a. 78 million
b. 2,658,000 7233,319 = 11.4
2. (30 points) The federal government has a negligible direct role in land use decisions on private
lands, but it has a major indirect influence on those decisions. Describe the main types of federal
policies, laws, and regulations that influence the patterns and rate of conversion of farmland to
development.
Federal works projects: Funding of infrastructure such as roads and sewers subsidizes and
influences the location of development. Construction of federal offices, military bases or other
facilities can trigger development of surrounding areas.
FAIRA farmland protection program: Federal funding ofPDR programs at state and local levels
assists in the protection of some farmland.
Farm programs: Price and income support, crop revenue insurance, payments for soil and water
conservation (e.g. CRP) may help some land to stay in agriculture, although the effect is short-
term.
Tax policies: Federal estate taxes may force heirs to sell a farm in order to pay tax debt.
Alternatively, federal tax law allows landowners to take a charitable deduction against income
taxes for the value of donated conservation easements, thus encouraging some people to
permanently protect their land. In a limited set of circumstances, federal estate taxes are reduced
for farmland encumbered by a permanent conservation easement. Deductibility of mortgage
interest for first and second homes accelerates development.
Population policies: Immigration and other policies contributing to rapid U.S. population growth
drive farmland conversion for development.
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3. (20 points) The U.S. government has a program to fund purchase of development rights to
preserve farmland, but funding is limited. (a) List and describe criteria that could be used to
identify priority regions for funding. (b) Using these criteria, which five regions in the U.S.
would receive priority?
One strategy would be to direct funding to those regions with the highest risk of loss of
agricultural production capacity to development. The American Farmland Trust defined high risk
regions as those with (1) large amounts ofprime and unique farmland, and (2) high rates of
development. Using these criteria, they identified 20 high risk regions (see page 27, Under the
Blade). The five highest risk regions were Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys, central CA; the
Northern Piedmont region (southeastern PA, Maryland, northeastern VA); southern Wisconsin
and northern Illinois drift plain; Texas Blackland Prairie (eastern TX); and Willamette and Puget
Sound Valleys of eastern OR and WA.
4. (15 points) Define sprawl, and list eight characteristics of sprawl.
Haphazard growth or extension outward, especially that resulting from real estate development
on the outskirts of a city.
American Heritage Dictionary, third edition
The Vermont Forum on Sprawl defines sprawl as "dispersed development outside of compact
urban and village centers along highways and in rural countryside."
Some traits associated with sprawl:
1. unlimited outward extension,
2. low-density residential and commercial settlements
3. leapfrog development
4. fragmentation ofpowers over land use among many small
localities
5. dominance of transportation by private automotive vehicles
6. no centralized planning or control ofland-uses
7. widespread strip commercial development
8. great fiscal disparities among localities
9. segregation oftypes ofland uses in different zones
10. reliance mainly on the trickle-down or filtering process to
provide housing to low-income households
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5. (30 points) Describe the main characteristics - climatic, biological, and physical- of eastern
Nebraska. In relation to these characteristics, describe the main design elements of an
ecologically-designed house for eastern Nebraska.
Climate: Continental climate with cold, dry winters; hot summers with spring and early summer
maximum precipitation; considerable winds, generally from south in summer, north in winter;
variable precipitation with moisture often limiting.
Biological: Main native vegetation is a highly diverse tall-grass prairie dominated by warm-
season grasses; trees restricted to riparian areas, but expand to uplands in the absence of fire.
Physical: At approximately 40 degrees north latitude, south-facing slopes receive the most solar
radiation, and the sun at mid-day is much closer to the horizon at the winter solstice than it is at
the summer solstice. The area has moderate topographic relief drained by many small streams.
Generally deep soils.
Ecological design: There are many possible designs; the key is relating the design elements to
the environmental characteristics of the region. Some possibilities include:
Building site has a south aspect, and is not in a flood plain or on a ridge top.
A low-stature building, perhaps partially sunken into the ground, with walls of native materials
- strawbale or rammed earth - built thick for insulation. No windows on the north and west
walls. Large south-facing windows shaded by long overhangs to block the summer sun but allow
the lower-angle winter sun to enter. Coniferous windbreaks planted to the north of the house, and
deciduous windbreaks to the south.
On the roof, solar hot water and photo-voltaic panels, oriented due south with an adjustable
vertical angle to maximize solar capture during different seasons. Perhaps a wind turbine
electrical generator. High thermal mass flooring by the south windows to hold winter heat.
The interior floor plan places utility and other rarely used rooms on the north side as insulation;
the main living spaces are on the south side or in the center.
Runoff from the roof is captured and transferred to a cistern. Composting toilets are used, and a
constructed wetland treats graywater.
Landscaping emphasizes native warm-season grasses and high biological diversity.
6. (I 0 points) Describe five sources of information (web sites, books, journals, organizations) on
the preservation of farmland and open space. Be specific; general answers such as "the internet"
are not acceptable.
See reference list handed out first day of class.
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7. (25 points) The citizens of a town pass a bond issue to fund a purchase of development rights
program to preserve farmland. The amount of money generated by the bond issue is sufficient to
buy the development rights of only a small portion of the total farmland in the town. List five
criteria that the town could use in determining which parcels to protect, and give the rationale for
each criterion.
Five examples are:
• Protection of the parcel fits the goals of the current comprehensive plan and zoning.
There is no sense purchasing development rights within areas planned for development.
• The owner of the parcel is willing to sell the development rights. PDR programs are
voluntary.
• Quality of the farmland. Prime farmland and farms with significant infrastructure (e.g.,
irrigation systems, farm buildings) are likely to be more productive and to stay in
agriculture.
• Parcel is contiguous with other protected parcels or in an area that still includes a critical
mass of farmland. Isolated farms surrounded by development and distant from support
services are unlikely to stay in agriculture, so PDR most likely will protect open space
rather than a functioning farm.
• Cost of the development rights. What price will the owner accept? Which purchases give
the town the most protection per dollar spent?
8. (15 points) Define "takings" and "givings" in the context offarmland preservation. How are
the two concepts related?
A takings is an unreasonable reduction in the value of a private property resulting from a
government regulation. Much debate has occurred regarding the amount of reduction in value
that can occur, and for what reasons, before the reduction constitutes a takings. Zoning or other
government actions to restrict the conversion of farmland to development is often challenged as a
takings because the farmland value is less than the land's value for development. Owners often
demand compensation equal to the difference between the agricultural and development value.
An increase in the value ofprivate property resulting from taxpayer expenditures for
infrastructure such as roads and sewers can be considered a givings. If a parcel's value increases
because government restrictions on other parcels reduces the total amount of developable land,
this windfall could also represent a givings.
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In cases where compensation for reduced value is required, it is based on the difference between
the value for development and the value for remaining allowable uses such as agriculture. Should
the government be required to pay compensation for that portion ofthe land's value resulting
from public infrastructure? If a government wishes to preserve agricultural land through purchase
of development rights, how should the difference between farmland and development value be
calculated ifpart of development value is attributed to taxpayer funded infrastructure? In cases
where development occurs, should part or all of a speculative windfall be recaptured by the
taxpayers through real estate transfer taxes or other means?
9. (20 points) Describe the four most important land use planning issues facing Lincoln, and give
your rationale for selecting them.
In their letter to candidates for mayor of Lincoln, Dean Steward and other members of the
College of Architecture identified ten land use and planning issues "ofparamount importance to
the future of Lincoln." Their list:
I. Antelope Valley project
2. Downtown Sub-area Plan, Linked to a Comprehensive Transportation/Traffic Plan
3. Planning for development of Stevens Creek Watershed
4. Planning for development in the vicinity of Wilderness Park
5. County-wide environmental zoning
6. Acreage development controls
7. Lack of incentives for central city development and infill
8. Proposal for establishment of a Cornmunity Development Project for downtown
9. South and east beltways
10. Improved process for assessing developer fees
The importance of each of these issues, along with additional issues of concern to Lincoln, are
described in Dean Steward's letter, which was handed out to the class during the third class
period. Many of these issues were also viewed and discussed during the Lincoln field trip.
10. (30 points) In the form of a letter to the editor of the Lincoln Journal-Star, write a response to
the attached article "Business coalition to promote growth."
A good letter will make two or three concise, relevant points; will substantiate the points with
facts and references; will promote new insights rather than simply repeating information from the
article; and conclude with a suggested action or point of view.
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Other Syllabi
Urbanization ofRural Landscapes is one ofmany university courses dealing with some aspect of
the issue ofland use planning and the conversion ofrural landscapes. In this section, the syllabi
from four other courses are presented. One ofthe courses, "Property and Community, " was
developed by:
Dr. Charles Geisler
Department ofRural Sociology
237 Warren Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca NY 14853
607-255-1691
ccg2@cornell.edu
The other three courses are offered at the University ofNebraska-Lincoln by:
Dr. Joseph Luther
Department ofCommunity and Regional Planning
314 Architecture Hall
University ofNebraska
Lincoln NE 68583
402-472-9213
jluther@unlinfo.unl.edu
They are presented her with the permission ofDr. Geisler and Dr. Luther as a source of
additional ideas for instructors teaching about issues ofland use.
Syllabi in this section:
Property and Community (Giesler)
The Community and the Future (Luther)
Legal Aspects of Planning (Luther)
Introduction to Planning (Luther)
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Syllabus: Property and Community
Professor Charles C. Geisler
Rural Sociology 6401Fall, 1998
Class:Thursdays I :25-4:25 p.m.
G37 Plant Science
Office Hours: Fri. 9:30-12,237 Warren
Course Overview:
In recent years, property issues of many kinds have moved to center stage in the U.S. society. Public
media and academic discourse routinely feature the pros and cons ofproperty topics such as privatization,
ownership ethics, the "takings" implications of landowner regulation, the distribution of ownership, the so-called
tragedy of the commons, public land management successes and debacles, Indian land claims, the separation of
ownership and control in farmland, and many more. Regularly, the evening news processes unsettling ownership
questions--who owns the INTERNET, genetic materials, AT&T, the Dead Sea Scrolls, universities, Antarctica,
ecosystems, and joint property following divorce? As such questions vie for attention, three things seem clear.
Property questions areof foremost importance in day-to-day life; "public" and "private" are losing their relevance as
useful ownership labels; and a new theory of ownership widely referred to as the social relations theory of property
is displacing the old notion of "property as things."
Social relations are the business of sociology. Not surprisingly, classical sociological theorists were
intensely interested in property questions, as are their living counterparts. Questions relevant to a "social relations
theory of property" have captured attention within the discipline on many fronts. Where does "ownership"
originate in different societies? Is possession inbom or socially constructed? What gives property its social value
(prestige, power, privilege)? How did the rise of the nation state, the spread of colonialism, and the rise of
postrnodemism redefme property? Under what conditions and with what success do different property systems
coexist? How can gender-based ownership systems be explained? What is the relationship between ownership type
and natural resource use? How do the elites in society create ideologies and institutions which justify their
accumulation of property? What are the interactions between community forms and evolving property rules?
This seminar welcomes students excited by these questions and willing to read/investigate/discuss the
centrality of property institutions in our lives. Prior knowledge about property as an important social institution and
set of social relationships is less crucial than imagination, interest, and critical thinking. The course will challenge
various orthodox ideas. Among these are that notion that property is fixed and constant; that privatization of
ownership is an inexorable tendency across societies; that pubic ownership is socially equitable; that poverty goes
hand-in-hand with the lack of property; that the American Dream of home ownership applies to the majority of
Americans; and that landowners in the United States generally feel they have suffered a loss in property value as a
result of govemment environmental or land use regulation. Also welcome in the course are students who, through
exposure to other societies or historical periods, can illuminate lesser known or inadequately understood property
questions.
My particular background and interest is with landed property. You may bring other property connections
and referents with you. The seminar will be the better for it, but expect my biases to frequently return us to terra
firma. The course will have succeeded if it helps you personalize the significance ofproperty, if it moves from
literacy to fluency on spectrum of property subjects, and if it opens pathways to new research previously unkoown
to you. There is no assigned text for the course; instead, acquire materials we cover that you'll keep because they
win your intellectual respect or reorient your values. Readings, some of which you will contribute (see below), will
be available for use in Warren 134.
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Student Participation:
This seminar has been co-designed with graduate students. A task force of students made suggestions
earlier this year as its form and content. They urged that it be highly interactive and participatory, qualities I have
taken seriously in revising this syllabus. Many topics will be covered during the semester, and students will have
significant say in what these are. They will be centrally involved in fashioning discussion of these topics and share
project results with other students as well as myself. I will move from a lecture-discussion mode in the first third of
the semester to one of discussant and consultant as your property interests emerge. I will offer focussed one-on-one
attention to the property research needs of all students seeking such assistance. The course will have three
evaluative check points (4 weeks, 8 weeks and end ofcourse) to realign as necessary.
Course Calendar:
The seminar will meet for three hours each week for 13 weeks. Two topics will be covered each week,
except for week 13 which is reserved for final student presentations and course evaluation. The semester will consist
of three learning blocks. The first four weeks combine lectures and discussion, and will offer basic literacy on
property. The second 4-week block entails discovery and description. It will involve a field project/reality check.
The final four weeks aim at analysis and synthesis, that is, students will prepare a brief paper directed at a property
topic of personal interest to you which I have approved. Students will complete a paper proposal form by the end of
week six in the semester, stating your focus (see last page of syllabus). During the entire 12 weeks, students will
rotate in preparing discussion questions on assigned readings, circulate them to other class members, and facilitate
seminar discussions. These 4-week blocks are elaborated below.
Property Literacy (Sept. 3-24):
Following an introductory lecture and course overview on August 27, I will lecture for 4 weeks on
eight basic property questions (each class consists of two 1.5 hour blocks). Lectures will be limited to Y,hour,
leaving ample time for discussion. During these 4 weeks (ending on Sept. 24), I will pick 8 individuals or groups to
compile questions and themes deserving further classroom consideration. These they will place on the RS640 web-
site (www.cals.comell.edu/dept/ruralsoc/640) for others to consider before class. These should NOT summarize the
readings. Discussion questions should assume working knowledge of the readings by class members and push
beyondmeresummary. Forexample, in what contextwas thearticle written; whatare its lessons, limitations,
inconsistencies; how does the reading intersect with sociology or other disciplines represented in the class; of what
practical value are the readings?
Property Discovery and Description (Oct. 1-22):
Students will identify topics of interest to them from the topic list attached to the syllabus (other
topic and reading areas are welcome) during the first 2 weeks of class. These topics will comprise
the course substance for the remaining 8 weeks of the course. Individually or in pairs, students
will commit to leading discussion about their topic at a particular class time and prepare a series of
questions relevant to the selected readings and put them on the course Web-site a week before
class. Here, I will participate not as a lecturer but as member of the class discussion. During this
period, I expect students to work with me one-on-one in developing fmal paper/project topics
(due in my office on Oct. 30).
I will also assist you in the following field component of the course. Most landowners have
property stories about their property that go unrecorded. These may span generations or they may have
begun yesterday. Each student taking the course will interview two landowners using a semistructured
interview format and describe the similarities and differences they uncover, as well as compare their
findings to a recent national survey completed by the American Farmland Trust (www.farmland.org). I
will offer additional questions of possible interest from which student can choose in preparing this
fieldwork. These results will be compiled and summarized in a brief(5-1O page, double spaced) paper due
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in class on October 30. The questions and overall interview experience will become part of the grist in our
analytic discussions during the fmal4 weeks of class.
Property Analysis and Synthesis (Oct. 29-Nov. 19):
By this point, you will have digested important baseline readings on property, grounded your
learning in two in-depth interviews, and compared your fmdings with those of your classmates.
New questions will replace those you began the course with, regardless of your prior knowledge
about property. The baseline readings from block one above and those you have selected for the
remainder of the course will now assume new meaning. Through class discussion, conferencing
with me, and resolving the issues raised in your research paper, a degree of synthesis about such
issues (e.g., the future ofownership, the balance between public and private sector ownership
models, and a social relations theory or property, etc.) will emerge. You are encouraged to
introduce insights and findings from your project research into class discussions during this final
4-week period of the course and more systematically in the fmal class meeting (December 3). At
that time, all students will be asked to make a 10 minute presentation to the class; you may
incorporate any feedback you acquire from this meeting in the fmal version of your paper which
will be due, in duplicate, on December 5th.
Grading:
Grades will have three components, each worth 33%. All students will assume (or share)
leadership for two discussions, one during the first 4 weeks and the other during the fmal 8 weeks. The
timing of the former will be arbitrary, decided by me; the timing of the latter is your choice. I will give
consideration to the quality of the questions/themes you pose to structure discussion and to your ability to
include as many students as possible once discussion begins. Second, your descriptive paper based on your
two interviews will signal your understanding of property issues in everyday life and your sensitivity to
legal, political and historical context in explaining who owns land and why. I encourage you to compare
your fmdings to the national results, where relevant, of the AFT survey referred to earlier. Finally, your
grade will depend on your ability to tie property theory and fact together in your fmal project. Please select
from one of three formats: a research paper, an annotated bibliography, or a "property curriculum" listing
readings and instructional ideas for a learning module that could be used at the high school or college level
incourses on contemporary issues, sociology, ethics, etc. I wantyou to demonstrate that some facetof
property (its origins, value, distribution, policy applications, future directions, etc.) is of potential use in
your own research or that of others in your discipline.
Summary of Key Dates:
Sept. 12:
October 1:
October 22:
October 30:
November 2:
December 3:
December 5:
Return form indicating your selection of Reading Topics & Dates (see pg. 9)
Group learning block one begins
Group learning block two beings
Landownership descriptive paper due
Final paper/project proposal due (please use form provided at end of syllabus)
Group learning block three begins
Student presentations, synthesis/evaluation
Final paper due
Seminar Schedule by Thematic Areas:
Readings for the first four weeks, along with those listed as discretionary for the remainder of the course,
are available in Warren 134. Please use them briefly and return for others to access. Note: the latter
readings are only suggestions to get you thinking about particular thematic areas. What you select for your
classmates to read and discuss during the second 8 weeks is your decision.
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Week 1:
a. The Complexity of Property
I. Krueckeberg, D.A. (1995). The Difficult Character of Property.
2. Williams, J. (1996). "Recovering the Full Complexity of Our Traditions - New
Developments in Property Theory." Journal ofLegal Education 46 (4): 596-608.
b. The Origins of Property
I. Denman, D.R. (1958). Chs. 1-4 in Origins of Ownership. London: George Allen and
Unwin,Ltd.
2. Runge, C. Ford and Daniel W. Bromley. (1987) "Property Rights and the First
Economic Revolution: The Origins of Agriculture Reconsidered," Working PaperNo.
13. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin, Center for Resource Policy Studies,
School ofNatural Resources, January.
Week 2:
a. Property and Personhood
I. Radio, M.J. 1982. "Property and personhood." Stanford Law Review 34:957-1015.
2. Ellis, L. (1985). "On the Rudiments of Possession and Property." Pp. 113-143 in
Social Science Information 24. London: Sage.
b. Property and Place
I. Kunstler, J.H. (1993). "Cbs. 1-4 in The Geography ofNowhere. New York:
Touchstone Book, Simon & Schuster
2. Salamon, S. and J.B. Tomatore (1994). "Territory contested through property.,"
Rural Sociology 59:636-654.
Week 3:
a. Property and Value
I. Wasserman, L. (1978). "The Essential Henry George." Pp. 29-43 in R.V. Anderson
(ed.) Critics ofHenry George. London: Associated U. Presses.
2. Woolery, A. (1978). "Recapturing Society's Share of Increased Land Values."
Lincoln Institute Monograph #78-9. Cambridge, Massachusetts.
a. Property and Takings
I. Rose, C.M. (1994). "Takings and the Practices of Property: Property as Wealth,
Property as Propriety." Ch, 3 in Rose, Property & Persuasion. Boulder: Westview.
2. Bromley, D.W. (1993). "Regulatory takings: coherent concept or logical
contradiction?" vermont Law Reyjew 17: 647-693.
Week 4:.
a.Property and Givings
I. Runge, C.R. et al (1994). "Government Actions Affecting Land and Property
Values: an Empirical Review of Takings and Givings." M.S. prepared for Environmental
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Defense Fund, New York (Draft). Public Sector Contributions to Private Land Value:
Looking at the Ledger, in Geisler and Daneker, 1999.
2. Committee on natural Resources (1994». "Taking from the Taxpayer: Public
Subsides for Natural Resource Development." US House of Representatives,
103 Congress, Second Session (August): Washington, D.C.: Gov't, Printing
Office.
b. The Future of Property
I. Cribbet, J.E. (1978). "Property in the Twenty-First Century." Ohio State Law
Joumal39: 671-78.
2. Rose, C. (1994). "Seeing Property." Ch. 9 in C. Rose, Property & Persuasion.
Boulder: Westview.
Week 5-13 (Students select a topic from the attached list and a date in the remaining 8 weeks ofthe
course for leading classroom discussion. Please fill out and return form at end of syllabus.)
Discretionary Reading Topics:
I. Property and Gender
a. Rose, C. (1994). "Women and Property..." Chapter 8 in C. Rose, Property and Persuasion.
Boulder: Westview.
b. Rocheleau, D.E. (1988). "Women, Trees, and Tenure..." pp. 254-72 in L. Fortmann and
J. W. Bruce (eds.), Whose Trees.Westview.
2. Property and Equity Limitation:
a. Abramowitz, D. (1991). " An essay on community land trusts ..." Mississippi Law J. 61:663-
682.
b. Weibe, K., A. Tegene, and T. Kuhn. (1995) "Partial Interests in Land." Agric. Econ. Report
Number 744. ERS, USDA. Washington, D.C.
3. Property and Social Welfare
a. Bliss, J.C. et aI., (1998). "Ownership matters..." Society and Natural Resources." 11:401-
410.
b. Geisler, C. (1995). "Land and poverty in the Unit4ed States ..." Land Economics 71: 16-34.
4. Property and Social Movements
a. Jacobs, H.M. (1995). "The Anti-Environmental 'Wise-Use' Movement in America," Land
Use L. & Zoning Digest 3: 47-56(?)
b. Corr, A. (ed.). (1999). Squat, Occupy, Rent Strike: Land and Housing Movements Worldwide.
Boston: South End Press.(Titie subject to change)
5. Property and Democracy
a. Schultz, D.A. (1992). Chs. 6-8 in Property, Power and American Democracy. London:
Transaction Publications.
b. Alexander, G.S. (1997). Ch. I in Commodity and Propriety. Chicago: Univ.
of Chicago Press.
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6. Property and Race
a. Laurent, L. (1961). Ch. 11 in Property Values and Race. Berkeley: University of
California Press.
b. Guterson, D. (1994) Snow Falling on Cedars. New York: Harcourt Brace.
7. Property and Technology
a. Schurnpeter, J. (1946). Ch. XIV in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. New York: Harper
Colophon Books.
b. Ogburn, W.F. (1951). "Popultation, Private Ownership, Technology and the Standard of
Living. American J. of Sociology 56: 314-319.
8. Property and Access
a. Ribot, J."Theorizing access ..." Development and Change 29:307-341.
b. Schlager, E. and E. Ostrom (1992). "Property-rights regimes and natural resources: A
conceptual analysis." Land Economics 68:249-260.
9. Customary Property
a. Sutton, Imre. (1970). "Land tenure in the west..." J. of the West 1:1-23.
b. Geisler, C. (1999). "Property cultures and sustainable Landscapes," forthcoming in Society
and Natural Resources.
10. Property and Conservation
a. McElfish, J.M. Jr. (1994) "Property rights, property roots: Rediscovering the basis for legal
protection of the environment." ELR News & Anal. 24:10233-49.
b. Geisler, C. and RL. Bedford. (1997). "Ecosystem Management: Who's Entitled?" in H. M.
Jacobs (ed.) Who Owns America? Social Conflict Over Property Rights. Madison, Univ. of
Wisconsin Press.
II. Property and Community
a. Lynch, O.J. and J.R Alcorn (1993). "Tenurial Rights and Community Based
Conservation." Theme Paper 5. Prepared of the Liz Claiborn Art Ortenberg Foundation
Community Based Conservation Workshop, Airlie, VA (Oct. 18-22)
b. Freyfogle, E.T. (1966). "Ethics, community and private land." Ecology Law Quarterly
23:631-61.
13. Property and Privatization
a. Runge, C.F. (1984). "The fallacy of 'privatization.' JournalofConternporary
Studies., Spring.
b. Heller, M. (1999). "Empty Moscow Stores..." Ch. in C. Geisler and D. Daneker (eds.),
Property and Values, forthcoming.
14. Property and Speculation
a. Ilite, J.C. (1979). "The Dubious Tradition." Ch.3 in Hite, Op. Cit.
b. Downie, L., Jr. (1974). Mortgage on America: The Real Cost ofReal Estate Speculation.
New York: Praeger Ch. 6.
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15. The New Property
a. Grey, T.C. (1980). "The Disintegration of Property." Ch. 3 in J.R. Pennock and J.W.
Chapman (eds.), Property: NOMOSXXII, New York: NYU Press.
b. Reich, C.A. (1964). "The New Property." Yale Law Journal 73: 733-78.
16. Common Property
a. McCay B. and J. Acheson. (1987). "Human Ecology of the Commons." pp. 1-34 in McCay
and Acheson (eds.), The Question of the Commons. Tucson, Univ. of Arizona Press.
b. Wilson, P.N. and G.D. Thompson. (1992). "Comon property and uncertainty..." Economic
Development and Cultural Change 41:229-318.
17. Intellectual Property
a. Kloppenburg, J.R., Jr. (1988). Chs. 1,7, 10 in First the Seed: the Political Economy of
Plant Biotechnology, 1492-2000. NY: Oxford U.P.
b. Greaves, T. (1994). "Intellectual Property Rights for Indigenous Peoples, A Source Book.
Oklahoma City: Society for Applied Anthropology.
18. Property and the Frontier
a. Downie, L., Jr. (1974). The Great Land Rush." pp. 135-152 in Mortgage on America: The
Real Cost ofReal Estate Speculation. New York: Praeger.
b. Turner, F. J. (1949) "The Frontier in American History." Report of the American
Historical Association for 1893: 199-227. (reprinted in G. R. Taylor (ed.) The Turner Thesis
Concerning the Role of the Frontier in American History. Boston: D.C. Heath & Co.)
19. Post-Modem Property
a. Alexander, G.S. (1992). "Takings and the post-modem dialectic of property."
Constitutional Commentary 9:259-277.
a. Nash, J.A. (1995). "Toward the Revival of the Subversive Virtue: Frugality." The Annual of
the society of Christian Ethics. Washington D.C.
20. The Social Construction ofProperty
a. Freyfogle, E.T. (1996). "The construction of ownership." U. of Illinois Law Review
1996:173-186.
b. Worster, D. (1993). "Private, Public, Personal: Americans and the Land." Pp. 95-111 in
Worster, The Wealth of Nature. London: Oxford University Press.
21. Property and the Labor Theory of Value
a. Veblen, T.(1898). "The origins of ownership." American J. of Sociology."
b. Becker, L.C. (1977). "The Labor Theory of Property Acquisition." Pp. 32-56
in Becker, L.C., Property Rights. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul.
22. Aboriginal Property
a. Nietschmann, B. (1982). "Indigenous Island Peoples ..." pp. 333-343 in J.A. McNeeley and
K.A. Miller (eds.), Natuional Parks, Conservation and Development. Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press.
b. Cronon, William. (1983). "Bounding the Land." in Changes in the Land, NY: Hill and Wang
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.23. Property and Social Responsibility
a. Matthei, C. (1993). "A Conununity to Which We Belong." Sojourners (November): 12-17.
b. Karp, J.P. (1993). "A Private Property Duty of Stewardship: Changing Our Land Ethic."
Environmental Law 23: 735.
24. Property and Culture
a. Hahn, S. (1983). "The Bounds of Custom." In the Roots of Southem Populism. NY: Oxford
University Press.
b. Bruce, John, Louise Fortmann and C. Nhira. (1993) "Tenures in Transition, Tenures in
Conflict..." Rural Sociology. 58:4 Winter, pp. 626-642.
25. Property and the Trust Doctrine(s)
a. Souder, J. and S. Fairfax. (1995). Ch. I in State Trust Lands. Univ. Press of Kansas.
b. Campbell, T.A. (1994). "The public trust, what's it worth?" Natural Resources Journal
34:73-92.
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FINAL PAPERIPROJECT DESCRIPTION:
(DESCRIPI10N DUE OCT. 30)
NAME' e-mail:, _
TITLE OF PAPERIPROJECT (see p. 3 under "Grading" for options):
ABSTRACTISUMMARYDESCRIPTION OF PAPERIPROJECT (300 WORDS):
OUTLINE: (use additional page as necessary)
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TOPIC SIGN-UP FORM
NAME' E-MAIL:, _
TOPIC #1 (FIRST CHOICE):
TOPIC #2 (SECOND CHOICE):
NAMES OF OTHER STUDENTS INTERESTED IN TOPIC #1:
NAMES OF OTHER STUDENTS INTERESTED IN TOPIC #2 :
REQUESTED PRESENTATION DATES:
SUBSTITUTE READINGS:
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THE COMMUNITY AND THE fUTURE
Spring 1998
Dr. Joseph Luther
314 Archttecture Hall
402.472.9213
Jluther@Unllnfo.unl.edu
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This Integrative Studies course addresses the Images and Implications of
the community of the future. This course of study will include the
following themes: envisioning the future, the nature of the community,
community development, community planning, strategic planning,
futurlstics theory and practice, paradigms and dilemmas, sustainable
development. neo-tr-cottionot town planning, the new urbanism, and
sustainable design. Learning activities will feature multi-media
presentations. The emphasis of learning will be on exploration,
description, and explanation of the emerging imperatives affecting our
homes and towns. Students will be challenged by activities which require
critical thinking about global issues within local envtronmentul, economic
and socio-cultural contexts.
MEETING TIMES
• Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00 am to 12:1S PM In Arch 305
REQUIRED TEXTS
• Kunstler, James H. (1993) The Geographyof Nowhere: The Rise and
Decline of America's Man-Made Landscape.
EVALUATION
• Grading will based upon the following factors:
• Closs participation = 5 %
• Controversy report =10%
• Internet discussions = 10 %
• Book review = 20 %
• Term paper =25 %
• final examination = 30 %
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COURSE OUTLINE
WEEK 1- ENVISIONING THE fUTURE
Jan. 13: Introductions and course overview.
See Videos: Sciencefiction images of the future.
Jan. 15: Lecture: The Image of the future.
See Video: Buckminster Fuller- Grandfather of the Future
Read Text: The Geography of Nowhere
WEEKS 2 & 3 - THE NATURE Of THE COMMUNITY
Jan. 20: Lecture: What Was the Community?
Jan. 22: Small Group Activity: What Is the Community?
Read Handouts
Jan. 27: Large Group ActiVity: What Could Be the Community?
See Video: Community Visioning
Jan. 29: forum: What Should Be the Community?
Guest Discussants
Internet Discussants
WEEKS 4 & 5 - COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
feb. 3: Lecture: Theory. philosophy and practice of community
development.
Read Handouts
Begin book review readings.
feb. 5: Small Group Activity: Exploring Community Development
TechnlQues.
feb. 10: Role Play: Action Planning.
feb. 12: forum: Community Development Practice.
Guest Discussants
WEEK 6 - COMMUNITV PLANNING
feb. 17: Lecture: The Planning Process.
See Video: Why Plan?
feb. 19: field Trip: The Planning Commission & Staff.
Internet Discussants
WEEK 7 - STRATEGIC PLANNING
feb. 24: Lecture: StrategiC Planning Process.
Read Handouts
feb. 26: Lorge Group ActiVity: Environmental Scan & SWOT analysis.
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WEEKS 8 & 9 - fUTUmSTICS: TI1EORY & PRACTICE
Mar. 3: Lecture: History. Theory & Philosophy of the futures field.
Mar. 5: Small Group Activity: futures exercises
Read Handouts
Mar 10: Lorge Group Activity: Presentgtion of Book Review Reports.
Controversy report assignments
Mar 12: forum: The Long fuzzy View.
Discussants
Term Paper Assignments
WEEK 10 - PARADIGMS & DILEMMAS
Mar 17: Lecture: Environment. Perceptions. Value and Behavior.
Mar 19: Lorge Group Activity: Conflicts and rebellions.
Controversy reports due.
WEEK 11 - SPRING BREAK
Do something unexpected in on unusual place!
WEEKS 12 & 13 - SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Mar 31: Lecture: Basic Theory and Philosophy.
See Video: Conversation for a Sustainable Society
Apr. 2: Small Group ActiVity: Testing Goals and Objectives.
Apr. 7: Lorge Group ActiVity: Making Choices.
Apr. 9: forum: The Sustainable Community.
Discussants
Internet Discussants
WEEKS 14 & 15 - NEO-TRADITIONALISM AND THE NEW URBANISM
Apr. 14: Lecture: Theory. Philosophy and Practice.
See Video: Ecological Design: Inventing the Future.
Apr. 16: Small Group ActiVity: Sketch Plans.
Apr. 21: Lorge Group ActiVity: Defining New Policies.
Apr. 23: forum: The future form of the Community.
Discussants
Term paper is due.
WEEK 16 - SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Apr. 28: Lecture: Principles. Policies. Indicators and Criteria.
Read Handouts
Assign Toke-Home final
Apr. 30: forum: Implementing Sustainable Design.
Discussants
WEEK 17 -- fiNALS
Toke home final is due - Tuesday. May 5. 1998 at 4:00 PM
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CRP804
LEGAL ASPECTS OFPLANNING
SPRING 1999
Joseph Luther & Thomas C. Huston
3 credits: lecture/lab
Meets Tuesdays at 6 PM. to 8:50PM
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Applications of constitutional, common, administrative,
and statutory law in the planning process are studied. The roles of the branches of
American government in the regulation and control of land use and development, as well as
in the planning, development, and delivery of public services and facilities are examined.
The course includes study of legal theories, issues, cases, and applications relevant to
professional planning practice, as well as the legal responsibilities of participants in the
planning process.
PREREQUISITES: CRP 400/800 or permission of instructor.
REQUIRED TEXTS:
1. Solnit, A. (1987) The Job of the Planning Commissioner. 3rd Edition. Washington
D.C.: American Planning Association. Paperback.
2. Course reader available at Nebraska Bookstore.
GRADING POLICY:
Quizzes: There will be two short quizzes during the course. These will be
objective tests and will count 10 percent, each, of your final grade for the course, for a
possible total of 20 points.
Examinations: There will be two comprehensive examinations during the
course. One will be at midterm and the other will be a take-home final. These will be
essay examinations. The midterm examination will count 20 percent of your final grade.
The take-home final examination will count 30 percent of your final examination.
Planning Commission Review: Students will attend and review at least one
planning commission meeting. This review may be handed in any time during the
sermester, prior to dead week, and will constitute 10 percent of the final grade.
Moot Planning Commission Presentation: Students will participate in a
moot commission process during the last week of classes (deadweek). These activities will
constitute 10 percent of the final grade for the course.
Class Participation: This concept includes attendance, being prepared,
speaking out, and generally participating in the class in a meaningful way. This component
will constitute 10 percent of the final grade for the course.
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COURSE OUTLINE
SPRING 1999
IAN 12 - Week 1: Introductions and Course Overview
Luther and Huston
1.1: Introductions
1.2: Review of Course Materials
IAN 19 - Week 2: Comprehensive Planning & Zoning
Luther
2.1: Enabling Legislation
2.2: Process of Comprehensive Planning
Readings:
1. Solnit, Preface, plus pp. 1-8 and 38-57
2. Lincoln, City of (1993) "Introduction," to the Lincoln-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan.
IAN 26- Week 3. The Legal Basis of Land Use Controls
Huston
3.1: History of Land Use Zoning
3.2: Constitutional Basis and Issues
Read Text
1. Solnit, pp. 105-125
2. Constitution of the United States - Articles V and XIV.
3. Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Company. 272 U.S. 365, 47 Sup. Ct. - 114, 71 L. Ed. 303
(1926)
FEB 2 - Week 4. Zoning Procedures
Luther
4.1: Zoning Terminology
4.2: Zoning Procedures and Administration
Read Text
1. Solnit, pp. 9-37
2. Lincoln, City of (1991) Title 27, Zoning.
3. Lincoln, City of (1979) "Design Standards for Zoning Regulations."
4. Lincoln, City of (1987) "Agenda for the Lincoln-Lancaster County Planning Commission."
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FEB 9 • Week 5. Zonil\& Hearings
Huston
5.1: The Planning Commission
5.2 Legislative, Quasi-Judicial and Judicial Appeals
Read Text
1. Solnit, pp. 58-104
2. Nebraska Revised Statutes 84-1408 to 84-1414, "Open Meetings Law."
3. Nebraska Revised Statutes 19-910, "Board of Adjustment."
4. Ex Parte Communications
5. Johnson v. City of Hastings. 241 Neb. 291, (1992)
6. Bowman v. City of York, 240 Neb. 201, (1992)
7. Luther, J. and A. Bleed (1997) "Planning Commissioner's Comer: Ex Parte Communication: A
Matter of Appearances," in The Western Planner Tournai, Jan/Feb, pp. 2&18.
FEB 16· Week 6. Land Development
Luther
6.1: QUIZ NUMBER 1 I1:JJ
6.2: The Development Process
Readings:
1. Port of Seattle (1992) Request for Qualifications: Center for International Trade. Seattle,
Washington.
2. Lincoln, City of (1988) "Land Development Procedures."
FEB 23- Week 7. Development Rights
Huston
7.1: Regulation Versus Taking
7.2: Eminent Domain and Other Methods of Taking
Readings:
1. Nolan v Califomia Coastal Commission. 483 US 825, 97 L Ed 2d 677, 107 S C+ 3141.
2. First English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale v County of Los Angeles, California.
482 US 304, 96 LEd 2d 250,107S C+ 2378.
3. Penn Central Transp. Co. v. City of New York, 438 U.S. 104, 98.
4. Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council.
5. Dolan v. City of Tigard
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MAR 2· Week 8. The Subdivision of Land
Luther
8.1: Subdivision Design Process
8.2: Subdivision and Planned Unit Development Guidelines
Readings:
1. Solnit, pp. 125-146
2. Lincoln, City of (1986) Tille 26 - Land Subdivision.
3. Lincoln, City of (1986) "Design Standards for Subdivision Regulations."
MAR 9· Week 9. Other Land Use Controls
Huston
9.1: Overlay and Special Districts; Contract Zoning
9.2: Performance-Based Zoning and Aesthetic Regulations
Readings:
1. Geiger v. City of Omaha. 232 Neb. 676, 442 N.W. 2d 182 (Neb 1989)
2. Simpson v. City of North Platte, 206 Neb. 240, 292 N.W. 2d, 297 (Neb 1980)
3. Map of Lincoln Municipal Airport Composite Noise Contours. Lincoln Municipal Code,
Chapter 27.58, Airport Environs District.
MAR 16 - Week 10. SPRING BREAK WEEK
Luther
MAR 23 • Week 11: Environmental Policy and Review
10.1: MIDTERM EXAMINAnON !IJJ
10.2: Environmental Policy, Review and Mediation
Readings:
1. Solnit, pp. 171-178
2. National Environmental Policy Act (42 USCA § 4321 et seq.)
3. Washington State Environmental Policy Act, Chapter 43.21C RCW.
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MAR 30 - Week 12: Mana,ement of Growth
Huston
12.1: Costs of Growth and Sprawl.
12.2: Vesting of Development Rights
12.3: Tools and Techniques; Private Growth Controls.
Readings:
1. Luther, J. (1978) 'Tools and Techniques to Manage Growth," a paper presented to the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. Pullman, Washington: Washington State University.
2. Whitehead Oil Co. v. City of Lincoln, 245 Neb 660 (Case #2); 245 Neb. 680 (Case #3)
3. Golden v. Planning Bd. of Town of Ramapo, 285 N.E. 2d 291 (N.Y.) appeal dismissed, 409 U.S.
1003 (1972)
4. Construction Indus. Ass'n, of Sonoma v. City of Petaluma, 522 F. 2d 897 (9th Cir 1975)
5. Luther, J. (1998) "Journey to Monteverde: Lessons in Sustainability," accepted for publication
in The Western Planner Journal.
APR 6 - Week 13: Codes
Luther
13.1: QUIZ NUMBER 2 I!JJ
13.2: Building and Housing Codes
Readings:
1. Lincoln Municipal Code: Chapter 20.10. Lincoln Building Code
2. Lincoln Municipal Code: Chapter 21.04. Lincoln Housing Code
3. Lincoln, City of (1988) "Land Development Procedures."
APR 13 - Week 14: Plannin,. Zonin, and Liability
Huston
14.1: Municipal Liability and the Liability of the Planner
14.2: Public Private Sector Relationships
Readings:
Seacrest, K. (1991) "Questions and Answers About Public-Private Partnership in Economic
Redevelopment," a paper presented to the Real Estate Law Seminar, 1991, Nebraska
Continuing Legal Education Inc.
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APR 20 - Week 15: Social Dimensions of Lesislation
Luther
15.1. Administration of Public Services
15.2. Social Equity and Social Justice.
Readings:
1. Luther,). (1991) "Public Policy for Housing: An Assessment of Planning and Zoning Policies
Which Encourage Removal of Barriers to Affordable Housing." Paper prepared for the
Nebraska Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy Task Force.
2. Lincoln, City of (1994) "Community Facilities" Chapter VI of the Lincoln-Lancaster County
Comprehensive Plan.
APR 27 - Week 16: Dead week: Synthesis/Moot Hearing
Take-home final examination will be handed out at this time.
MAY 4- Week 17. Finals week
TAKE HOME FINAL EXAMINATION I!:JJ
Final examination is due in Dr. Luther's office on Tuesday, 4 May 1999 by 5:00PM,
no exceptions.
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CRP 400/800
Call Nos. 2683 & 2688
SedjonOOl
INTRODUCTION TO PLANNING
Fall 1998
Dr. Joseph Luther
3 credits: lecture
Monday and Wednesday
10:30 a.m, to 11:45 a.m.
Architecture Hall - Room 305
COURSEDESCRIPTION: The field of community and regional planning is
introduced and is studied in relation to the history of cities, urbanization, and
regionalization. The course explores the origins and evolution of American
urban and regional planning practice. The planning process as a response to
social, political, physical, and economic factors is analyzed. The course
introduces the community comprehensive planning process, plan
implementation, and functional areas of planning.
REQUIRED TEXTS:
Eisner, Simon, Arthur Gallion and Stanley Eisner (1993) The Urban Pattern
[6th edition]. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. Paperback. 641 pp.
RESERVE TEXTSIN ARCHITECTURE LIBRARY:
Chapin, F. Stuart (1965) Urban Land Use Planning. Urbana: Univ. of
Illinois Press.
So, Frank S. (1979) The Practice of Local Government Planning.
Washington D.C.: International City Management Association.
GRADING:
The final grade for this course will be based on the following elements:
Class participation = 10 points
Book Review =20 points
Graduate Students Term Paper = 25 points
Mid-Term Examination = 30 points
Final Examination = 40 points
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COURSE OUTLINE
WEEK1: KNOWLEDGE: THE BASIS FOR PLANNING
1.1 Introductions and Course Overview
1.2 Environmental Systems
HANDOUTS
Course Outlines
Book Review Assignments
VIDEO:
"The Challenge of Change"
READINGS:
Text - pp. 3-39
WEEK2: HISTORY OF PLANNING I
2.1 Ancient and Oassic Cities
2.2 Medieval and Neoclassic Cities
READINGS:
Text - pp. 43-88
WEEK3: HISTORY OF PLANNING II
3.1 Labor Day Holiday
3.2 Colonial Cities and Villages
READINGS:
Text - pp. 89-160
WEEK4: HISTORY OF PLANNING III
4.1 The Transitional Cities and Early Twentieth Century Planning
4.2 Contemporary Planning Since 1945
READINGS
Text - pp. 163-189
VIDEO:
"Why Plan?"
WEEK5: THE MODERN PLANNING PROCESS
5.1 Public Sector Planning
5.2 Private Sector Planning
READINGS:
Text - pp. 193-237
NOTE: Book Reviews are Due
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WEEK 6: THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
6.1: The Dynamic Systems Approach to Comprehensive Planning
6.2: Anticipatory and Participatory Planning
READINGS:
Text - pp. 241-259
WEEK7: THE LAND USE PLAN
7.1 Land Use Survey and Map
7.2 Land Use Demand Analysis and Plan
READINGS:
Text - pp. 261-284
READINGS:
Reserve book: Urban Land Use Planning - pp. 231-288
WEEK 8: TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
8.1 Multi-modal Transportation Systems
8.2 Traffic and Parking
READINGS:
Text - pp. 285-333
Reserve book: The Practice of Local Government Planning -
Chapter 6: "Transportation Planning" by Sandra
Rosenbloom.
WEEK9: MID-TERM
9.1 FALL BREAK
9.2 MID-TERM EXAMINATION
WEEK10: HOUSING
10.1 Housing Programs and Requirements
10.2 Affordable Housing Issues
READINGS
Text - pp. 334-340
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WEEK11; ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
11.1 Retail and Services Development
11. 2 Manufacturing Development
READINGS:
Text - pp. 341-363
WEEK 12; SOCIAL PLANNING
12.1 Public Services
12.2 Institutions and Facilities
READINGS:
Text - pp. 365-370
Reserve book: The Practice of Local Government Planning-
Chapter 11: "Social Aspects of Physical Planning" by
Elizabeth Howe.
WEEK 13; ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
13.1 Constraints and Capability
13,2 Conservation and Management
READINGS:
Text - pp. 371-407
WEEK 14; PLANNING IMPLEMENTATION
14.1 Zoning and Subdivision
14.2 Thanksgiving Holiday
READINGS:
Text - pp. 411-490
VIDEO:
"Seaside"
WEe< 15; COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
15.1 Community Regeneration
15.2 Unified Community Development and Planning
READINGS:
Text - pp. 493-559
VIDEO:
"Capital City Focus: Carson City Strategic Planning"
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WEEK16: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
16.1 The New Urbanism
16.2 Indicators of Sustainability
READINGS:
Text - pp. 560 - 616
Handouts
VIDEO:
"Ecological Design: Inventing the Future"
NOTE: Graduate Students Term Papers Are Due
WEEK 17: FINAL EXAMINATION
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BOOK REVIEW LIST
Dr. Luther
• Ebenezer Howard - Garden Cities of To-Morrow.
• Benton MacKaye - The New Exploration: A philosophy of Regional Planning.
• Helen and Scott Nearing - Living the Good Life: How to Live Sanely and Simply
in a Troubled World.
• Jane Jacobs - The Death and Life of Great American Cities.
• Paul and Percival Goodman - Communitas: Means of Livelihood and Ways of
Life.
• Edward C. Banfield - The Unheavenly City.
• Robert 1. Heilbroner - The Future as History: The Historic Currents of Our Time
and the Direction in Which They are Taking America.
• Edward Abbey - The Monkey Wrench Gang.
• Robert 1. Thayer, Jr. - Gray World, Green Heart: Technology, Nature, and the
Sustainable Landscape.
• Jack McCall- The Small Town Survival Guide: Help for Changing the
Economic Future of Your Town.
• Oarence J. Glacken - Traces on the Rhodian Shore: Nature and Culture from
Ancient Times to the End of the Eighteenth Century.
• Anne Matthews - Where the Buffalo Roam: The Storm Over the Revolutionary
Plan to Restore America's Great Plains.
• William Irwin Thompson - Passages About Earth: An Exploration of the New
Planetary Culture.
• John Friedmann - Retracking America: A Theory of Transactive Planning.
• Peter Katz - The New Urbanism: Toward an Architecture of Community.
• Edward Bellamy - Looking Backward.
• Rachel Carson - Silent Spring.
• James Howard Kunstler - The Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of
America's Man-Made Landscape.
• Christopher Alexander, et al. - A Pattern Language.
• Wendall Berry - The Unsettling of America.
• Peter Calthorpe and Sim van der Ryn - Sustainable Communities.
• Tony Hiss - The Experience of Place.
• Dayton Duncan - Miles From Nowhere: Tales from America's Contemporary
Frontier.
• John McPhee - In Suspect Terrain.
• David Lamb - A Sense of Place: Listening to Americans.
• Charles F. Wilkinson - Crossing the Next Meridian: Land, Water, and the Future
oftheWest.
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• RebeccaSolnit - Savage Dreams: A Journey into the Hidden Wars of the
American West.
• Sim van der Ryn and Stuart Cowan - Ecological Design.
• Ian L. McHarg - Design with Nature.
• Peter Calthorpe - The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community and the
American Dream.
• Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk - Towns and Town-Making
Principles.
• Daniel Kemmis - Community and the Politics of Place.
• Aldo Leopold - A Sand County Almanac.
• John Tilman Lyle - Regenerative Design for Sustainable Development.
• Kirkpatrick Sale - Human Scale.
• John McPhee - Coming into the Country.
• Randall Arendt - Rural By Design.
• Oliver E. Byrum - Old Problems in New Times: Urban Strategies for the 1990's.
• Joel Garreau - Edge City: Life on the Frontier.
• David Sucher - City Comforts: How to Build an Urban Village.
• Herbert Girardet - The GAIA Atlas of Cities: New Directions for Sustainable
Urban Living.
• Neal R. Pierce - Citistates: How Urban America Can Prosper in a Competitive
World.
• Serge Chermayeff and Christopher Alexander - Community and Privacy: Toward
a New Architecture of Humanism.
• Paolo Soleri - Archology: The City in the Image of Man.
• Robert Goodman - After the Planners.
• Robert Fishman - Bourgeois Utopias: The Rise and Fall of Suburbia.
• John R. Stilgoe - Borderland - Origins of the American Suburb.
• Andrew Blowers (editor) Planning for a Sustainable Environment: A Report of
the Town and Country Planning Association.
• Farallones Institute - The Integral Urban House: Self-Reliant Living in the City.
• Richard Hedman and Andrew [aszewski - Fundamentals of Urban Design.
• David Wann - Deep Design: Pathways to a Livable Future.
• Ken Yeang - Designing with Nature: The Ecological Basis for Architectural
Design.
• Michael N. Corbett - A Better Place to Live: New Designs for Tomorrow's
Communities.
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